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THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE (Sbiforial.R SALE. On the Wing.
I tu present at the annual meeting of 

the East Middlesex Agricultural Society, held 
in London. There were present many of the 
old substantial farmers, who had conducted 
the Western Fair since its inception, and had 
given their aid to it until it had earned the 
reputation ottyeing the best really agricultural 
exhibition on this continent. The election 
was conducted in such a manner that it should 
cause farmers in all parts to be on their guard, 
and, in fact, should invoke the attention of 
legislators. The voting was conducted by the 
show of tickets held up; these tickets 
placed in the hands of many individuals who 
never had taken an interest in the exhibition, 
one person alone purchasing 100 tickets in this 
manner. Farmers consider that their interest 
has been sacrificed for years past. The first 
vote showed the result. One lawyer nomin
ated a lawyer and another citizen as auditors; 
a farmer nominated one citizen and one farmer; 
another farmer nominated two farmers. One 
person gave the word, “All up!”—the citizens 
were elected and the farmers rejected, 
record this as a duty, and to show you the ne
cessity of farmers being more united. The old 
farmers opposed the disposal of the grounds; 
they still have the power of retaining the re
maining half, and are desirous of so doing un
til the promised new grounds are handed over 
to their control. It b believed that the object 
of purchasing the vote is to elect a sufficient 
number of persons to enable them to carry a 
vote to sweep both the money and the land 
entirely out of the control of the farmers, who 
have strongly opposed turning the Exhibition 
into a mountebank arrangement, and the 
introduction of demoralising influences, to the 
injury of agriculturists.
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Libel.
Farmers, under the existing libel law we are 

prevented from protecting you from the numer
ous frauds and traps that are set to catch yonr 
hard-earned money, or even your farms. Hun
dreds, perhaps thousands, of yon are swindled 
every year ; many a farmer has lost his farm 
on account of the existing law. We have 
known of hundreds of smooth-tongued, plans! 
ble talkers, that have been carrying on swind
ling operations and offering alluring induce
ments to obtain farmers’ signatures under the 
most deceptive temptations. Even monetary 
establishments have existed, and we believe 
now exist, in which farmers place their hard 
earnings with the expectancy of realizing a 
competency for themselves in old age, or for 
their families after their decease. Should we 
mention a name, or a business, or a location, 
or even the mode of operation, as a guide to yon, 
we would be liable to have an action brought 
against usby the perhaps penniless or unscrupul
ous person, and be liable to pay costs, although 
our statements may be true and we may be 
able to prove them. We have had experience in 
this matter. We exposed a discrepancy of an 
official ; an action was entered against us ; we 
were obliged to engage a lawyer, put in our de
fence and pay the costs, because the plaintiff' 
never appeared. He cleared ont ; had he con
tinued the case we should have gained it if we 
could have depended on having fair play. Had 
we gained we should have been obliged to pay 
all our costs, perhaps more. We are pleased 
to receive a circular from the Canadian Press 
Association in regard to this subject, as they 
are about applying to the Legislature for an 
alteration in this act. In this they may do a 
work that may tend to the protection of many 
honorable men in our country, and the exposure 
and condemnation of the fraudulent. We would 
suggest the change that no editor be prosecuted 
for publishing truth, either by criminal or civil 
proceedings, and some security for costs be 
obtainable,/so as to protect publishers from 
actions by parties who having no property 
judgments of the court for costs are of no avail 
and exercise no restraint on them.
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Onr Monthly Prize. Essays.
Onr prize of 85.00 for the best original essay 

on The AariculturcU and Social Elevation of 
the Far-mere, has been awarded to C. H. East- 
lake, Ridgetown, Ont. The essay appears in 
this issue.

A prize of $5 will be sriven for the best 
original essay on Clovers and Crosses. Essays 
to be handed in not later than Feb. 15th.
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ICONDITIONS OF COMPETITION.
1. ̂ No award will be made unless one essay at 

least comes up to the standard for publication.
2. —Tt is not necessary for essayists to agree with 

onr policy, so lo*n# as they give sound reasons for 
differing from us.

3. —The essays will be judged by the ideas, argu
ments. conciseness and conformity with thesubiect, 
and not bv the grammar, punctuation or spelling, 
our object being to encourage farmers who have en
joyed few educational advantages.

4. —Should one or more essays, in addition to the 
one receiving the first prize, pres°nt a different view 
of the question, a second prize will be awarded, the

being decided by ourselves In each case, and 
the essay will appear in the same or in a succeed
ing issue.

m

7 College I was honored with an invitation to de
liver an address at the annual farmers’ din
ner in Brantford. This we look on as one of 
the most successful and most important agri
cultural meetings I have been present at for 
many years, if éver It was composed of the 
leading farmers within 12 miles of the city, and 
the leading citizens and members of Parliament. 
The dining hall was so much overcrowded that 
they contemplate holding their next annual 
dinner in the drill shed. The inhabitants of 
this city and county are intending to exert 
themselves to increase the interest in their 
annual exhibition.

I wish them every success, and feel satis?
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Several valuable cows died in North Atchi
son, Kan., on account of eating the refuse—to
mato and pumpkin seeds, sweet potato par
ings, etc.—thrown out from the vegetable 
ning establishment.
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! I .be traced to uneven expansion, causing the 
roots to break, especially between the frozen 
and unfrozen soil, should they penetrate to 
that depth. Now, if the frost level cuts Fig. 1 
at any part of the filament, the plant will die, 
whereas, in Fig. 2, the roots, if cut off at any 
point, will grow again under favorable condi
tions, although the vitality of the plant may be 
greatly weakened. We should therefore pre
fer a field of wheat with roots like Fig. 2. 
Numerous experiments have also proved that 
the philosophy of the thing is correct, for a 
depth of one to two inches (according 
to the nature of the soil) has produced the best 
results.

These facts give rise to another important 
point, viz., Which is the better, hand or drill 
sowing ? Drill sowing can only be defended 
on the ground that a proper and uniform depth 
can always be secured ; and hand sowing can 
be condemned mainly on the ground that the 
depth is too irregular. The seeds left on the 
surface must suffer for having too much light 
and too little moisture, all seeds germinating 
better in the shade, if not in total darkness, 
and then there is alto the risk of their being 
devoured by birds. Again, if they are sown 
too deep, the results will be as above described. 
The leading objection to drill sowing is that, 
when the roots are matted too closely together, 
they cannot be kept sufficiently in contact with 
the greatest possible number of particles of 
soil ; hence they cannot feed to the best ad
vantage. j

There is evidently a fortune in store for the 
ambitious farmer’s boy who will invent a drill 
which will sow a uniform depth, making the 
drills say two inches apart and dropping the 
seeds separately instead of placing so many in 
contact with each other.

Ed. Farmer's Advocate. Sir —I nntic- in 
the August number of Advocate, C institution. 
By-laws'Ac., of the “Middlesex Agricultural 
Council,” lately formed. We are endeavoring 
to form a * "Farmer’s Club” in this vicinity, but 
hardly know how to proceed in getting it up 
I infer from clause No. 2, Sec. 2, that the 
Council would aid -n the formation of Farmers 
Clubs. I am therefore instructed by resolution 
of our last meeting to write to see if we could 
obtain a Constitution and By laws suitable for 
our purpose, and some general information re
specting the working up of a “Farmers’ Club.” 
Our object seems to be as follows : The com
bination and co-operation of farmers in the 
matters of resisting and «oppressing evils and 
abuses imposed on the farming eommumty ; 
the shipping of grain and other produce difrect 
and probably getting supplies direct ; also 
the cultivation of social intercourse and im
provement in agriculture, raisiné stock, et-. 
As the address of any of the officers of said 
Council is not given, and as their meeting* are 
held in the Advocate Office, I take the liberty 
to write you on the subject, requesting that 
you or the Council be pleased to send ns some
thing in the shape of a Constitution, By-laws, 
&c., that we could use to begin with, which no 
doubt you will be clad to do, and for which I 
assure you we shall be very thankful. The 
thought suggests itself to me that somethin* 
concise con Id be inserted in the Advocate 
which would also be utilized by other 
munities.

Goldstone, Ont.

‘tKhe 65farm.
<
' Effects of Deep Sowing of Wi' tcr 

Wheat in Fnderdrained Soil*.
A correspondent sends us specimens of his 

winter wheat, an illustration of which we give 
herewith, and asks us whether Fig. 1 or Fig. 2

r
.

' i I!
!

will stand the winter best. This is a very im
portant question, as it embraces many tillage 
operations, and we gladly give it special prom
inence.

■ :•i s•n
I■ !

! 1 i

i ia The illust ations are from photo
graphs of the specimens we received, but are 
one-third smaller in size. A portion of the 
blades have been cut off in order to save space, 
hut the roots have net been interfered with

:$

m '■M ■

,1 î The slender filament in Fig. 1, which lies be
tween the root and the base of the blades, is 
one and a half inches long in the specimen, or 
one inch in the illustration, and shows that the 
seed was sown deep, but how deep we cannot 
say. The seed which produced Fig. 2 was 
sown shallow.

It should here be understood that

j {

:•
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com* i Yours respectfully,
Ü W. S. Grace.

W. A. Macdonald.—As I had the honor of 
framing the Constitution and By-laws, permit 
me to state that I adapted them to the special 
requirements of this Conncil and not for farm 
ere’ clubs generally, but I think that any club 
could easily change them so as to make them 
suitable to its requirements. I am in favor of 
devoting part of our special fund to printing 
Constitutions and By-laws specially suited to 
farmers’ clubs

W. Weld.—Allow me to draw your attention 
to the suggestion made by the Secretary at the 
time our Constitution and By-laws were adopted. 
He then suggested the Council should have 
responding honorary members in different parts 
of the Dominion. Such members might be 
posed of the secretaries of all the farmers’ clubs 
affiliated with this Council 
greater part of the special fund could be most 
advantageously used in sending a member of this 
Council to aid in establishing farmers’ clubs in 
obedience to such communications as we have 
received from Mr. Grace. Such memhershould 
also be prepared to deliver a lecture 
subject decided upon by the clpb. I do not 
think it advisable to publish rules and regula
tions in the Advocate, for no two clubs should 
be founded on exactly the same basis ; each 
club should be guided by local circumstances 
and conditions.

The further discussion of this question 
postponed for deeper deliberation.

The President—I am pleased to see so many 
members present at our annual meeting, and 
the increased enthusiasm manifested We 

ght to be thankful for the magnificent oppor
tunity we have for doing good to the free and 
independent farmers of this Dominion, for we 
can speak to them through such a powerful 
organ as the Advocate and I think 
also aid that journal very materially.

W. Weld—As editor of the Advocate, T 
want to pro*eit against the remarks of the 
President The Advocate is not the organ of 
this Council or any other corporation ; but I 
have promised to sustain you with mv influence 
and my funds, so long as you keep free and in
dependent. and I shall stick to my word. I 
don’t expect that your support will be of any 
use to me. for I have already the best writers 
in the different departments of my journal 
Before you commence the election of officers 
T wish to sfate that I want to retire from the 
\ ice Presidency as I feel worn out in the 
of agriculture, and don’t desire to undertake 
greater responsibilities You have other and 
younnger members, highly capable o‘ filling all 
the offices, but I hope you will retain my name 
0» your roll as a private member of the Council.

4
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■ Farm Drainage.

No. VI.
Laying out the Main Drain. — Having taken 

the level, and ascertained the lowest portion of 
the field, the first consideration is to get a good 
outlet, but before this is determined, it may 
sometimes be necessary to have an idea of the 
depth of the main as well as of the laterals, for 
the outlet may be sufficiently free for a shallow 
drain, whereas the obstructions offered to a deep 
drain may be a source of annoyance. This leads 
us to the following consideration:

If the upper layer of the soil to be drained is 
somewhat stiff, with a more pervious substratum 
say 4 feet below, it is better to dig shallow 
drains, placing them closer together, than to cut 
through the upper stratum, with the drains 
farther apart Should the reverse be the case, 
however, then it is better to have deeper drains 
at wider intervals. (It should here be remark
ed that if the upper stratum is more or less re
tentive, with a porous subsoil say 4 to 8 feet be
low, then the land should be drained by dig
ging h les into the pervious subsoil, and filling 
them up with a more pervious soil. The number 
of these hides will depend upon the retentive 
character of the upper bed, and the porosity of 
the pervious stratum, 
becomes very practicable where springs abound. 
These determinations can only be made by dig
ging test holes in different parts of the field.)

In these views of the situation the depth of 
the laterals should be ascertained before that of 
the main; but there are other ^considerations

I believe the

Fig. J,"

plants derive their food from the seed 
such store is exhausted, or at least until the 
leaves are sufficiently near the surface to re
ceive the light, for the carbonic acid of the at 
mosphere cannot enter the plant through the 
leaves in darkness. Fig. 1 had therefore a 
struggling existence before its leaves were able 
to reach the light, and the stiffer and wetter 
the soil the greater the struggle. These fact* 
point out that the depth is largely dependent 
on the drainage, composition, and physical 
character of the soil.

In Fig. 1 the roots' below the filament 
scarcely three inches long, while those in Fig. 
2 are five inches, and the roots of the latter 
stronger and more numerous, and are therefore 
in a better condition to obtain nourishment, 
especially in a drained soil. The roots in Fig 
2 also spread out more widely, which is a fact 
of very great significance ; for the capacity 
which roots have for obtaining food depends 
upon the number of particles of soil which 
come into contact with them ; this number 
again depends upon the .fineness of the parti
cles, and the fineness of the particles is 
erned by the drainage and tillage.

Of primary importance are also the effects of 
frost. W hen undrained, a frozen soil expands 
bodily, and the injury to the Crop can mainly

Fig. 2.
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Experimems With Potatoes-Potato 
Rot-Profits and Losses on 

Fertilizers.
(A Lecture delivered by W. A. Macdonald before 

the Middlesex Agricultural Council.)
No 1. .list.

Mr. President and fellow-members : At the 
special request of your Board of Control I have 
brought with me a tabulated statement of the 
results of my experiments with potatoes, show
ing the percentage of gains and losses which I 
have made on the different manures and fer
tilizers applied, and their action in relation to 
the potato rot. I have also made a number of 
experiments with vegetables and some farm 
products, but those in relation to potatoes will 
occupy the limited time at our disposal. I do 
not claim originality in my system of investiga
tion, for this has been the laborious efforts of 
half a century, in which the greatest agricul
tural talents of the age have been employed; but 
I claim to have the most accurately conducted 
experiments on the action of various commer
cial fertilizers upon the potato rot. In one im
portant feature, however, I have moved out of 
the rut of other investigators, viz., the business 
calculations, without which I consider experi
ments to be of little practical value. I do not 
wish you to regard my experiments as conclu
sive, for they should be rep rated on different 
soils and in different seasons, but my earnest 
desire is that they should awaken in you a 
spirit of investigation which is absolutely 
necessary to true agricultural progress. In 
order to effect this result, we must go back to 
the first principles ; all the known conditions 
must be fully weighed, and it should not be 
said that a certain course is theoretical simply 
because it does not at once fall within the 
bounds of our understanding. If one single 
condition is omitted from our consideration, the 
whole experiment may be 
for it may lead us to adopt false methods. I 
rejoice that your worthy President is so well 
read in the science of farming, as well as being

which seem to clash with these methods of ob 
taining the<lepth. For example, it is said that, 
in any case, the drain should be deep enough tc 
escape the frosts; but it must not be forgotten 
that an important object of drainage is to let 
the frost down as low as the bottom of the 
drained soil, and no heaving takes place so long 
as there is no water to be frozen except that 
contained within the particles of soil Ajain 
it is said that, in any case, the drains should be 
deep enough to keep the water table below the 
reach of the roots of the crop. This must also 
be taken with a good deal of reservation. No 
soil can be drained deep enough to lower the 
water table beyond the depth of the roots of 
some plants, and it is a fortunate coincidence 
that in retentive soils, where the drains are 
supposed to be shallow, the plants can obtain as 
much nutriment in a depth of say two feet as 
they can in four feet in a porous soil. The 
more clay a soil has, the more plant food it will 
retain, providing it does not become impervi
ous. When the soil and subsoil are uniform, 
the depth is then measured by the extent of 
their porosity. The practice to be followed in 
giving direction to the main depends upon many 
circumstances. There is only one safe rule, 
viz., that no rule should be followed. It is 
very important that the main should be so 
located as to afford the easiest and most desir
able acces-i for the greatest number of laterals 
entering both sides of the main, if possible; but 
it is also important that it should contain as 
few angles and bends as possible. Where the 
fall is considerable, it may sometimes be well to 
deviate gradually from a straight line, providing 
the extra length will save more digging than 
the extra depth of ihe shortest cut. However, 
where the fall is slight, follow a straight line if 
possible, for the fall from any one given point 
to another is the same whether ■ he line be 
straight or crooked, although the fall per foot 
in the straight line is greater, so that the velos- 
ity of the flow is greatly retarded in the circuit
ous route, caused by the curve, the extra fric
tion, and the extra length. Curved lines also re
quire more tile, making the cost of drainage 
greater. On the other hand, it must be re
membered that if, by the short cut, the drain 
gets too deep, the drainage will be inefficient, 
more especially if the soil consists largely of 
clay.

Next in importance comes the length of the 
main, the principles, for the most part, also ap
plying to the sub-mains or laterals. This brings 
us to the discussion of the silt basin, a section 
of which will be seen in the accompanying 
illustration. Itwillbe observed that wehavesup- 
posed it to be made of brick, but stone, or dur
able wood cut into planks, will answer the pur
pose very well. We have only represented two 
sides of the four walls in order that the interior 
working may be seen. You see that the in flow 
pipe or tile which penetrates the wall is a few 
inches higher than the out-flow pipe, the ne
cessity for which will be readily conceived, but 
we shall allude to the principle involved when 
speaking of imperfect outlets. The clear water 
is represented by B, and the sediment or silt by 
C. The covering, A, whether made of plank or 
a flat stone, should tit tightly on all sides and 
corners of the wails to prevent the ingress of 
frost, whico may damage the tile as well as in
terfere with the flow, always bearing in mind 
that good drains are intended to work in winter ,
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the County of Middlesex, and I tremble lest he 
too ardently expose any error that may

Last spring, while loitering in the suburbs of 
London I observed a neglected plot, and being

I resolved upon converting it into an experiment 
station. Fortunately, the land was for sale, 
and upon examination of the subsoil, I was
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oility for the purpose mentioned. Upon a me-

h>liO percent of clay, and it therefore borders on 
a loam and a clay loam. I ascertained that alter
nate cropping and neglect had formed the 
system of rotation for over 30 years, so that I

mencing to restore a worn-out soil. Not being 
able to get a pedigree of the cropping, I was 
forced to conduct experiments as to what con
stituents of plant food the soil was most defi
cient in. I staked off the third part of an acre, 
embracing a portion that presented the same 
aspect to sun and wind. This plot made 33 
rows 145 feet long and 3 feet apart, each row 
therefore being the hundredth part of an acre.

I planted the potatoes on the trench system, 
diiging the ground the depth of the spade (one 
foot) and two spade-widths. This left a mellow

m
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as well as summer, whether the ground is frozen 
or not. Where greater security from frost is 
desired, it is advisable to use hard-burnt tile or 
piping, instead of ordinary tile, for several feet 
distant from the silt basin. The surface of the 
ground is represented at D. D. The size and 
depth of the silt basin are immaterial, but it is 
usually made from 12 to 24 inches in diameter, 
and the depth below the pipe should be such 
that the basin will not require cleaning out too 
frequently. The silt may be removed by means 
of a dfpper. It will readily be perceived that 
the deeper the basin from the out-flow pipe, the 
cleaner will be the outflowing water, and hence 
the greater the security of the drain, as well as 
of the outlet.

The original intention of this basin was mere
ly to gather the silt, and to ascertain, when the 
drain became plugged up, whether the ob
struction was above the basin or below. If a 
peep be taken into the silt basin and it is found 
that the inflow pipe is running, the outflow be
ing obstructed, the ascertaining of the obstruc
tion must then be confined to the portion of the
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SECTION Of SILT BASIN.

drain lying between the basin and the outlet. 
From this point of view, (although it is still ad 
visable to construct silt basins in long drains) 
the basin is for the most part an apology for 
deficient skill and bad workmanship in the con 
struction of the drain; for if all the operations 
be properly conducted, and the size of the tile 
be such that the drain will occasionally run to 
its full capacity, there will be very little dan
ger of obstruction.

There are other considerations, however, 
which render the use of silt basins very desir
able, and sometimes absolutely necessary. One 
portion of the main may naturally require a 
different fall from another, in which case a silt 
basin will produce an evener depth of drain. 
VVnen the upper portion of the drain has a much 
greater fall than the portion below the silt 
basin, see that the latter will discharge the 
water as rapidly as the former will flood it into 
the basin, otherwise the water level may re
main near the surface too great a length of timei 
and if the head of the drain is higher than the 
top of the silt basin, the latter may overflow. 
The silt basin is specially useful where it is 
necessary to make sudden curves or sharp an
gles in the direction of the drain. Indeed, it 
may sometimes be necessary to lead two or 
more mains into one silt basin, making only one 
outlet.

■



Name of Fertilizer.

No Fertilizer..........................  205 I 10
No. 1 Fertilizer........................ 325 15 F 28 +1000
No. 2 “ .......................... 350 ! 21 +32 j +141#
No. 3 “ ........................... 330 24 r25 +1250
Dried blood............................ 250 | 20 —0 —125
Cow Manure (1,000 lbs.).......  250 ! 40 —0 —7500
Sulphate of Potash................ 202 15 —1.2 —03
Mixture ................................... 325 15 + 23 4000
Ashes (12 lbs).......................... 300 10 +13 +1750
Hen Manure (33 lbs.)............. 350 14 +32 48100
■Superphosphate...................... 300 16 ; +13 +350

Alnanalyzed brands.................25!) 18 —2.3 —120
The following is an analysis of the brand of 

fertilizer No. 2, mentioned in the above table, 
with the method of reckoning the price per ton :
Soluble phosphate of lime 10.62 106 lbs ■' 13c-25.48 
Insoluble do ..................  3.72 31 “ : 7c - 2.3s

\

10.44)JSulphate of soda
160 “ "e - 3.15" “ i>otash...........  1.60 j ^

■ " lime (plaster) — 25.33
»4 uiagnessia...........  3.10
“ iron and alumina 3.06

Insoluble matter.....................16.65
Organic mat ter,moisture,etcl6.30

833.31100.00
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bottom, which, upon being levelled with the 
rake, left the trench 4 inches deep. Upon this 
cushion I placed the potatoes without cutting 
them, putting them 18 inches apart by exact 
measurement, and I found that each row used 
up exactly half a bushel of medium sized pota
toes, or 97 in number. The variety used was 
the Beauty of Hebron, and I selected good, 
averaged sized seeds specially for the purpose. 
Of the first 18 rows all received a different kind 
of fertilizer, except three which I planted at 
the greatest possible distance apart from each 
other, using no fertilizer. My object in doing 
so was to test the uniformity of the soil ; and my 
expectation was fully realized, for each of the 
three rows produced exactly the same quantity 
of potatoes. Now I considered it to be quite 
evident that if I produced more or less bushels 
from the other rows, the results must be at
tributed to the action of the fertilizers.

It being well known that the constitutents of 
plant food which are usually most deficient in 
every soil are nitrogen, phosphoric acid and 
potash, it is evident that no brand of fertilizer 
would be of any use for my purpose unless 1 
had its analysis, showing its percentages of 
these constituents which it contained. Owing 
to the lateness of my purchase and the con
sequent expedition with which I had to rush 
the work, I could not get all the kinds of 
fertilizers which I desired, but I succeeded in 
getting a fair variety. My mode of application 
was this: I raked about three inches of soil up 
on the top of the potatoes, and then sprinkled 
the fertilizers in the trench at the rate of 400 
pounds to the acre, or 4 lbs. to each row. I 
then raked on another inch of soil, which com
pletely filled the trench.

On some of the rows I applied fertilizers 
no analysis, and 

which I procured from several markets. These 
I have grouped together, and it will be seen by 
the following table that they produced ti 
bushels per acre less potatoes than where no 
fertilizers were used. The potatoes were 
planted on May 23rd—nearly two weeks too 
late—and harvested Sept. 18th. The yield of 
each row was measured, the rotten potatoes 
being carefully separated and measured.
TABLE SHOWING TIIE 5'IELD IN BUSHELS PER 

ACRE, THE PERCENTAGE OF ROTTEN POTATOES, 
AND THE PERCENTAGES OF GAIN OR LOSS :

of which I had;!
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brought shame and disgrace upon the agricul
tural education of adult farmers, to whom must 
we then intrust the literary lives of our 
farmers’ boys Î

But there is more than one way of beginning 
at the wrong end of agricultural education. 
This is strikingly exemplified by the heroic 
efforts which are being made by our fruit 
growers to introduce botany, floriculture, ento
mology, horticulture, pomology, etc., into our 
public schools. This also illustrates the in
iquity of hobbies, especially when indulged in 
by powerful corporations supported by the 
peoples’ money. Taking advantage of the 
ignorance of farmers as to what the principles 
of agriculture really are, the Fru t Growers’ 
Association attempt to foist their fads upon the 
attention of the Government under the name 
and delusion of agricultural education. They 
want to prune the asperities from wayward 
urchins by the introduction of flowers into the 
school room ; in other language, the useful 
must yield to the ornamental, despite the fact 
that it is only through the useful that the 
means for acquiring the ornamental can be ob
tained. Little does it matter to them whether 
the principles are right or wrong—in other 
words, whether they begin at the right end or 
the wrong—so long as they gain a step in their 
own aggrandizement.

But I do not accuse the fruit growers entirely 
of wilful aggression ; for they commenced and 
have continued their own business from the 
wrong end—not designedly, but unwittingly. 
For example, I have heard such questions as 
the following discussed with the greatest grav
ity :
true that the President of the Association, who 
is an eminent chemist, knows better, and on 
one occasion, when asked him why he toler
ated such nonsense, he answered t the effect 
that if he told his hearers that every plant 
would derive the greatest benefit from such 
constituents of. plant foed as were most de
ficient in the soil, he would be compelled to use 
technicalities which they could not comprehend, 
and he would then be stigmatized as being 
theoretic.

Herein lies the whole secret of agricultural 
education. Teach the boy not to be afraid to 
go back to first principles on account of certain 
technicalities intervening between his mind and 
the truth. Teach him that the requirements 
of the plant are subordinate to those of the 
soil, and his common-sense will then be his 
best guide. If we have to study what we and 
our domestic animals are to eat and drink, we 
must go back to the soil for first principles in 
order that we may begin at the right end ; and 
the composition and classification of plants 
must therefore be subordinate to those of the 
soils in which they grow. If the soil and the fer
tilizers are right the plant cannot go wrong— 
except by forces which are external and 
visible.

Those champions of agricultural education 
who cannot defend it on principle are begin
ning at the wrong end. If it be introduced as 
a science, and not as a profession, all objections 
will instantly vanish. If it cannot be intro
duced as a science, then, on the same principle 
all other sciences must be wiped from the 
course of study. The farmer has a right to de
mand that the principles of mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, and biology should be illus-

Fertilizers Nos. 1 and 3 have nearly the same 
composition, but are not quite so strong, con
taining more moisture. You may be somewhat 
surprised that the figures in the column repre
senting the total yield per acre are rather 
round numbers. To tell you the truth, I em
ployed a boy from the High School to pick the 
potatoes, one who said he was expert at figures, 
but when he came to count up the half-pecks, 
quarter-pecks, etc., by converting them into 
decimals of bushels, he was completetly be 
wildered. What a sad commentary on our 
educational system ! A boy of sixteen who had 
“been all through the big ’rithmetic” stuck at 
a simple problem like this ! However, I was 
present at the picking of the most important 
rows, and as there is a great difference in the 
yields, approximate figures are useful enough 
for all practical purposes. I am convinced that 
weight should be used instead of measure.

An examination of the profit and loss column 
in the above table cannot fail to astound you. 
Just think of it !—making a profit of 1416 per 
cent on a fertilizer which sells in the market 
for $33.31 per ton ! Look again !—producing a 
loss of 125 percent on a fertilizer (dried blood ) 
which costs $60 a ton in our markets 1 And so 
on with all the other figures. Is it a wonder 
that the blind-fold system of applying fertil
izers has proved a failure ? In the unanalyzed 
brands (about half a dozen) the table shows that 
I lost an average of 120 percent on my invest
ment. The question arises, can these heavy 
losses be averted, and a gain of at least 100 per
cent on the investment be assured ? I em
phatically say, yes—if you learn how,

(To be continued.) Are ashes good for gooseberries !” It is

Agriculture in Schools.
BY MARSHFIELD.

Of all the agricultural questions which are 
destined to make a lasting impression upon 
the rising generation, this is by far tho most 
pertinent. It is the least perfectly under
stood ; hence the great diversity of opinion. 
Argument and sentiment are both brought into 
play. The objectors to the introduction of 
agricultural science into our rural schools main 
tain that agriculture, being a profession, 
should have no greater rights in this respect 
than other professions. To this it is answered : 
“Agriculture is the bone and sinew of Canadian 
industry, and should therefore take precedence 
to all other professions. ” It is not denied that 
the principle is wrong, the offset being urged 
that nothing in our educational or industrial 
institutions is right. It is very true that 
existing systems of agricultural education 
all rotten to the

our
are

very core, just because they 
have been established upon wrong principles, 
and a like disaster threatens the agricultural 
education of our youths.

The discovery having recently been made 
that we began at the wrong end, a cry has 

a start amongst our 
Is it not the teacher that makes 

the educational impress upon the pupils ? Have 
a voice in the personal 

idiosyncrasies and fads of the teacher ? Does 
not the Government mould the educational 
character of the teachers as a body ? Is the 

pale reflex of the people ? 
Where now is the right beginning of the ring 
and the wrong end i If our Government has

been raised favoring 
children.

not the trustees

Government not
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t )■PRIZE ESSAY.

The Agricultural and Social Eleva
tion of Farmers.

BY C. H. EASTLAKE, RIBGKTOWN, ONT.

I hold it truth with him who sings 
To one sweet harp of divers tune.
That men may rise on stepping stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things.—Tennyson

It has been a popular error in our country, 
that the exercise of talent is not necessary in 
the business of agriculture, that a person natur
ally stupid would make a decent farmer, and 
that education, in its common acceptation, is of 
no advantage in its social corneP'of agricultural 
prosperity. The theme or countersign to agri
cultural prosperity should be to-day, to all till
ers of the soil, “onward,

Should the error of no education, no business 
talent be the supreme thought among farmers, 
where would the agriculturalinterests of to-day 
be ? How often is it that people act on this 
ridiculous assumption 1 And if in the family 
there be a son endowed with a little more in
tellect than the others, this one must have the 
advantage of an education ; perhaps sent to 
college, then to some profession, or established 
in some mercantile business, while the others, 
with essentiallyfao more education than that of 
the brute nature, were kept on the farm to till 
the soil. The cause is, as I may say, the degra
dation of agricultural principles, and farmers 
have been looked upon by other classes 
inferior, ignorant sort of people; society work
ing on such fi jtitious ideas, has converted this 
feeling into a reality, for if a class of beings are 
treated as inferiors, they feel and act as if they 
were more and more so, grovelling as it were 
during the lapse of time. To illustrate this, I 
might refer to the aboriginies, the red men of 
the last century, and their wild cannibalism, as 
compared with their civilized and domesticated 
state of to-day, scarcely indicating that they 
belonged to the same species.

However, I deny that the business of agricul
ture can be followed up successfully by persona 
of no mental capacity. On the other hand, 1 
affirm that the highest grade of tjtlent will lead 
to superior results, as in other businesses and 
other occupations.

Persons in other'oconpations adopt a different 
process of labor, for instance, an engineer, a 
carpenter, a dentist, a lawyer or a physician, is 
ordinarily obliged to serve an apprenticeship, 
and learn both by theory and practice the differ
ent parts of hie trade or profession ; yet by 
common consent (or, as it were, by the instinct 
of society), if an individual in other trades or 
professions advertised to do things in an art or 
profession before he has learned how by theory 
or practice, he is looked on as a knave or a fool; 
it is constructively supposed that any of these 
tradesmen would make a first-rate farmer in 
less time than it takes to raise a whisker, pro
viding the physical strength accompanies the 
will or desire.

The whole of this popular prejudice, or popu
lar error, or what you have a mind to call it 
arises from a false estimation of the very 
foundation on which agriculture is based. It 
is by no means asserted that all agricultural 
knowledge must be the result of manual labor. 
The professional man, the mechanic, and the 
merchant, may acquire more knowledge of the 
principles of farming in one year than the 
ord.S ary unthinking farmer in his life-time,

purpose of gathering information, then the far- 
should not be called upon to foot the bill; 

if their purpose is to impart instruction in what 
they know about farming, then they should be 
able to show that they can farm for profit, as 
well as do model farming. If they teach 
through the light of their own experiments, 
they teach false principles and practices, and 
it is no wonder that their system costs the 
country tens of thousands of dollars annually. 
If they had investigated anything that could 
be turned to profitable account, then by their 
superior knowledge, they ought to be able to 
make farming pay. The lack of the business 
qualifications necessary to conduct a large farm 
has done a great deal towards intensifying the 
evil.

l the agricul- 
to whom must 
lives of our

trated in their application to agriculture as well 
as to other pursuits. The farmer’s boy has 
been taught long enough how to figure out the 
gains and losses in mercantile transactions ; 
let him now be taught, for example, how to cal
culate what percentage of nitrogen is in the car
bonate of ammonia which is constantly escap.

mers
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which farmers suffer by allowing the.il
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nitrate of lime to escape with the drainage 
water. Such are real practical questions which 
would tend to draw the boy’s attention to theII farm instead of to the counter.

I await with interest and curiosity the de
cision of our education authorities in important 
question. No credit is due to them for their 
skilful treatment of branches with which they 
are perfectly familiar ; but with regard to the 
introduction of agricultural subjects into 
public schools, I anticipate great bungling, in 
which the real interests of agriculture will be 
totally ignored.

I

upward.”»» it:P
A sharp line must be drawn between the 

Farm and the College. Mr. James Mills, Pre
sident of the latter, is an indefatigable worker, 
and the high standing of the College as a liter
ary institution is almost entirely due to his 
energy, ability, and scholarly attainments.

our
»

I$
Agricultural Education in the Mari

time Provinces.
The “ Bohemian Oats ” Swindle.

A correspondent of the “Country Gentleman* 
says that the fraud is still constantly breaking 
out in different parts of the United States, no
tably New York and Michigan, and he sums up 
the character of the swindle in the following

“H. F.,” whose letter appears in our corres
pondence columns, says that our “criticism on 
the Guelph Institution has rather dampened the 
ardor for a similar Farm and School for the 
Maritime Provinces, which at one time seemed 
to be taking hold of the people.”

It appears that we have been as much mis
understood in this question as we have been in 

policy with reference to live stock. Some 
people do not want to understand us, and they 
attempt to twist the plainest Anglo-Saxon for 
the purpose of misrepresenting us. We are 
not against the establishment of agricultural 
schools and farms,providing they are conducted 
in the interest of agriculture and not for po
litical purposes. The Guelph Farm is not only 
a political machine, but its experiments, with a 
few exceptions, are a fraud upon the farming 
community. If they are accurate, then those 
of hundreds of the best professional investiga
tors must be regarded as fraudulent.

words:— —,
“The plan is this: They form an 

tion of local farmers, promise them “ inside 
track ” or “ ground floor” in a “big thing." 
Each buys 2 to 20 bushels of the oats, giving 
note for the same at $10 per bushel, due a year 

The “association” agree to take of

ewers entirely 
nmenced and 
less from the 
unwittingly, 
questions as 

greatest grav- 
erries Î” It is 
ociation, who 
stter, and on 
ffiy he toler- 
t the effect 
every plant 

it from such 
ere most de- 
ipelled to use 
comprehend, 
zed as being

as an“ associa-

S;

our

hence.
each membe e the next year twice as many bush
els as he buys of the ‘ association,’ paying him 
net $7.50 per bushel for them. Usually a part 
of those who go in the first year get out 
so far as cash is concerned, and sometimes 
make a little, by passing on the swindle to their 
brother farmers. The Chagrin Falls Exponent 
truly says ‘the grain itself is worthless,’ mean
ing that it is worthless as a crop to liaise. $he 
yield per acre in Ohio (and they always have 
the best field and best care) is from 5 to 40 
bushels, the average not exceeding, in my 
judgment, the average per acre of wheat. For 
feed, the grain is worth little more than ordin
ary oats, being without hulls, 
not good for the manufacture of oatmeal. Fer
dinand Schumacher, of Akron, Ohio, the largest 
oatmeal manufacturer, I think, in the United 
States, has repeatedly stated that he cannot 

They are not a profitable crop to

even,

■gL i

Individuals are, probably, not so much to 
We believe theblame as circumstances.

Government is desirous of placing the institu
tion on a sound foundation, but it does not 
know how, and must, therefore, be guided 

by intriguers and speculators than by 
honorable powers. It regards us as its

agricultural 
be afraid to 
int of certain 
his mind and 
requirements 
those of the 
then be his 

what we and 
nd drink, we 
principles in 
;ht end ; and 
on of plants 
those of the 
il and the fer- 
; go wrong— 
ttemal and

I But they are
more 
more
enemy; it never asks us for suggestions, and if 
we make any it opposes them in the interests 
of our more avowed adversaries, who are the 
most intimate friends of the Government. It 
is quite possible that the Government has im
plicit confidence in these people. It can gain 
nothing by kicking against independent jour-

1
m

use them.
raise even if you could get the seed for 25 
cents per bushel. Tnousands of bushels have 
been fed to stock by disgusted Ohio farmers 
when they found they could not get $7.50 per 
bushel for the seed, nor sell it at all, nor raise 
it as a paying crop. Every farmer in Ohio 
who has ever touched the swindle will substan
tiate the above, unless he has oats on hand 
that he still hopes to * shove off ’ upon others 
before the facts are exposed.”

I

nais.
The staff of the Guelph Institution, 

already over-burdened with work, have 
undertaken the task of lecturing to the 
farmers. Farmers’ Institutes are an American 
institution, and have been started for the pur
pose of booming up certain agricultural colleges 
and farms which could not otherwise command 
the confidence and respect of the farmers. If 
we could point out a single American boom 
which, having crossed into our territory, pro
duced any beneficial results to our farmers, 
then we would have greater confidence in these 
Institutes. If the professors go around for the

»al education 
e are begin- 
ctroduced as 
ill objections 
ot be intro- 
ne principle 
id from the 
right to de- 

lathematics, 
mid be illua-

l’rof. Brown, an English author, in his work 
on “ Animal Life,” rays that the tendency of 
animal life in domestication is, in his opinion, 
“the survival of the unfittest.” He looks upon 
an animal as “ a tub with a hole in the bottom,” 
which must be tilled by pouring into it quickly, 
because the quicker you pour in the less the 
waste.
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I ' !Principles are learned by study and reading ; In the art and mysteries of their own partiou- 
bnt without the application we have not the I b* apher* of life than though they were the
instruments to the department of labor. I red men of our western wilderness. I contend I —

Farmers, as well as other ----- 0f prof,*. that this is fundamentally wrong, and it is Papers for Amateur Fruit Growers.
sional men (for I class farmers among the pro- cauaed by a weat of intereat on *•“ "nbject, for 
fessions), may elevate themselves and their I 41,6 fa™era are the ruling majority. To intro- 
social standing as tillers of the soil by more duce “to onr Pnb,io «bools one or more trea- 
reading and study. For instance, a lawyer tiaea on agriculture, I think is a step in the 
should read law, histories of famous cases, the right dirc<ition- When we see our future yeo-
eloquent speeches and pleas of famous counsel- manry* our future mechanics and the other pro- Aa the aPPIe tre® “ the moat widely dis- 
lors and pleaders, and biographies of leaders in ducin8 da88ea of our country wanting in this tributed of a11 treea. we will begin with a 
his profession ; so the physician, and the min- klnd ot wisdom, let us advocate such a system, those varieties which are best suited to
is ter, and the artist, must each read in his own I “d not ^ow political paupers, demagogues, endure the rigorous climate of our most 
lines; the merchant should read of the com- I “d political gamblers to occupy the adminstra- I notthera settlements. By the cold north I 
merce, manufacturers and merchants, I t*on of our government for a protracted num- aba11 include such sections as Muskoka, Parry
and learn by their failure and success. Thé ber of y®”8» or we shall be compelled to in- Sound> Manitoulin Islands, Renfrew, Carleton, 
farmer must read books on forming, on soils, I 8crib® upon the arches of our political temples and «outhem Quebec, and by the Northwest, 
on domestic animals, and horticulture, and in I 4b® ■nblime language of the prophet Daniel, I portions of that country in which the thermom- 
ohoosing his periodicals or magazines let him I “ Mene, Mme Tekel Upharsin." My ideas of eter 8e*dom falls lower than 40° below zero, 
as much as possible subscribe for and read and I BO<da* agricultural elevation can at this Through the industrious efforts of such men 
exemplify those who devote their tim« pen I point be blended with that of Mr. J. S. Pearce, M Mr> Charles Gibb, of Abbotsford, P. Q., 
and interests exclusively to the advancement I “ b“ e88ay on “ How can public expenditures Prof- Budd, of Iowa, and Mr. A. A. Wright, of 
at agriculture, and then will our yeomanry I for agricultural purposes be turned to the best Renfrew, an energetic member of the F. G. 
flourish and progress. I don’t follow all I read; I advantage ?” for I think this great and neces- I Association of Ontario, a lasting boon is being 
I use my own judgment and experience ; nor I 8ary improvement might be brought about by I conferred upon our cold sections by introducing 
would I, like a fool, decry “book farming,” I “industrialeducation.” I and testing such hardy Russian apples as will
because nowadays all that is worth knowing I In conclusion, let me say, farmers, fathers bear 6 very considerable amount of cold, 

has got into print, and he who does anything and mothers, beautify your homes. I hear so having aside the many varieties of promise 
worth the doing is following, whether he knows many complaints that farmers’ sons and daugh- that are yet onIy Partially tested, I give a list 
it or not, what, is contained somewhere in I tors do not want to stay at home, “they hate oltbose f®w kinds which have been conclusively 

hooks. I the form” and want other occupations; the girls proved 40 be hardy, even for the regions above
The circumstances of all those pursuing farm- wonM •** mantle-makers or clerks in towns and referred to> 0f course, it must be understood 

ing are not such as will allow of them I “ties, rather than help the mother make butter that.in 8uch a climate there are ordinary pre-
their sons to agricultural schools ; therefore, I I or assist in the garden ; the sons want to try ^autiona wbicb must not be neglected, as, for 
would propose a step in advance of that | tiwir fortune at mercantile business, and in- I inatanc®> protecting the roots artificially when 
in our public school system. Who are truly 8tead of tiieir children being their help and the covering of snow is insufficient to answer 
now the good and great men as statesmen of i comfort in tiieir old age, they are an expense, ' the PurPoae- 

our country? Who in our conflicts for inde-1 caU8ed by business failures. Teach them that
pendence and national honors and rights have I tbe tilling of the soil is the sure source to inde- I Transparent, a Russian variety which is to be 
caused their names to be written on the scroll P60*1®11®6 and wealth; and do not allow them, diatributed to its members by the F. G. Associ 
of fame ? Mostly the sons of the tiller of the for tbe want of a few home comforts, to indulge ation of 0ntario, next spring. This apple is 
soil ! If in coming years the honest sons of our I. “ a “al of speculation and then repair to likeIy to Prove an acquisition everywhere, 
honest yeomanry, with a sufficiency of natural I tbe towns and cities to huntup a hasty fortune, earlier than the Early Harvest, fully as
and acquired talents, are placed in our Hall. 0f for ninefy-nine out of every hundred cases’ I good in floality, and without its faults. It is 
Legislature, in our Cabinet Councils, and on wbere fortunes are quickly acquired, they are a re8ular bearer, and the fruit is clean and of a 
Benches of Justice, we need not apprehend but I 88 flai°kly lost. I waxen appearance. It ripens early in August,
that the glory of our Dominion to generations So let us strive to elevate the agricultural but continues improving until the end of Sep- 
unborn will be the admiration of the civilized I and sooial interests of this Dominion by taking I tember> aP the time growing whiter and 
world. We should have nothing to fear from I a step to introduce some treatises on agriculture I wb*ter> until almost like ivory. In size it com- 

who, together with their famili». *“ out public schools, and let oA legislation be P®1"®8 favorably with the Fameuse, 
are identified with the greatest interests of our I progressive in industrial education, for this is I The Tetofsky is also an attractive early 
country. They would consider our interests *be germ of a new life. I apple, and equally hardy with the former, but
their interests, our advancements their ad- I ---------- I not so desirable, for while the fruit of the
vancements, and would have no motive to I Massachusetts landowners are planting worn I Transparent will hang on the tree almost in
neglect either. | pastures with chestnuts, both for timber and I defbiitely, that of the Tetofsky drops very

But you ask, “ how are these things to come I the nnta‘ A Sndbury farmer thinks that such before time for picking. The color is
about ?” We have law schools, medical 16,1,1 can b® Put to no better use. yellow striped with red.
schools, and theological seminaries, but how ---------- I Whitney's No. SO is an excellent fall apple of
few are our agricultural schools ? Is it not a It is said, says the National Stockman that ^ be8t quality’ which originated in Illinois, 
fact that two-thirds of our common schools in the experiment of milking cows three times a ^ *8 °f the Siberian Crab family, but as large 
this Province are supported by farmers ? Then | d»y at the Iowa Agricultural College, did not “ th® Wagner’ aimilar in shape, and striped 
why not educate more in the interests of agri- increase the milk flow sufficiently to pay for Wlt.h red" ItS chief fault “ that i4 decay8 
culture ? There is scarcely a particle of the in- the labor and expense of the extra milking. rapidly when ripe.
struction given in them specially or particular- i * The same fault is found with the Peach
ly bearing on the interests or usuages of agri- I A new scheme to swindle farmers has been 
cultural scence. Attend one of these quar- worked in some of the southern counties of 
torly or annual examinations or rehearsels at M.chigan, says the Philadelphia Press. Aman 
the public schools, and you would not suspect comes round buying straw stacks for paper 
that these chüdreu knew they were the sons mills. He gives his note for the sum, andXs 
and daughters of farmers, that all their inter- for a receipt to send to the mills to show what 
ests and anticipations were blended with the he has bought It is onto th« a a * •“d -r«“«d ~h«-- m., a. ugJL, *„°t“a

“• ?r““ i, edia“io"which - «»• pm,rr*:r«,bt
mon to all classes, they are no more instructed left for collection. ’

<9>ardm and <5>rchatrd.
;

BT L. WOOLVKBTON, GRIMSBY, ONT.

NO. V.
TH* APPLE—VARIETIES FOR THE COLD NORTH 
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Apple, of Montreal, which, however, is remark
ably hardy, and may be relied upon for 
fruiting.

The Duchess of Oldenberg is a magnificent 
apple, which in many places is taking the lead of 
all summer and fall apples. It is of medium size, 
as grown north ; as to color, streaked with red 
on golden ground, and its time of ripening is 
early in September. This apple is just a little 
less hardy than the kinds previously named, 

j The II ealthy stands at the very head of the
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•hard. list for hardiness, while its other excellencies 
combine to make it most desirable. It origin
ated in Minnesota. Its season is from Decem
ber to February. The color is whitish yellow 
ground, with crimson cheek. Mr. Wright, of 
Renfrew, says : “ Don’t fail to plant in odd 
sections any amount of Wealthies; they are for 
ns a grand acquisition ; so hardy, so well 
colored, and withal the longest keeper we are 
as yet acquainted with that we can grow.”

Coming just a little further south, or into 
the most favored localities of the cold north, 
we may add to this list the following valuable 
varieties :

The Alexander is a very large, fine looking

The Jewell Strawberry.
T This new variety was produced by planting 
mixed seed of Jersey Queen and Prince of Ber
ries in I860. P. M. Angur & Sons, of Middle- 
field, Conn., are the originators, and from all 
the information we can gather, they do not 
claim more for It than it has proved worthy of.

It la in odor bright red, changing to crimson 
when fully ripe, and the quality very good to 
beet. The shape is conical, often wedge-shaped, 
seldom flat or coxoombed. The berries are quite 
firm, therefore carry well.

The blossoms are pistillate, very productive; 
season of ripening medium to late.

It has never fruited In Canada, and we do

and the one upon which there is the meet gen
eral failure, is the “heat” (the manure). The 
quality of the horse manure will determine how 
long the heat oaa be maintained., The first 
requisite is that the manure be fresh. It is, 
therefore, important that it be obtained from 
large stables, where it can all be made in two 
or three days. That from two or three home 
commonly gives a feeble heat, and it doee not 
laat long. It ia important also that the manure 
should not contain too much straw. It should 
not be ao light with litter that it will spring up 
when it is trodden down; put in straw as long 
as the manure will pack firmly. Manure from 
highly-fed horaee Is beet. Good manure, pro
perly managed, ought to give a nearly uniform 
neat for two months, and sometimes H will last

I
t Growers.
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THE JEWELL STRAWBERRY

not know how it will behave in our Canadian 
climate, but the plants we have seen are very 
vigorous and healthy. We have it upon good 
authority that the illustration given is not 
overdrawn.

There is no doubt that it is the most pro
mising new strawberry offered this season, 
either for home use or market.

three months.
During January and ' February f*the'manure 

should be put in to the depth of a foot, after it 
is thoroughly packed down. In March and 
April a smaller amount will usually be suffici
ent. If the manure is over a foot deep, the 
heat may be too great. Over the manure place 
good loam to the depth of eight inches or a 
foot. The glass must not be near the earth, 
especially in those made early in the season. 
Three or four inches space between the mould 
and glass is quite enough. While only fresh 
manure should be used for the hot bed, it 
should not be put in until the heating prooess 
has commenced. If it is entirely cold when 
packed in it will not heat. This heating 
usually begins about as soon as the manure u 
made, but if it should not, in any caw may 
be piled a day or two before it is used.

apple, ripening from October to December. 
This showy Russian apple will command a 
ready sale in most Canadian markets.

The Fameuse, grown very extensively about 
Montreal, is justly celebrated as the most de
licious of dessert apples. In southern Ontario 
this variety is worthless of late years on account 
of scabs and spots, but in those northern sec
tions where it succeeds well, it is one of the 
most profitable of all apples, being in great de
mand for shipping south.

The McIntosh Red is barely hardy enough to 
be introduced under this head, besides, it has 
one serious drawback, viz., it has been found 
6 be subject to spotting like the Fameuse.

I

ie Peach
remark- 
pen for

gnificent 
e lead of 
um size, 
vith red 
aning is 
i a little 
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1 of the

About Hot Beds.
For the general farmer in this climate, the 

last of February or the first of March is early 
enough to start the hot bed, and it may be 
delayed until the first of April, says the Country 
Gentleman,

The meet important feature ef the het bed,
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Propagating Fores, Titofcer, EspeC I LTl" 355M

ally Nut-Bearing Trees. " e„th ™„ p«cti«.l, „d thi. ,hol. year., »bil. m=.t of «ton .ill lank that robust

BY HENRY Ives, batayja, N. y. 1 plan o{ planting for the timber growth on the and healthy growth shown by t ese rees grow-
Editor Farmer’s Advowtb,—I have been farin always proves to be more satisfactory for ing in their native seed be . ave oun y

very much pleased and interested in per those who have tried it than the original experience that two way» of plantmg and one
using the able prize article on the very impor growth of native timber, as we usually find it of transplanting are reliable m propagating the
tant subject of growing the nut bearing trees, ieft on the back end of the farm. nut treea’ ^ret _ ave a aee ^
and l would add a word or two in favor of Besides the addition of many nut-bearing the fall, where it is es gne e re® _ •
(artificial) plantings for groves and belts of trees and evergreens that are not natives of the ^ow, and 8™?aa black roil, mark
timber, all of the most desirable kinds of our but will make valuable and ornamental ^ tfae rQW twQ Qr three inches deep, drop the
native timbers, also a few others which, though additions to the products of the farm, I would aeed tWo or three nuts to the foot along the 
native of other countries, prove to take kindly aay> too, for the encouragement of the row, and procure a light-colored sandy l(»m to 
to our soil and climate, such as the Scotch farmer only just commencing these im- cover them ca“ “he effecta
Larch (tho’ not an evergreen), Norway Spruce, provements on his premises, (and every 0f tb’e winter freezing, else they will not grow, 
among the evergreens; the Norway Maple, the farmer should at once, if he has not) that my being covered with such soil the rows can
Swiss Linden, and, possibly, some kinds of latest principal planting, some eighteen readily be seen for cultivating in the spring be- 
foreign oak, among the deciduous trees. years ago, covering a few acres, and including germmating.^Ano-

Many ol us can remember when “a man was many thousands of trees, both for timber and ther ^,ay {or'planting in the spring is to spread 
famous according as he had lifted up axes upon nut-bearing trees and evergreens, for timber lot the nuta on the ground, say on the lawn near 
the thick trees, ” but in time this business was and groves and sugar orchard and lawn, besides the house coyer ^a My ht litter of straw or 

carried too far, and before an agricultural Heavy double rows along the bordering high- ^rus wi„ fae in good condition for plant-
community was scarcely aware of it, the face way, the first thinning out of these (or t ey -ng ou^ ^ the spring, where they are to grow, 
of the country had been so far robued of its were first planted thick in the row) brought But in case the planter is in a hurry to get 

for...., which™. !.. na«„„l prou.. to . hw h«»d«ad «h.^ -IBh, «"«k»[ 
tion, equalising and utilising the eflects of sun to plant, and for the last five year y nursery rows quite thickly, to be carefully
and wind and rain, and they were obliged to thinning out and the trimmings have furms - to^en Up (top roots and all), and the first fall 
encounter winds and drought and floods, in ed quite an amount of fuel, and the trees now 0r the following spring transplant into the rows 

of their reckless destruction ol stand about three jmndred to the acre, and for permanent growth and there they m,ght
•■»«« 30.... » h.lpM, in „w.“ 

with an orchard grass turf under all. Planting atrip9 tinea to corn and potatoes for a few first 
these where they will protect the orchard and yearB> then after trees are growing well, sow 
buildings from the westerly winds, and in belts them to orchard grass, and mulch the trees 

, -, j • . t f t hav« as enough to keep them free of grass or weedsalong the wmdwa. d side of the far , abou$ them. In this way every farmer can easily
the result more than twice the timber growth, propagate all such trees, and in doing so will 
and more than twice as thrifty a growth, all add greatly to the value and attractiveness of 
on less than half the ground occupied by the | the home farm, 

former wood lot, while that has been cleared 
and given me my best tilled land for some ten 

past, and the black walnuts have given
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V, Is ü consequence 
the native timber growth. Then, when first 
realising their situation, they saw that their 
forests were gone, and it seemed as though 
their loss was irreparable, but some of the 
more enterprising ones commenced by planting 

trees for shade about their buildings and

1 3
Ï Ï

some
along the high ways, and finding these to grow 
so well, it is quite common now to see groves 
and heavy double rows for shelter belts, and 
plantings for shade and ornament and protec
tion along the windward side of fields, around 
orchards, and on the lawn, on many of the best 
farms throughout the country, and with those 
who have gone still further, and tried it, they 
demonstrate the fact that a judicious planting 
for timber growth is not only practicable but 
profitable, tor it will better ensure the growing 
of the most thrifty and profitable kinds, but 
they will be placed where the stand of timber 
growth will do the most good, and be most or
namental to the farm, and they usually grow 
twice as thrifty as native growth in the reserved 
woodlot, besides having a stand of two or three 
times as many trees growing to the acre on 
grounds thus planted. This, I have found to 
be so practicable, that within the last thirty 
years I have on two farms wholly removed the 
old timber growth from the native wood lot as 
I found it on the farms, and have replaced 
them by planting much more timber, though 
on fewer acres of land I planted many kinds

>

Planting the Walnut.:1 In spite of the high price of black walnut 
timber and its great scarcity, there is one con
sideration which prevents the general planting 
of the tree. It will not flourish on thin soil, 
says the Philadelphia Press. It only reaches 
its best development upon deep rich land,
which is so valuable for agricultural purposes 

nut-bearing trees, Mr. Editor, your correspon- thaC nQ one wlaBca t0 aet it apart for a crop that
dent in the article referred to has set that be the best part of a century in maturing.

much better than I could, that I only It does thrive, however, in certain rich clay
bottom lands of the West, which are too low 
for the production of corn or wheat. Even an 

ing their merits, but would not wholly follow ocjaa,ouai overflow does not seem to injure it, 
his advice in the planting and management in | ailu ])r. Berry suggests that these slougn lands

be utilized for walnut planting. Since the 
stumps of black walnuts that were cut and 

. burned to make room for corn have since been 
be planted where the tree is to grow, and this dug QUt and auid by the pound, the planting of
on account of the long and strong tap root, these low lands would seem to be worth a trial, 
which, he says, “looks as if it was a skewer Dr. Daniel Berry writes some interesting 

. -i a. ï ., v e a. • memoranda to the St. Louis Planter to lllus*
thrust into the soil to keep the top from turn- ^ ^ power of theae wooda to resist decay.
ing over.” Now quite likely he may be right in the yvabash bottoms lives a man whose 
in this, of if not, then there surely must be business for years has been the manufacture of 
some other just as good reason why nature’s shingles. As the standing timber of these va- 

• , , , . -, ... rieties became scarce in his neighborhood, helaw should always provide this Up root for all ^ Qn the novel expedient of hunting for it
her nut bearing trees, and I would not, just to uuder ground, much in the same way as cedar 
suit the convenience of transplanting, or for logs are hunted for in the marshes of the Jer

sey coast. He got an iron rod and went about 
probing every long mound of humus and sand 
that looked like the grave of some ancient 
monarch of the forest. Strange as it may ap
pear, he finds only the three kinds of timber— 
caulpa, black walnut and sassafras—in these 
mounds, in the order named. He has become 
an adept in the business. He says these are 
the only kinds of timber that will last long 
enough to enable the moss and other growth to

w, d. i< » in  ̂“«h’‘±l£3b*ï

transplanting these trees, as we do others; we which were made from a i0g that, he
will first encounter more or less diiliculty with aay8 be has no doubt, laid on the ground a hun- 
the top root, and then many of them will die, [ dred years.

years
me fruit for about that time, and the farm to
day is much better provided with timber than 
uefore, besides the sales of trees have well paid 
for the use of the land so far.

Now as for the advantages of planting the

'
i ;
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1: i
i

>: forth so
wish to endorse all that he has said in advocai-1

growing them; he says it is sound advice which 
almost all writers give, “that the nuts should

can
I

S

»
;

: ï
Ü
s

1 ! that were more valuable timber than the native 
stock, and with a judicious mixing ol the kinds 
am more economical of space than a natural 
growth generally is. For in tan ce, with the 
nut-bearing trees I plant alternately in the 

the oak, the blaek walnut and the hickory. 
With these the black walnut will first obtain 
a growth, so as to be removed in twenty to 
thirty years, and the oak might remain to 
wholly occupy the land after this for one hun
dred to two yundred years, and so with plant
ing all the other kinds, it is economy to alter
nate the fast growing ones with the slow 
growing, so as alter a time to give up the laud 
to them, or what is better, as the first ones are

i
1?

any other reason, undertake to regulate nature 
iu anything so essential as that 1 ‘skewer” ap
pendage seems to be, and, in fact, 1 believe 
cnat the most and the best that we can do,

!
:

row

I either in horticulture or agriculture, is to assist 
nature in best developing such plant or growth 

may wish to propagate, find believe thatas we
if w*e venture to break one of nature’s laws in

j so
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quantity of milk required for a pound of butter 
in conjunction with the established price per 
pound. For example, if the lessors and lessees 
nave determined that the standard for a pound 
of butter is 14 kg. of milk, the expenses being 
6 D, and if the market priqp of a pound of 
butter, according to the highest quotation in 
the monthly average, be 132 pfennige, then 

132-6 126

times monthly, and that one of the patrons is 
represented by the following statement :

By the I analysis 350 kg.^milk with 3.15% fat.

“ III “ 290 “ “ 3i35 ;;
IV “ _ 240 “ 3.55

And now the average percentage of fat will 
be found as follows :
350 x 3.15+310 x 325+290 x 325+240 x 355 3931.5

‘Whe 5>airy.ra
IW

Valuation of Milk According to its 
Percentage of Fat.

On various occasions we have pointe out 
the gross injustice of the existing syste of 
disposing of milk and cream to the creameries, 
paying the same price for all grades, although 
it is well known that the milk or cream from 

have double the value of that

st
IV-

i>y
ne
he =3.305 9

1190350+310+290+240in 14 14
sumper cent.

This is the exact method of reckoning, but 
the percentage of fat can be more simply cal
culated as follows :

to be paid for a kilo-pfennige will be the _
gram of milk. This price for milk is in reality 
nothing else than the price of the quantity of 
butter which can be obtained from a kilogram 
of milk. If 14 kg. of milk are required for a 
pound of butter, then out of 100 kg. of milk 
will be obtained 3.572, and 1 kg. of milk will 

“3.572

to
im one cow may 

from another cow, pound for pound. We have 
shown that private creameries would be a 
great improvement on this system ; but in jus
tice to those who still adhere to co-operative 
creameries, we take this opportunity of point
ing out how they can be conducted in such a 

that ample justice can be secured to all

rk
he 13.303.15 +3.25+3.35 + 3.55

= 3.325

percent,—therefore only 0.02 percent more 
than the accurate average. This difference is 
so small that the simple arithmetical mean is 
sufficiently correct for all practical purposes.

The calculation of the price for a kilogram of 
milk takes various shapes, according to the 
bargains made between makers and patrons.

1. How to ascertain the price of a kilogram of 
milk according to its percentage of fat in cream
eries which operate on their own account'.

In this method many proposals have been 
made. In my method monthly settlements are 
made; it is quite simple, free from all technical 
objections. It may be explained by the follow
ing example :

Suppose the company consists of four mem
bers, and let the net realization of a kilogram 
of milk for a given month be 9.81 pfennige. 
Suppose the percentage of fat be ascertained 
four times for each member, and the averages as 
well as the quantities delivered, be as follows :

I. 25,000 kg. milk with average fat 3.15 %
II. 20,000 •• “ “ “ “ 3.25 “

III. 15,000 “ “ “ “ “ 3 35“
IV. 8,000 “ “ “ “ 3.55

Total, 68,000 kg. milk.
The average percentage of fat may 

accurately ascertained as follows:
25000 x 3.15 + 20000 x 3.25+15000 x 3.35 + 8000 x 3.55 _

he
44to

ies giveeta
w,
an 100

kg. of butter. But if a kilogram of milk costa 
2 x 126 252 pfennige, then the quantity of 
butter obtained Irom a kilogram of milk will be 
worth 3.572 x 2.52 = 9 pfennige. Hence, accord
ing to the method of calculation adopted in 
Schleswig-Holstein, the price of milk is simply 
obtained by calculating the quantity of butter 
made from a kilogram of milk. _

This method of calculating the price of milk 
includes the concession on the part of the 
lessors that the lessees be placed in a position 
to cover the full amount to be paid for the milk 
out of the butter and other proceeds. There is 
another condition in the calculation, viz , that 
14kg. of milk will produce a pound of butter, 
and justice can only be obtained when the milk 
delivered produces a certain average percentage 
of fat. It will here be seen that, as no analyses 
are made, estimates as to the average percent
age of fat must be obtained by a mutual under
standing, according to the butter-producing 
capacities of the milk.

If 14 kg, of milk produce a pound 
of butter, then, as before remarked, 
3,572 -kg.'* of butter will be made from 
190 kg. of milk. Now, let the percent
age of tat be indicated by f, the cream and the 
butter respectively by A and A’, and the per
centage of fat in the worked, but not yet salted, 
butter by F, then the following formula will 
give the quantity of butter obtainable from 
100 kg. of milk

tie- mannerint the patrons.
In a recent issue of the Milch Zeitung,& dairy

10-

lad
journal published in Germany, there appears 
an able article on the question from the pen of 
Prof. Fleischmann. 
greatly felt in Germany, where the breeds of 

of great uniformity, there is much

ear
or

rly If the injustice is sont-
>w.
get cows are

greater necessity for a change in Canada, where 
there is so much diversity in the breeds as well 

in the individual characteristics of our dairy 
Having pointed out the injustice of 

paying the same price for all qualities of milk, 
the writer says that the percentage of fat is the 
true standard, providing the milk is to be de
voted to the production of butter, but he does 

discuss what the standard should be for 
other purposes. He asserts- that the practice 
of regulating the price of milk according to the 
percentage of fat and the price of butter has 
existed in Schleswig-Holstein for a long time.

From the remainder of the article we make 
the following translation, but as the metrical 
system is used in Germany, it is necessary for
us to convert the weights and measures into 68000^ ^ nefc realization 0f 0ne kilogram of
English expressions, and also to express milk having 3.27 percent of fat is, according x__f.____
the money in equivalents of our coin : to the price stated, 9.81 d, the price realized for F‘100
1 kilogram (kg.) = 2.2 lbs ; 1 litre = 1.76 one percent of fat is Or, suppose A-90 percent, A’=97 percent,
pints ; 1 mark (M.) = 24 cents ; 1 mark =100 _ - 3 pfennige and F=82 percent, then x = f x l.0649 percent,
, . ... T. rorii-or nrneeeds • - .4ptenmge, and,further, weobtain f = x x 0939percent. Irom

pfennige ( ). P * this the percentage of fat from the milk can be
The payment of a kilogram of milk according and the proceeds may therefore be divided . inedP b multiplying the percentage of 

to its percentage of fat implies a knowledge Of amongst the four members as follows : butter from the milk by 0 939. As the butter
this percentage yielded by the cows of each I. 3.16x3=9.45 d I III. 3.25x3 - 10.05 d ia the above case is taken as 3.572 percent,
patron, and a uniform system of analysis, as II. 3.25 x 3 = 9.75 I IV. 3.5o 3 then this corresponds to a fat percentage ot
well as analyses made at uniform periods In point of simplicity and ease of comprehen- 939=3-3535.
of time. Soxhlet’s method of determin- ai0n, no objections can be raised against this find the price 0f milk it is now proposed
ing the percentage of fat is the most accurate, method of meeting out justice to the patrons. , Day uontract prices for a certain quantity of 
and the contingent injustice becomes less the In point of practice, however, I have been told J”' the fourteenth part of the highest 
oftener the analysis is repeated. In most cases that monthly calculations would be too cum- uuoWtiona ior a poUnd of butter, connecting 
each patron does not have his milk analyzed bersome for large creameries, where there is a ^ wUh the litre measure of milk; also 
oftener than four times a month. The deter- large number of patrons. Nobody will dispute £um of money wilh the whole quantity of 
mination of the percentage of fat is best made chat the net realization of a kilogram ot milk, delivered •,and then this sum with the
at approachingly near intervals, but the if not exact to the last pfennig, is yet so near percentages delivered by the individual
patrons are not to know anything about the that no difficulty can be presented. But by g ~f,vided in proportion to the res-
time. According to an understanding, the an- striking the balances once a year, the division volume8 o{ mUk and the corresponding
alysis may be made of the morning or the even- 0f the proceeds will be still more accurate, as £ ntagea of fat. if ,t to guaranteed
ing milk, or both. In the last case, the milk the errors which are apt to creep into small ^ *helyleld 0f butter from the milk is rightly 
should be thoroughly mixed in certain propor- accounts often balanced will then be avoided. adjugted>Jand thia exactly corresponds to the 
tions, for example = ®a<7 kilogram let a n __//ow (o determine the price of a kilogram average fat percentage of the entire volume of
cubic centimetre (.0012o cub. inches) be taken , mM accordini, l0 ,<s percentage oj fat in milk, then no objection can be raised against

af .... thU „„ zrrtusrtsrsi
ST.Sto S»= ttofVr' not..’ oTirl, d.6.«d „ 1. th, o.h.r, tab rj.Ç= «> - «hi. 1. =™'

one patron, whose milk is to be examined, de- Ata y % P ., Dercent It will again be established what was ob-
liverV210 kg. of milk in the morning and 236 not be lost sight of, nor the Percent^ jtjm firat ^ reLating t0 the average 
kg. in the evening, then 210 cubic centimetres age of fat either. Tjn^^ ^ gueh % „tage of milk fats from the individual
would be taken from the former to be tested, m stnki g y ■ natrons. Here the percentages of butter
and 236 c c m from the latter. By accurate manner this price being taken either which correspond to different grades of milkmanipulation care must now be taken that the into consideration, thwprice bemg tak h h P' aame multiplied by tho
milk has uniform warmth. Let it now be sup - directly hundredth part of the average pricS for a kilo-cttanatsKri: sys* aasswsr-riaJStfB u - - «-u * -
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wilfc being thus obtained, which U to be paid 
40 Am°eMmp*e*wttn>etter explain : Take as in

kilogram, four patrons having sent m milk 
daring the mon ^ w;ti1 average fat 315 %

ii 3*25 h 
,i 3'35 n 
ii 3'55 »

II. 20,000 » »
III. 15,000 n »
IV. 8,000 h h

Total.........68,000 kg. of milk.
Usine the-before-mentioned formula, we have 

- fx 1-065 for obtaining the percentage of 
butter from the fat percentage of the milk (/),
ForL* 8.15x1.065=3.354% butter (14.00kg. for 1W 

“ H. 3.25x1.065=3461 <«-fi „ « <
“ HI. 3 85x1.065=8567 (J4-01 u „ '
“ IV. 3 55x1.065=3.780 “ (1323 >
As a kilogram of butter is to be calculated at 

252 pfennige, then each patron receives the fol
lowing sums :
L for a kg.mllk

x=

.3.854 x 2.52 = 8.45 pfennige. 
.3.461x2.52= 8.72 
3.567X2 51=8.99 ‘

.3.780x2.52=9.52
The calculation can be made in another way, 

commencing with the average percentage of fat 
of the entire quantity of milk to be manufac- 
tured. Then the computation takes the ioi- 
lowing shape :

As ascertained in the observations made in 
the first case, the average percentage of fat ot 
the whole quan.ity of milk is3.27/0. To this 
corresponds the butter yield 3.17x1.065- 
3.482%, 14.36 kg. of milk being required for a 
pound of butter, and for a kg. of milk with 
3/27y fat is to be paid 3.482 x 2 52—8.77464 
pfennige. From this we obtain for one per
cent of fat

III. “
IV. “

8.77464
= 2.683 pfennige,

3.27
and the patrons respectively receive :

.3.15 x 2 683 = 8.45 pfennige. 
3.'5 x 2.683 = 8.72 

,3 3r x 2.1,83=8 99 
3.55 x 2.683= 9.52

figures as in the

I. for a kg. milk
III. “
IV. “

This gives exactly the 
last computation.

This method of calculation is also very sim
ple in principle, and here the concesssion 
should also be made that the lessees be able to 

their payments for the milk from the 
The value of the cap

same

cover
proceeds of the butter, 
ital letters A A' and F., that is the percentage 
of cream and butter, also the percentage of fat 
in the butter, with a word, the value of the 
constant factors in the formula x = f x I.O60, 
may be combined to suit circumstances. So 
long as it is impossible to make determinations 
of the percentage of fat, it is justifiable to 
make estimates of the percentage of fat m the 
mi k, and therethrough the possible production 
of butter. But when it is possible to make de
terminations of fat percentages, then these 
must take the place of the estimate.

Consumers of bogus butter in the United 
States pay 133 percent gain on the cost of 
producing this vile stuff.

In an elaborate article the London Agricul
tural Gazette makes out the albuminoids of 
flesh-forming elements of 1,000 pounds of milk 

costing less than one-sixth as much as in 100 
pounds of meat. Including the fat and all in 
meat the calculation, in any event, is that its 
nutritive value is not over one-half that of 
milk of the above quantities. Reasoning from 
these data, the Gazette can get a greatly in
creased production of milk of a good quail y by 
the farmers of the United Kingdom for the use 
of the people, as it is better food, taken in a 
proper quantity with other things, than meat, 
especially foi sedentary purposes and those en
gaged in light labor. Those at hard or long, 
fatiguing work, of course, require a due pro
portion of meat in their food, and this is the 

also with certain invalids.

as

case
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Stock.

"Ü
peremptorily suppressed, we may reasonably 
hope for the time when every person who has 
regard for hie health will be compelled to carry 
a powerful microscope for the purpose of exam
ining everything he eats and drinks. It is an
noying enough for the consumer to pay two or 
three prices for a bogus article, apart from the 
fact that it may contain compounds which are 
poisonous and deleterious to his health.

The live stock speculators will he exultant 
over their prospects of a bountiful harvest.
There are thousands of domestic animals which 
are bred and fed exclusively for show purposes | 
and are bever permitted to breathe pure air, 
except, perhaps, when they are in the show 

the richest pasture fields for

How to Suspend Hogs.
Mr. William Laing. Shakespeare, Ont., 

sends a sketch of a frame/or hanging hogs, for 
which we are much obliged to him, and from 
which we make the following illustration. He 
accompanies it with the following description :

1

ring. They are 
all manner of disease germs, and can only be 
made a profitable investment when kept for a 
maximum number of years, and are made to 

maximum number of shows. Their 
unfit for consumption, but as 
be dumped headlong into the 

a new impetus, may 
” Woe to the con-

mhi

attend a 
flesh becomes i
they can now 
reeking butterine caldron, 
be given to the “ profession.
surners1

Meal and Milk.- -J- summary was given ofAbout a year ago a 
the pecuniary results of three series of exper
iments on feeding meal and skim-milk to pigs, 
and also one series of experiments on feeding 
meal and butter-milk. Mr. Gurler, of Illinois, 
getting his corn-meal and bran for $10.50 a ton, 
and skim-milk for 25 cents per cwt., obtained a 
pound of increase in live weight for 3 12 100 

corn-meal, bran and milk, and for

;frame for suspending hogs.

“It is made of 2x3 scantlings, of any strong 
wood, wide at the bottom and narrow at the 
top, with an iron pin through the top and a 
pully through it, over which a rope passes down 
to the roller at the bottom. One can wind up 
a four or five hundred pound hog with ease. 
Any handy person can make the frame.

cents on
3 27-100 cents on corn-meal alone with the milk. 
In Professor Sanborn’s experiments, with 
meal at $20 a ton and skim-milk at 11 cents per 
cwt., the pound of increase cost from 3 to 4 
cents. Dr. Goessmaon, with meal at $28 a ton, 
skim-milk at 22 cents and butter-milk at about 
15 cents per cwt., obtained the pound of increas

cost of

I
1corn-

The Latest Results of Fat Stock 
Shows. '3'mEven those who have sneered at our 

ings in relation to fat stock shows must feel 
appalled at the moral of recent developments. 
We have been assured that butterine men of 
Chicago have paid $1 50 to $3.50 per head more 
for over-fed stock than the prices paid in the 
beef market, and 10 to 15 cents more pet 
Hundredweight for hogs. These facts have been 
commented on as being an important step in 
the onward march of genuine progress, and 
stock speculators and boomers will find innum 
erable converts to their new faith.

Above all, the butterine manufacturers will 
welcome the day. Their profits are already ex 
orbitant, and they will use their immense 
power to make all sorts of grease as plentiful 
and cheap as possible. The magnificent for
tunes they have already accumulated at the 
expense of poor people have enabled them to 
defy all laws passed for the suppression of their 
vile traffic. This is all the more alarming when 

reflects that nearly all this stuff is sold to

warn
1

■on skim-milk and meal at an average 
4 9-10 cents, and on butter-milk and meal for
3 8-10 cents.

In the last bulletin of the Massachusetts Ex
periment Station the results of new experiments 

ported by Dr. Goessmann, six on skim- 
milk and meal and six on butter-milk and meal. 
The meal cost $22.50 a ton, the skim milk 
•20 3-10 cents and the creamery butter-milk 

About 71 pounds of butter-milk 
were

;

are re

15 9-10 cwt.
fed for 1and 5j pounds of skim-milk 

pound of meal, the gallon of butter-milk weigh
ing 8.6 pounds, and the gallon of skim-milk 
8.9 pounds. The cost of a pound of increase 
in five weight on corn-meal and butter-milk 
ranged from 4 21-100 to 5 29-100 cents, with an 

for the six trials of 4 76-100 cents. The
skim-milk

iverage
cost of each pound of increase on 
and meal ranged from 3 95-100 to 4 46-100 cents, 
or an average of 4 3‘J-100 cents.

The cost of food per pound of dressed pork 
was 5 73-100 cents on butter-milk and meal and 
5 35-100 cents on skim-milk and meal, the pork 
being sold at 6§ cents per pound. It required 
an average of a little over 3 pounds of dry sub

in the form of buttermilk and meal to

one
consumers under the name of genuine butter at 
an advance, it is estimated, of 133 per cent, on 
the cost of production, and even then 
cessfully competes with the pure article that 
dairymen are becoming alarmetj., and there is 
an overwhelming increase of dairy cows glutting 
the beef markets.

so sue

stanc
make a pound of live weight, against 2 75-100 
pounds in the form of skim-milk and meal. 
There was but little difference between the 

position of the dry substance of the butter-
trifle

The analytical method of determining bogus 
butter has proved cumbersome and unsatisfac 
tory,and it is a source of congratulation that the 
microscope has come to the front as being the 
simplest and most accurate means of exposing 
the bogus butter frauds. If such traffics be not

1
com
milk and skim-milk. The latter was a 
richer in protein. The quantity of dry sub-
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from the Government or the farmers ; indeed, 
those who most deserve favors are least clam- 

in asking for them. No dying is so pain- 
ful as being legislated to death.

stance in the 74 pounds of butter milk was very the speculators and their organs Our plan is 
nearly the same as in the 54 pounds of the skim- to educate the farmer to his own interests, and 
milk fed with a pound of meal, so that the prevent his being wafted away by live stock 
share of work done by the meal was just about ^d other booms, to the detriment of his own 
the same in both sets of experiments. It would well-being and that of the farming community, 
seem that the greater productive effect of the The other organ of the speculators affects to 
skim-milk and meal ration can properly be at- b($ deeply m0ved in the interests of the poor, 
tributed to its slightly greater richness in the lighted farmers. It is more insidious in its 

assimilable protein of the milk.—[Dr. on8iaughts than its fraternal contemporary
It vengeance rages against “ cheap and worth
less stallions” which stand in the way of dear 

It wants the Government

tsonably 
vho has 
to carry 
of exam- 
It is an- 
y two or 
rom the 
hich are

orous

4s
Carp Culture.

Since the publication of “W. B’s.” oorres- 
mdence in our columns, we have received 

letters relating to carp culture, but 
have advised our readers not to be over-san
guine in the enterprise.

The government at Washington has recently 
issued a circular which states that during the 
past six years it has been engaged in the distri
bution of young carp and has supplied over 20,- 
000 applicants, not five percent of whom have 
made a profit of $800 a year, while only a few 
have attained great success. The chief cause 
of failure is attributed to not heeding the in
structions sent with 
carp culture has proVed quite a success, but in 
the United States the prospects are still doubt
ful, except perhaps for one’s own consumption. 

Farmers who have ponds, or can make them 
with little trouble or expense, and have a taste 
for such an occupation or pastime, may try the 
experiment, being able to procure the fish free 
of cost, as will be seen in our recent corres
pondence columns ; but they should positively 
refuse to deal with anybody except the com
missioner of fisheries at Washington. We, 
notice that “ W. B.” has been flooding the 
press with his letters, which at once aroused our 
suspicion. He has recently been denounced 
by some leading American papers as a fraud.

*81

erouseasily
G. C. Caldwell, in Tribune.

exultant * 
harvest.

,1s which 
purposes 
rare air, 
he show 
fields for 

only be 
pt for a 
made to 
i. Their 
. but as 
into the 

stus, may 
the con-

and precious ones, 
to raise" a standing army of political veterin
arians empowered to grant licences to dear and 
sound stallions, to which a fee shall be at
tached, and it wants a law creating special 
facilities for the owners in collecting the 
vice fees. The farmer must not forget that a 
stallion may pass as being perfectly sound and 
yet be unfit to perform service duties, and the 
longer and higher the pedigree the greater the 

in this respect. High priced, long-

Our Plebeian Stock.
There are three live-stock organs published 

in this Province, of which two are the special 
organs of the stock speculators If the total 

reduced by two-thirds, w© might 
loftier moral and intellectual tone per- 

which is fittest 
that the

ser-number were
expect a
vading the columns of the 
to survive. We are pleased to see

all with us, and although the

m one
the fish. In Germany

stockmen are
speculators are doing their best to snuff us out,
we still hope to shine so long as we endeavor ..greed atalliona are apt to be raised so ten- 
to give the greatest prominence to those bran- d and accumulate so much fat that they 
ches of agriculture which can be proved by our Qff ^ procreative power, and the mischief
soils and seasons to be the fittest and there ore ^ geriougly felt in the offspring. This is the 
the most profitable, not permitting inferior q[ the destruction of many excellent
branches to over-ride superior ones for the pur- famUieg No veterinary in the employment of 
pose of enhancing the wealth and influence of a ^ Government would dare to refuse a certifi 
few speculators at the expense of the farming ^ ^ guch allions, although he would have 
community. ' . n0 scruples in rejecting superior but less pre-

The organ-in-chief has ‘‘sworn eternal enmi- animala. The farmer would thus be
ty against ‘scrub’ stock,” and yet it professes ented {rom being hisoyn judge, and might
to be an independent journal. As an organ of ^ compelled to reject first class stallions with 
Government farming and stock-raising, l whoae history and performances he is perfectly
should first reconcile itself with the Govern- famiUar If the owner of a stallion thinks a 
ment which has conclusively proved, to the veterinary,g certificate would be of any service 
satisfaction of all its admirers, that the very ^ ^ fae can get one without the interference 

“scrub,” against which the organ has ^ the legislature, and if the farmer has any 
is the best for &g tQ the a0Undness, he will only be too

glad to see the certificate produced.
Within the hearing of so much intemperate 

language, we would advise calm deliberation 
on the part of the Government. No doubt there 
will be a great deal of lobbying amongst the 
speculators during the coming, session of our 
Legislature, and the Government should be pre
pared. It should inquira into their motives ; 
for when any class of the people unites to 
champion the interests of another class, suspi
cion should at once be aroused. If the Govern 
ment yields to the speculators, it .will be an 
admission that its efforts in edupating the 
farmers have proved to be a disastrous failure, 
If, after all the hundreds of thousand of dollars 
that have been spent in blue-book agricultural 

exhibitions, professors, etc, our

1m
1

given of 
sf exper- 
to pigs,

, feeding 
f Illinois, 
.50 a ton, 
btained a 
3 12 100 
and for 

the milk, 
ith corn- 
cents per 
in 3 to 4 
$28 a ton, 
at about 

of in créas 
i cost of 
meal for
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1 An English writer says of the foot of the 

horse : The hoof is not a mere block of solid, 
matter resembling horn ; but indeed is, so to 
speak, “the patent safe” in which are enlooked 
the valuables and title deeds of the whole ani
mal as a property. How many horsemen 
know this ; and by horsemen, we mean those 
who have bred them and worked them Î Yet, 

at the hoof” is a common verdict of con-

i
self-same

batch of “scrubs” upon our markets, and we 
warn farmers against being imposed upon by 
owners of those “scrubs” whose names have re
cently been erased from the Government herd 
book. There can now be no doubt about the 
line of demarkation between stock of patncian 
and plebeian birth and inheritance. Not to be 
registered is to be a “scrub.”

We personally 
“performances” have been falsified for the pur
pose of aiding in the extermination not only of 
the “scrub,” but also of all other breeds The 
Government, acting we believe on the advice of 
Mr. John Carnegie, M. P. P.. made a step in 
the right direction when it introduced the test
ing of breeds at our leading exhibitions, and 
although these tests are far from being perfect, 
we hope to see them produce more practical re
sults in the future. If the “scrub” can be 
proved to be less suitable for our purposes than 
Other cattle, nobody will decry them louder 
than we; but we demand honest re ords, an 
this is precisely where we clash with the specu- 

The stockman is anxious to know what 
most profitably utilize in the 

herd and those of his

. “gone
demnation, and a horse is often done at his 
prime through the carelessness of the ehoer.who 
is very often an apprentice blacksmith who 
treats that portion of the live animal as If it 

but the share of the plow.
1isetts Ex

periments 
on skim- 
and meal, 
ikim milk 
itter-milk 
itter-milk 
fed for 1 
,lk weigh- 
ikim-milk 

increase 
itter-milk 
s, with an 
ants. The
skim-milk 
100 cents,

I were
that “records” andknow

The following are good remedies for lice 
on stock One pound of tobacco and six 

of borax boiled in two quarts of water, 
with soap, is a good salve. Shortly after, the 
parts to which the soap mixture has been ap
plied should be washed with pure water and a 

-drying oil rubbed on. Oil of turpentine 
and lard oil, equal parts, with a little carbolic 
acid, is, perhaps, the most convenient mixture 
to make, and effectual in its application. Per
haps the easiest and readiest of all parasite 
destroyers is petroleum oil mixed in an equal 
quantity of linseed or other oil. Whatever 
form of mixture is used it will be necessary to 
apply it two or three times in the course of a 
couple of months.

ounces
-t

1
I literature,

farmers are still in such a benighted state that 
they know nothing about their own interests, 
then there is little hope that the speculators 
will be able to produce more satisfactory results,

to seize the man-

non
I

if they are powerful enough 
agencent with their own 
stallions may turn out to be as bad as the cheap 
education. The Government will see at a glance 
that if the proposed legislative action were desir
able, the petition would come from the farmers, 
not from the speculators who are eternally clam-

their vitals. It

. hands. The dear
.1
1ised pork 

1 meal and 
i, the pork 
; required 
f dry sub- 
d meal to 
; 2 75-100 
ind meal, 
tween the 
he butter- 

trifle 
dry sub-

lators
breed he can 
building up of his own 
neighbors, and is willing to sacrifice any breed 
he may have, providing a more profitable one

I
A sample of American cheese in London, 

when analyzed, proved to contain neither milk 
of its derivatives, says the Orange 

Its chief ingredients were

oring for power to prey upon 
will also see that if certain classes of stock must 
be legislated into the m nds of the farmers, the nor any 
same rule must be followed with regard td County Farmer.
everything they purchase. We fail to see what lard and colored matter. It came from New 

the speculators have done, to merit, any favors

' »■
can be found.

W bile we are willing to aid in exterminating 
the “scrub” or any other breed that can be 
clusively proved to be unsuitable or inferior 
yet we disagree with the method adopted by

V.

con
-

-ï York State.
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/jS>owltrg.A Chatty Letter from the States. pondingly large. The population of this coun
try has been rapidly growing, and the competi 
tion of the meat sellers is extending the sale of 
fresh meat to places where it was before a 
rarity. For nstance, one Chicago dressed meat 
concern has something like one hundred fresh 
meat stations scattered along the Atlantic 
coast which they keep constantly supplied with 
fresh beef, pork and mutton from Chicago. 
The gigantic scale upon which the business is 
done enables the projectors to completely un
dersell local competitors.

The production of meat-producing animals 
does not exceed the growth of the demand for 
the same.

Grade bulls for service on the western ranges 
that sold two years, ago at about $75 to $90 per 
head, are now about $25 per head cheaper, and 
rather hard to sell at that. There is a fairly 
good demand from the west for young bulls, 
but the ranchmen each year realize more fully 
that it pays to have bulls “to the manor born.” 
There are now a good many bulls raised in the 
far west, and the prospect is that ranchmen, in 
the course of a very few years, will be inde
pendent of the eastern-raised breeding stock.

Some time ago these letters contained a 
statement of some of the banner periods for 
receipts of stock at Chicago. The largest num
ber of cattle received in any one day to that 
time was 12,096 head, which arrived August 
27, 1885. This number was entirely eclipsed 
the past month by the arrival, on January 12, 
of 16,966 head of cattle, not counting calves. 
Ten years ago this number would have consti
tuted a liberal run for a whole week. The 
enormous run w#tt the result of a snow block
ade. Dealers o^er-estimated the importance 
of the blockade, nearly all of them thinking it 
was going to be very serious, and that all who 
were lucky enough to have cattle on the mar
ket before the roads were open, would reap a 
rich benefit. But it so happened that the roads 
were practically all open, and so it was that so 
large a number of cattle was rushed to the 
slaughter in a single day. The owners and 
salesmen who expected to have the unfortunate 
buyers “on the hip” were the victims of their 
own far-sightedness, or lack of it.

FROM OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.

The weather thus far this winter has been 
very much milder than one year ago. This one 
item makes a good deal of difference in the ex
pense account of the feeder. The difference in 
the cost of making a pound of beef, pork or 
mutton this winter as compared with last fully 
offsets the decline in prices which market values 
show.

Thrf latest advices from the western country 
indicate a very satisfactory state of affair» 
among the ranchmen. The ranch stock is in 
unusually good condition for this time of the 
year, and there is little doubt now that the 
supplies of range beeves will commence to come 
to market much earlier than they did last 
spring.

After all the wild speculation on this subject, 
it turned out that the receipts of range cattle at 
Chicago for the year 1885 were 90,000 head less 
than in 1884. This is quite remarkable when 
it was considered that the runs of grass cattle 
in ’85 would be unprecedentedly large. The 
actual figures showed that there was a decrease 
of 60,000 head of through Texas cattle, and 30, - 
000 decrease in receipts of cattle from the north 
and west. The low prices had somewhat to do 
with the curtailed receipts of last year, and as 
many cattle that were ready to come were re
served to take on another year’s growth, there 
ought to be an early run of good beeves from 
the west. But on the other hand, there were 
not a few old heads in the business who declar
ed that as a rule ranchmen had sent all avail
able cattle, that the losses of the previous win
ter were the largest ever known, and that 
while ranchmen did not like to own it, many o’ 
them had lost 50 to 70 percent of their stock 
from the cold.

One fact is worthy of mention and that is 
that there never was a year when there was so 
large a proportion of cows marketed for beef 
by ranchmen. It was no uncommon thing to 
see a whole train load of cows, mainly useful 
breeders, coming to the beef market. There 
has lately been something of a craze among 
ranchmen of the North-west for running steei 
cattle to the neglect of breeding stock. This 
idea has come about by the fact that the prices 
have been low, and the production of range cat
tle very large. In addition to some fear of over
stocking, it has been possible to secure earlier 
returns from steer stock than from cows and 
calves, and this has been quite a consideration 
with managers who have been unreasonably 
pressed for dividends. “ Knowing ones ” pre
dict that this neglect of she stock will make it 
self felt a year or so hence in the decrease ot 
stock. Last year there was a great hue and 
cry about Texas having many more cattle than 
she could support, and everybody seemed to 
be seized with the idea of over- production. But 
the demand for young steers cut into the Texas 
supply very heavily.

It is no uncommon thing lately to hear the 
expression that there is great danger of the 
country being over supplied with live stock 
Sometimes, when one looks about and sees the 
army of men who have engaged in stock-raising 
during the past half-dozen years, there would 
seem to be some foundation for the fear, but on 
the other hand the extension of the consump
tive demand during the time has been

The Cause of Vermin.
Says the Poultry Nation : Lice do not attack 

fowls that are in good condition as soon as they 
do those in an impoverished state. Lice and 
poverty go hand in hand among fowls, and it 
may be claimed the presence of lice causes the 
fowls to become poor, which is true ; but if the 
fowls are fat and in good flesh, the lice are re 
polled to a certain degree, as they are not 
partial to oily carcasses, much preferring the 
poor, thin fowls as their victims, which they 
soon destroy. With clean quarters, a dust 
bath, and liberal feeding, the fowls will rid 
themselves of vermin, and do it so completely 
that they will not again be troubled, unless the 
breeder compels his fowls to live in filth and 
disease-breeding places. The same may be said 
of disease which follows lice. Fowls that 
become the prey of lice becohie weak and sick
ly, and are not able to ward off disease, and 
therefore become subject to it much quicker 
than those that are healthy. But if the poor 
fowls are attacked, contact carries the disease 
among them all, and the whole flock suffer. In
stead of vermin causing poor condition, the re
verse is the case.

Feeding Fowls.
. If we watch the fowls they will, says the 

London Live Stock Journal, easily tell us what 
they desire. If you are feeding corn, throw 
down a few handfuls of oats ; if they greedily 
take the oat and leave the corn, it indicates 
that they require something else. Try grass, 
meal, ground bone, pounded oyster shells, 
cooked vegetables, all of which they will ac
cept or reject, according to their requirements. 
Feed regularly, and never more than they will 
eat up clean, for they will walk away from the 
food as soon as they have enough; never leave 
it on the ground. Feed early and late, and let 
them get hungry—that is, have regular inter
vals between meals; the practice of keeping 
food by them all the time promotes 
of fat. Allow as much exercise as possible. 
Throw hay upon the floor or in the yard; place 
in it a few handfuls of some kind of grain that 
they do not receive often, and let them hunt 
and scratch for it. Feed growing chicks liber
ally, avoiding too much corn. Oats ground 
and warm in the morning is one of the best 
foods that can be given. Always give whole 
grains at night. In summer give no corn but 
once or twice a week; vegetables and grass 
much better for them. Laying hens must have 
meat or milk. Eggs cannot be produced with
out nitrogenous material in some shape. Bones 
are almost absolutely essential. Above all, give 
pure, clean, fresh drinking water.

Making a Roost.—There is no better roost 
than one made of 3x4 scantling, the edges 
being rounded off slightly to prevent cutting of 
the feet, with the narrow side up. Such a 
roost is strong, solid, and will hold any weight 
that may be placed upon it. Nor should the 
roosts be placed one above the other, or in
clined so that they will be higher at the rear 
than at the front, as the fowls will all crowd 
to the higher roosts. A roost should be de
tachable, so as to he taken outside and cleaned, 
kerosene being freely used. The roosts should 
also be so arranged as to permit of easy access in 
removing the droppings.-[Farm and Garden,

an excess

Records for Speculation.
Surely nothing else has been so much run in

to the ground of late years as the herd record 
and stud books. Instead of being as they should 
be, a record of the best pure-bred stock and in
cluding only actually tested meritorious ani 
mais, they are now made a means for private 
speculation as nefarious as the tricks of the pool 
rings and gamblers’ bucket shops, or the grain 
and stock markets. The “lowdown”-est thing 
in the way of a record is the French Percheron 
Stud Book, which is only French in name, but 
is an American production got up by some 
speculators in imported horses in the West. 
The charge for record is simply nothing, not 
one cent ; it is gratuitous and the cost of the 
book is thrown in as the popular chromo of the 
questionable stores where rye and sawdust 
sold for coffee. A thing may be considered 
worth its cost if it has not been bought too 
dearly. If a record costing nothing in a fictiti
ous French stud book is not too dear, it is worth 
just nothing, and that is the best to be said of 
it.—[Cor. N. Y. Tribune,
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to resist his powerful efforts to secure his re- however, he is still rebellious after the second 
lease. Even when these prove strong enough, act of throwing himself down, the break-cart 
there are many instances in which the post has should be removed, after the animal has been 
yielded to his surges, and the result has been a forced to remain on its side a sufficient length 
destructive runaway, with the post dangling of time to enforce the lesson of punishment, 
under hie feet. and in addition thereto the lash shodld belaid

Many devices have been made to cure the on to his side vigorously for a few times, with- 
confirmed halter-breaker, but most of them out permitting him to rise. This heroic treat- 
have proved ineffectual. Two methods, how- ment, coupled with the expedient of harnessing 
ever, have been quite successful. One consists the animal to the vehicle, and then fastening 
in placing a strong rope, fastened with the him on both sides by hitching straps to the 
sailor knot, around the neck and tied to a rings of the bit several minutes before the time 
strong-unyielding beam. The horse is then for starting will, in the most obdurate oases, _ 
made to pull back, either by suddenly opening work a radical cure.
an umbrella before him or by rushing at him The opposite fault, that of starting too 
to alarm him After a -few unsuccessful at- quickly, although equally dangerous to driver 
tempts to secure his release, instead of pulling and vehicle, can be more readily obviated. ^ 
back he will actually rush towards his tor Nearly all high-bred animals are surcharged 
mentor, rather than uselessly punish himself by with ambition. This manifests itself, gener- 
pulling back. But the danger of this extreme ally, in excessive eagerness to start, very fire- 
treatment is the fear of dislocating the neck, quently fcf overturning the vehicle. This bad 
Instances have been known where the neck has habit calls for the lesson of patience, which 
been disjointed or the horse has so long per- causes the horse to yield to restraint more than 
eisted in straining the rope that strangulation any other method of treatment. Ope ofthe 
has actually taken place.. Preferable to this is most useful portions of stable architecture, 
the method where the rope passes back under especially upon the stock farm, is an ample 
the tail, like a crupper, so that the strain comes hallway, running through the centre of the 
upon the dock. This is such a surprise to the building, and dividing the box-stalls on either 
refractory horse,and,at the same time, adminis- side. We say box-stalls, as a matter of course, 
ters to him such sharp pangs of punishment that, for in this enlightened age no intelligent horse- 
very rarely, will he repeat the pulling back man would keep his horses tied ma narrow 
meanness more than twice. The writer has stall by the head,.since he has learned how in- 
seen this method practiced with perfect success jurions this practice is both to their physique 
upon the most obdurate horses. Indeed, he and their ruminating disposition, 
has never known it to fail, and if carefully If the central hallway is thus constructed, 
tested it is questionable whether there should it will serve many useful purposes inbreaklng 
ever exist such an evil practice as halter-break- the young horse stock. Having two *tou* 
ing by pulling back, either at the manger or in hitch-reins, secured firmly on either side 01 
harness! this hallway, the other ends should be placed

Another vicious habit is the refusal to start in the rings of the bridle bit, after the eager- 
when harnessed, and the check is either loose starting horse is harnessed. He can do no 
or in position. Very often this meanness arises damage to himself or the vehicle, bet him be 
from a nervous, excitable disposition, but much as restive as he pleases ; let him start forward 
more frequently it is inherited. The writer can or back a few steps as he desires ; his move- 
now recall three generations—daughter, dam, ments are confined to a few feet. If he is very 
*nd grandam-that were afflicted with this bad restive, let him be thus fastened, after he is fed 
habit. They all acted precisely alike. When and cleaned in the early morning, then taken 
harnessed to the vehicle, and the word given to out for his dinner, and returned to the double
start, they would throw up their heads, dance hitching position in the broad hallway until 
about from side to side, finally ending in rear- evening. No groom need to watch him. He 
ing up on their hind legs to an altitude danger- can do no harm ; but he will thus effectually 
ous to the driver, and would not start till the break himself from starting too quickly when 
groom caught hold of the bridle and led them first harnessed to the vehicle. If the practice 
off. Even then they would not start till their of starting too quickly extends to his per- 
ugly preliminary skirmishes were ended. Many formances upon the highway every time tne 
remedies were tested. Cotton was placed in driver has occasion to alight and hitch him for 
their ears and pebbles in their mouths, and a short period, then this habit must be broken 
other devices to direct the current of their up by the driver. Every time the horse u 
thoughts away from their bad. habit, but none unfastened from the hitching post, his driver 
of them proved availing. Finally the expedient must be careful to have the lines we 
was resorted to of harnessing them in the stall, in hand, and, while upon the ground, 
elevating at the same time the check, and hold the horse in his place by word Of 
hitching them in the stable to the vehicle an command as well as by the lines, until the 
hour before the time of starting. This worked restiveness has subsided. All apparent ninety 
like a charm. All restiveness disappeared, to hasten in seating himself must be avoided ; 
When the driver seated himself behind them for eagerness on the part of the driver <*ty 
they were anxious to start. After a few lessons adds to the nervous ambitionof the horse to 
of patience thus administered to their impatient start before the reinsman is reedy. His move- 
temperaments, they would start when the bar- ments must be as steady and measured and as- 
ness had been previously placed in position and suring to the horse as possible. Very few 
the check drawn up, fiv4 minutes before the* drivers seem to appreciate that the reins are 

attached to the vehicle. At last they be like telegraphic wires, communicating the emo- 
came perfectly submissive, and never refused tions of fear, nervousness, or timidity, as we 
to s'art when the driver grasped the reins, and as courage and determination, from the driver 
•he groom at the same time fastened the check to the horse. Still fewer drivers seem to realize 

: 6 how rapidly the horse learns the mental state of
the reinsman, and takes advantage of his con- 
-titutional weakness with astounding celerity. 
When the driver, therefore, gains his seat be
hind the horse too anxious to start, he should 
command him to stand still for two or three 
minutes after he is seated. This should be re
peated as often as the horse shows any disposi
tion to start before the word of command is 
given, and after a few lessons thus patiently 
administered he will not make an effort to start 
until he is so directed Moreover, when he is 
ordered to go, he should not be permitted to 
trot, but required to move off on a brisk walk 
until such time as the driver is given ample 
opportunity to adjust his seat and the reins, or 
take any other precaution preliminary to the 
trot, when the skillful driver is ready to feel 

take.—[Horeeshoer,

/>0$etermar3.
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The season is upon us when the two-year- 
olds should be broken. The time for breaking to 
harness is not wisely deferred beyond the two- 
year-old form. Halter-breaking should have 
been completed before the foal has witnessed, 
for the first time, the beginning and waning of 
a single moon. After-breaking is thereby ren
dered comparatively easy, because the young 
colt has learned two lessons that it will never 
forget—namely, obedience to and confidence in 
man. If halter-breaking is deferred until the 
colt is weaned, it will require much more time 
and strength to accomplish than if the same 
process had been performed before it 
month old. Increasing age and strength with 
the oolt mean greater rebellion. The older, 
more stubborn head, and stouter muscles, and 
stronger bones, are simply accumulated muni
tions of war, with which the growing colt is 
furnished to battle against his master for hie 
freedom. But nothing becomes so rebellions 
as the disposition, when it is not thoroughly 
studied by the horseman. Some horses are ex
tremely nervous. They will, therefore, become 
frightened and act badly, mainly through the 
paroxysms of fear. Their viciousness, conse
quently, is no misnomer. It is simply the dis
astrous results of timidity. Neither the pun
ishment of the lash nor the wounds of a sco'd- 
ing voice will render them more docile or obed
ient. Above all other horses they demand the 
consolations of caressing strokes and the en
couragements of gentle words. They become 
courageous solely through the power of kind
ness. The same treatment speedily conquers 
the high-strung, headstrong, ambitions horse. 
He will resent harsh treatment, and repay un 
kindness by the rapid development of a vindic
tive disposition that displays itself in kicking, 
or biting, or running away on the slightest pro
vocation, which he seeks every opportunity to 
create. These classes of horses can only be 
conquered by combined patience and kindness. 
But there are some horses that are naturally 
vicious ; that are, in fact, as disposed to evil, 
from their early colthood as some abandoned 
specimens of the human family are well-au then- 
ticated examples of total depravity. They a,r« 
constitutionally mean, and the meanness dis 
plays itself in every stage from halter-breaking 
to submission to the shafts. These horses are 
not demented, like Cruizer, that the gifted 
Rarey was compelled to break over again every 
succeeding morning, simply because he had not 
brains enough to remember the lesson of the 
preceding day ; nor are they devoid of mem
ory, for they seem to thoughtfully devise 
means, over night, for circumventing the me
thods that conquered them on the preceding 
day. They are simply mean spirited. They 
are opposed to submission, averse to earning 
their feed, and determined to do nothing that 
will repay the expenditure for their worthless 
existence. Of course, such an animal in the 
hands of weak, timorous masters will come out 
the victor, and he should be sold, as both dan 
gerous and worthless. But there is too much 
value in him to consent to his extermination. 
He can be broken, and, under the control of a 
determined horseman, his meanness can be so 
thoroughly subdued that he will become both 
useful and obedient.

The most elementary manifestation of his re
fractory disposition is his provoking habit of 
halter-breaking. He will pull back, laying his 
weight against the head stall and straining the 
muscles of his head and neck to their utmost, 
till the strongest of five-ting halters will snap 
when subjected to his powerful surges. Unless 
this habit is effectually broken up, he will 
never be safe to fasten either in the stable 
where other horses are quartered, or while in 
harness, for no hitching strap, however ingeni 
ously it may be devised, whether it be a rope 
around his neck or broad leathern strap passing 
over his poll and fastened by strong metal 
snaps to the rings of the bit, will be sufficient
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But some horses are even more dangerous in 

their protests against starting. When 
manded to go, t hey will plunge about, and end 
their antics by throwing themselves down, fre
quently breaking the shafts, if not injuring 
• hemselves in the fall. Whenever this mean
ness displays itself, the cure demands the most 
radical treatment. The groom should be ready 
to leap to the bridle, and force the head upon 
the ground. Placing his knee upon the 
head, he should keep the animal thns 
imprisoned upon the ground, in the shafts 
,nd harness, until it is completely exhausted. 
For this purpose a break-cart, supplied with 
long, strong shafts, should be used in the 
breaking. After he has thus been forced to 
lie prostrate for an hour, very rarely will the 
horse repeat "the same insubordination.
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(Borresponderrce. should be built, and the dirt thrown In during dry 
weather from time to time as the muck dries. The 
hauling should be done in winter when time Is not 
so precious. A slight dressing of farm yard manure, 
where muck has been used as an absorbent, will 
often produce more satisfactory results than the 
plowing under of a crop of clover—in soils lacking 
in organic matter. We are pleased to see our cor
respondent advocating the soiling system, but Mr. 
Murray’s plan would here work better, for the 
wagon could be driven round on the bam floor 
above the stock, during the greater part of the sea
son, thus saving much space In the passages below.]

Building the Barn.—The subject of bam 
building Is one of great interest to our farmers. 
Every year new bams are being erected all over the 
country, and it Is well for those intending to build 
to have a good plan in view. A great many farmers 
build their bam first and make the plan afterwards, 
when they find out by experience its Inconveniences. 
It is not an easy matter to alter a building when once 
up, hence the desirability of having a well matured 
plan before commencing work. The first thing to 
consider is the size,—this will be regulated by the 
productiveness of the farm and the kind of farming 
to be engaged in.

The best and most convenient bam for Ontario 
farmers, generally speaking, consists of a good stone 
foundation for stabling stock, with a well framed 
timber superstructure for storing the crop. It is 
desirable to build on the face of a bill, and if neces
sary the material excavated can be used on the upper 
side to make the approach into the bam easilv ac
cessible during harvest time. The best position for 
the building in our severe climate is with the stable 
doors on the south side of the building, with a shed 
or high fence along the west side as a protection for 
the barnyard against our prevailing west wind ; we al
so like to see an overshot or shed of 12 to 16 ft. above 
the stable doors—it keeps the doors dry and forms a 
convenient rendezvous during storms. The stone 
foundation should be fully nine feet above ground 
to admit of racks for feeding cattle, and skylights or 
windows above the doors for properly lighting the stables.-!). N, Toronto, Ont. 6

Carp Culture.—T saw in the Advocate you re
quest those engaged in carp cul'ure to give you a 
result of their experiments. I embarked in carp 
culture four vears ago. t obtained first six smsll 
carp, about five inches in length, from Mr. George 
Finley. Pittsburg. Penn., at $1.00 each. By an ac
cident or rath°r carelessness on my part, I lost all 
’>ut two of them, but in the meantime I became 
aware now rapidly these fish would grow under 
favorable circumstance and so i was deter nined to 
procure more carp.

I next applied to Prof. Baird at Washington for 
carp, and was delighted to receive from him twenty 
carp «bout the size of a steel pen. Tt was late in 
the fell when X received them and before goring 
came I had lo«t them all, T think from the wa*erbe- 
coming too cold for t^em. I have since procured 
from Mr. Finley twenty carp about ei 'ht inches in 
length and have now in my carp ponds thousands of 
o*n> varying in size from two ounces to ten pounds 
weight. Only the first I procured have attained the 
latter size. Carp are voracious feeders, eating al
most anything a pig will eat, and consequently they 
q7*ow very fast. They sometimes under favorable

™Sthsnold8nre eighteen inches in W at 
Carp will thrive where trout or almost anv other 

fish wou!d not live. They thrive in artificial ponds 
with much shallow water: they require warm water 
to grow well, hence it should be shallow ; they 
Shi«Ld.h0^eyer h£ve “deep place in the pond in 
which to winter. Carp do not eat or grow in winter, 
but hybemate. Unlike most other fish, they re- 

H™* t0 «P®™ in, but stick their spawn 
to brush sticks or grass which may be in the pond.

th® Cît? a very Rood table fish, not quite 
equal to trout or bass, but much easier propagated 
and grown. All one has to do to have plenty of
31P™cur® a fT fi®h ‘r the spring, build a 
pond that will not wash out when high water comes, 

leave them to themselves; in a short time your 
pond will swarm with carp.-G. c. H., Barnston,

LWe are glad to hear of our correspondents 
csss. We would not like to see our readers over 
sanguine in the carp business, for some of the 
American papers are writing it down. Possibly 
there has been too much of a carp boom on the other 
side of the line. However, if carp can be procured 
free from Washington, we see no reason why all 
farmers having good ponds, should not try the busi
ness as an experiment. They should report their 
success or failure in our columns.]

Con trolling' the Sex.—I notice In your paper 
the inquiry about the controlling of sex. I do not 
know for myself, as I have never put it toprao- 
tice. But the method, as given by Professor Thury, 
for the benefit of stock «users, is this : “If you wish 
to produce female, give the male at first signs of 
heat; if males are wanted give him at the end of the 
heat.” I will give you what a Swiss stock grower 
says of this practice under date of February. 1887: 
“In the first place, on twenty-two successive occa
sions, I desired to have heifers. My cows were the 
Schurtz breed and my bull » pure Dur
ham I succeeded In these cases. Having 
bought apure Durham oow.it was very important 
for me to have a new bull to supersede the one I 
had, without leaving to chance the production of a 
male, so I followed the prescription of Professor 
Thury, and the success has proved once more the 
truth of the law.”—W. A. W., Castleton, Ont.

Notice to Correspondents.—!. Please write 
on one side of the paper only. 2. Give full name. 
Post Office and Province, not necessarily for publica
tion, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
us to answer by mail when, for any reason, that 
course seems desirable. If an answer is specially 
requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. Un
less of general interest, no questions will be answer
ed through the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. 8. Do not expect anonymous communica
tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication 
should be marked “Printers’ MS.” on the cover, the 
ends being open, in which case the postage will only 
be lc per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
expect their communications to be noticed. 8. No 
questions will be answered except those pertaining 
purely to agriculture or agricultural matters.

Correspondents wanting reliable information re
lating to diseases of stock must not only give the 
symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the 
animal has been fed and otherwise treated or man
aged. In case of suspicion of hereditary diseases, 
it is necessary also to state whether or not the 
ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease 
or any predisposition to it.

In asking questions relating to manures, it is 
necessary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
nature of the crop.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views 
of correspondents.

Smut in Barley.—I would like to know the 
cause of smut in barley, and whether you consider 
smutty barley fit for seed or not, as mine was very 
smutty this year, but in other respects is No. 1 
barley. Please to let me know if there is anything 
that will destroy the smut spores which adhere to 
the sound barley, without injuring it for seed ?—T. 
H. N., Pontepoole, Ont.

[We treated fully of the smut question in our issue 
of last July.]

Talk about Dairy Bams—Soiling—Muck for 
Litter—Spreading Manure on Snow.—As you
seem disposed to allow criticism on your remarks 
respecting Mr. Murray’s barn, I w 
words. From a dairyman’s point of 
is altogether unsuitable. Th< 
side, surrounded with root houses, boxstalls, horse- 
stable, sheep houses, hog pen. and henhouse, how 
can pure flavored milk come from such a situation ? 
My buildings are cobbled up out of old ones that 
were on the farm when I came into possession, and 
I can feed 29 head off the bam floor, with a certain 
amount of carrying, but that and wheeling out the 
manure gives a large amount of labor, and as you 
state, “the handling of the manure is a very impor
tant consideration and another very important 
one is the handling of green feed for soiling—a busi
ness which we will certainly have to adopt, more or 
less, if we are to retain our position as a dairying 
Province. I think a byre to accommodate 20 to 4*> 
cows should have a wagon road before the cows 
for hauling in green feed in summer and fall, and 
forking it to them out of the wagon as you pass 
along : also a wagon road behind them so that the 
manure could be taken to the field with one handl
ing, and both byre and surroundings ke|>t, as near as 
possible, perfectly clean and pure. I think we can
not use muck for bedding ; I tried it some years 
since and gave it up, as I found it impossible to get 
it dry enough to act as an absorbent to any extent.
I would be thankful for information on how to pro
vide a supply of dry muck. I haul out all the ma 
mire I can in winter, both with wagon and bobs, 
when the fields are at all passable, and have been 
well satisfied with the results, especially when the 
manure has been put on grass landkbut I disagree 
with you about spreading it on fMzen ground or 
snow. I did so in my first attemptfbut when the 
spring came the manure was thawed out before the 
frost was out of the ground, and a part of it came 
running down the furrows and off that field in the 
shape of a rich looking brown liquid. Since then I 
>ut the manure in piles, making 3 or 4 from a large 
oad, and before the piles are thawed out the 

is out of the surrounding ground, and I then open 
the piles in the centre with a pickaxe, and as they 
thaw their liquid part is absorbed by the earth and 
in one or two days they are ready for spreading.— 
Sod, Belmont,

[We understand Mr. Murray’s plan was to parti
tion off the departments tin such a manner that 
there would be no communication between them, 
except perhaps tightly fitting doors, using venti
lators for each department. The stench would then 
be no greater than if the buildings were several 
rods distant from each other. Bad odors are bet
ter kept down by absorbents than by erecting sep
arate buildings. If our correspondent hauls out his 
manure mixed with straw, he makes a great mis
take ; he should at least put the straw through a 
cutter. Every farmer is not so situated that he can 
procure muck, in which case dry earth of any kind 
may be substituted. In a dairy stable, bad odors 
must be kept down, and it would usually be cheaper 
to use muck than plaster or lime. A good deal 
would depend upon the nature of the soil

offer a few 
view the barn 

e cattle stable all in-

Bowing- Early Out and Damaged Wheat.—
As you nave undoubtedly heard, a great deal of 
wheat in Manitoba and the Northwest was Injured 
by a severe frost on the night of the 23rd August 
last. Since then it has been discovered that a great 
quantity of it could have been cut previous to that 
date. To many it would have seemed absurd to cut 
grain as green as the most of it was at the time. 
We have, however, positive proof that wheat cut 

greener than I have overseen it harvested in 
Ontario, gives a beautiful sample of grain ; the only 
thing it lacks is in size and plumpness, in all other 
respects it is perfect. Would you please give me 
your opinion as to whether such grain could be re
lied upon for seed.—Subscriber, Kinbrae, Man.

[Early cut grain, or grain that is to some extent 
damaged for a season, would be very little de
preciated in value for seeding purposes, if it be
longs to a good stock, and is sown on a suitable 
soil ; but if such seeding be persisted in for several 
years, the quality would deteriorate.]

much

Various Votes from Vew Brunswick,—In
reading your valuable magazine, I very seldom see 
anything from this Province. Perhaps you would 
like to hear from us down east occasionally. The 
hav crop was good In this part of the Province, 
although not as good as two years ago, but in sec
tions where it was under water so long in July, 
when we had the highest freshet known for years 
in the St. John River valley, the crop was poor. 
Oats, average yield ; wheat, extra good, although 
not much sown ; barley, average : buckwheat, good; 
potatoes on light soft good, but on clay or wet, 
heavy soil, badly rotted ; carrots, average ; turnips, 
extra : com, extra. Benjamin and Charles Ingra
ham raised upwards of 100 bushels from 1% acres. 
Farmers in this section follow variety farming, or 
rather do not depend on any one kind of crop. Some 
sell a few potatoes and oats, but the most of them 
feed what they raise to their stock, and sell pork, 
beef, sheep and lambs, also butter, and a few of our 
old farmers follow the practice of making cheese at 
home ; don’t believe in the factories. Markets for 
all kinds of meat have been low this season; sheep 
and lambs 20 per cent, less than last year. Most of 
our sheep and lambs go to the Houlton Slaughter 
House Co.; until this year the company has paid for 
lambs $2.50 to $3 each ; for fat sheep from $3 to $6, 
when this year lambs only brought $2 each and fat 
sheep $3, although our local market (Fredericton) 
has been fair, lambs bringing $2.50 each. I send 
you the weight of two of my neighbors’ hogs and 
pigs. Geo. L. Slip killed 7 wintered hogs 19 months 
old, and 6 pigs 8 months ; hogs’ weight, 465, 474, 50», 
512, 568, 610, 589 =3627 lbs.; pigs, 288, 295, 319, 260, 305, 
285—1985 lbs., total 5612 lbs. Byron NcNally, hogs 
19 months old, pigs 7J£ months old ; hogs, 624, 587, 
558, 528. 444= 2741 lbs.; pigs 'Î79, 267, 285, 2si, 305, 236 
=1656 lbs., total, 4397 lbs. The above hogs were fat
tened on coarse potatoes, sour or skimmed milk and 
cracked ouckwheat mixed, cooked and fed warm.— 
J. H. M., York County, N. B.

frost

suc-

upon
which the manure is to be applied ; if it is deficient 
in vegetable matter, muck will have a very high fer
tilizing value, much more so than lime or plaster. 
We have drawn out and spread manure in winter 
with great success and profit. It is true that a very 
heavy rainfall in spring may produce the effects 
mentioned by our correspondent, but his land 
evidently not drained. The same shower which 
melts the manure will also melt the soil, and if any 
water then washes over the surface, a clayey soil 
would filter the manurial constituents out of the 
water, so that there would be little or 'no loss. 
Where;there Is a* muck bed, a rough frame shed

of lïîriiw n? Îflch H?6 ï have had an opportunity 
Winnlnmf * u® /oot of the mountains toWinnipeg, and having had a pretty practical train
ing in things in general, I have used my own exner-

pleasantly over the pratrieVo^^mefpMticulwly at-

wasHousing Hens and Sheep Together.—Would 
you confer a favor on me by letting me know 
through your next issue if it is injurious for hens 
and sheep to be housed together ?—A. W., Port Elgin, Ont.
- [Hens should be housed separate from all other 
niasses of domestic animals.]
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!atlon. Bran can be advantageously fed with straw, 
but you can never make a fattening ration out of 
hay and straw. Good hay and bran with turnips 
may be fed with a small quantity of straw, but you 
would get better and quicker returns by adding 
some grain 
straw, the m
add to the ration. Yoa will get most of the cost of 
the bran and cake out of the manure, if you save it 
all].

t dry service, and inviting the opinions of the societies on 
the suggestion. I think th’-ro - as no difference of 
opinion as to the necessity of improvement in the 
N. B. horses, but all were not agreed as to the best 
way of setting about it. When the Board of Agri
culture met in December, a resolution was passed 
asking the Government to import a certain number 
of horses. An amendment was moved, but lost, that 
the Government give a bonus to any socie.yor syn
dicate that brings and keeps within the Province 
f„r a certain length qf time, a certain d- sc-iption of 
horse, approved of by a committee appointed by the 
Government. What will be the result of the reso
lution time will enlighten us. Th - Provincial
Farmers' Association meets in Saokville, the pah of vffeots of Breeding Hogs In end-in—Perti- 
the present month. The subjects for discussion are u,era for Carrots-Last spring a number of far- 
1st-Comm-rcial fertilizers, their application and meis tn this section sustained c nsiderahle loss in 
benefits, and the results obtained by their use in yoUDg pig8i and as it is now drawing towards ano- 
oth*r countries, and to what extent can tney oe ^er season, a remedy or advice might be a benent. 
used by the farmers of this Province. 2nd—How A [1lm. erof oases which I knew were.axmt alike, 
can the farmers of this Province best improve the ( wlu 8tate the particular < of my own case. The 
practice of their profession so that they may more sow went tweive days over the proper time of preg- 
success ully compete with the agriculture of other nancy. tbe pigs were alive at birth, out only lived a 
countries. 3rd-How can our hay crop be best im- few hours. They were void of h ir, except a little 
proved and utilized. i will send you some rep rt ot Qn the forehead. They were of large size, as large 
the discussion-, if nothing prevents. The second as pi<8 usually are at two week old. Tie sow was 
question is supposed to give those in favor of an jfi d fl„sh, hut not over fat. Her diet daring 
agrieul ural school or college an opportunity ot wiuter consisted of the waste from the kltchen.wlth 
giving their views an airing. There is a growing «meat br«n and gr mnd oats andp-as mixed, and 
feeling in both N. B. and N. S. in favor of a better sometime8 a feed of potatoes. I knew another case 
and more practical scientific education for the exactly tbe same, and also a farmer had two 
farmer—a training more in accord with the wintered alike; one had a healthy litter and the 
changed circumstances of the business and the times. 0ther the same as those above stated. 2. Which 
Yourcriticismsof the Guelph instituti -nhaverather fertilizer would you consider the best for carrots, 
dampened the ardour for a similar far n and school 80iut,ie Pacific guano or superphosphate?—
for the Maritime Provinces, which at one time y ou no Farmer, Dalling, P. Q.
solfar has been very pleasfnt ^ery mtKow'.Te- [1. The indications are that your pigs have been 
fore Chris mas, and no cold weather. Since Janu- bred in-and-in too closely. Get a boar from some 
ary came in we have plenty of snow and a few cold other herd 2 (f your 80u |8 delclent in phosphates,
father TitKsilTto'ttne^H^F., Poînï superphosphate will be best; if it is deficient in all 
de Bute,N. S.,Jan.l6tb,1886. the elements of fertility, use guano. You must

make experiments to find this out.]

tractive spot along the line of railway. T have lis
tened to people from Governor-Generals down to 
the most obscure individuals, detail upon the pre
sent state and future of the country, and seldom 
have I heard practical common-sense views taken 
of surroundings. I will, however, say in justice to 
them that their motive * as not wilfully to mislead, 
but the trouble almost invariably was that they did 
not know what they were talking about. That a 
great many people have been deceived as to the N or'fa- 
west it is useless to contradict, but for my part I be
lieve they deserve being taken in for believing all 
they were told, and never for a moment anticipat
ing drawbacks and difficulties which coula not help 
existing in a new country. However, it is pleasing 
to dnd that people who were most prone to grumble 
and find fault are consenting to settle down to a

The
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or oilcake. The larger the quantity cf 
nore bran, grain, or oilcake you should

the !
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i sea- 
low.] and find fault 

matter-of-fact 
here (I am speaking „
would have been hard to satisfy a year or two 
is now content if he is out of debt and has a 
prospect of supporting himself and family, 
which he can do on Governmental land, 
provided they have a start. To a person who had 
visited some of our ne settlements a year or two 
ago, there would now be an agreeable surprise ; in
stead of almost general discontent-notwithstand
ing injurious frosts—they would, as a rule, be found 
cheerful and full of hope for the future, and this is 
generally owing to toeir having their dwellings 
made comfortable, stables, pigstyes, hen houses, 
etc., completed, and 2U or 30 acres under crop as 
well
of which seems to be

state of things. Many a man out 
aking principally of farmers) who 
in hard to satisfy a year or two ago.bam 

ners. 
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as a good collection of live stock, the increase 
bich seems to be spontaneous. The latter the 

Northwest farmer will have to make ms mam 
stand-by, for there is one thing undoubted in my 
mind, and that is that he will be a formidable com
petitor in supplying foreign markets with ^ot only 
noroed cattle, but with horses, both of which ma
ture quicker and cost less than half to raise that 
they ao in the older provinces; in fact I look 
lie tailing of a good sturdy class of draft horse out 
here as one of the safest and most paying invest
ments a man could put money into. The local 
mand for years will more than equal the supply, 
and a span of two-year-olds1, especially if they are 
fillies, will easily make $300, whereas the cost would 
not be one-half that amount. Frosts out here I 
suppose you have heard of, and you will hear of 
more for years to come, but when you bear in mind 
that not 2h% of land prepared for cultivation is 
fit to put seed into, that one-half of the holders of 
land never farmed before they came to this country, 
then judge the results. I will admit that the last 
three seasons1 frost has done a great dea1 of harm, 
by causing alarm and stopping immigration. On the 
other hand it will do good, for it will drive people 
into mixed f timing sooner than if they had to do so 
from some other cause. Notwithstanding our mis
fortunes we are not so badly off. There is plenty 
in the land, with plenty of vegetables, the best of 
beef, pork, and good wholesome bread. A settler 
who has these need not be afraid of being in want, 
and those who have not got all these necessaries 
can buy as cheaply as in Ontario. We have the 
healthiest climate under tbe sun, and as far as the 
winters are concerned, now that I have everything 
snug and comfortable. I prefer them to the summer 
months. That there will be thousands upon thou
sands of happy homes in the Northwest I have no 
doubt, but to make them nice they will have, as 
elsewhere, to use their brains and their hands.— 
[Subscriber, Kinbrae, Assa.
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Nitrate of Soda for Wheat and ^ Barley.—

What is the price of nitrate of soda at the place 
where it can be had ? I tried it on wheat and barley 
and it did well —J. G. D.. Selwyn. Ont.

[You had better write to all the firms which ad
vertise commercial fertilizers, and they will quote 
prices for you. The latest quotation from Peter 
R. Lamb & Co., Toronto, is 5 cents per pound.]

Parentage of the “ Empire State ” drape.—
In your notice of the Empire State Grape in your 
January number, we observe an error In regard to 
its parentage. It is a seedling of the Hartford Pro
lific, fertilized with the Clinton, not Con ;ord, as 
you have it. Concord and H. Prolific both belong 
to the La‘ ruica or Fox grape family. Clinton be
longs to the Riparia or river-bank class. These two 
species are found in their wild state throughout On
tario and the United States, east of the Hooky 
Mountains—the former from the Atlantic Coast to 
the Allegheneys, the other in the vast valley of the 
Mississippi and Ohio rivers. The Empire State 
unites in itself these two families, and seems to 
possess the t* st elements of both. It has the hard
iness of the Concord and the adaptability to great 
varieties of climate and soil of the Clinton family, 
while in quality and beauty of appearance it hes no 
equal in either class.—Pratt Brothers, Rochester, 
N. Y.

Dairying In Short Pastures-Bour Apples for 
8 took -1. 1 can winter ten cows, but my pasture 
will only support six during the entire season. Sup
pose I add four cowe, making ten In all, and thus 
overstock my pasture. The pasture will supply 

.. _ , , , them say until July 1st, when It will get a little
Uniting Against Monopolies.—Find enclosed hort ÿor the following four months suppose I al- 

$1. I have taken the Advocate one year and l am j them in the pasture about eight hours per day, 
certain that no farmer can spend a dollar to better t- w|u thu8 get say two-thirds of a day’s ration, 
advantage. All farmers should be proud of the in- (;an the balance be supplied by a feed of corn meal 
dependen t stand it has taken in their interests; but . bran or other food at nlght, and would such 
it seems to be a thankless work, for are not the far- . ^ profitablc and practicable, taking into ac-
mers the most disunited and lacking-of-self-interest co*(,nt the extra amount of skim milk I get and re
class of our population ? Among the different ,re for ca|veBi pig8, See.: also the extra amount of 
tradesmen in the towns, and even the miners, there „ianllre i get from housing the cows nights,—man- 
are powerful unions whose unity has been tested by being worth one dollar per two-horse load here?
long-continued strikes, and these unions have no estimate that these four additional cows will make 
doubt done their members a great deal of good in ( fa,r yeason about one hundred and twenty-five 
the struggle betweerl labor and capital. And there dollarg worth of butter, and tbe ten cows would re- 
is unity among capitalists, as every farmer knows lre about 8|Xty-four dollar s worth of extra feed 
to his cost; they f'.rm themselves into companies make tbe deficiency in the pasture. How 
and monopolize our railroads and our grain-buying, much meal, bran or other food would a cow re-
so there is unity among all classes who get their lre provided she got only two-thirds the amount 
living off the farmer, while unity among the far- pf grans she required, and could the original six cows 
mers Is represented by a few feeble granges and do® g well or better on two-thirds grass and one- 
farmers’ clubs, which could hardly pay the expenses .... meaian(i bran.as they would if they got .11 the 
of their own funeral, i believe one cause of the sa they wanted and that only? 2. I have heard 
trouble is the keen part farmers take in politics, ,b t gour appie8 wni dry cows up, tha- Is, If fed in
preventing any kind of united action among them. any amount. If that 1s a fact, why will not ensilage 
An election or political meeting is always well at- cow8 llp aiB it being sour? I find young stock, 
tended, and almost every farmer supports a party and COW8not giving milk, do exceedingly we 1
paper and studies it too, judging by the hot argu- Qn en8nage; in fact, cows that I dried off two 
ments at election time. And are the farmers and monthg i,ef0re calving are getting fat, but those I 
i heir interests any better represented in the Legis- am milking and not due to calve until May, are 
lature because of all this part>ismz 1 think not, for ,,ulte thin and shrinking rapidly on ensilage, not- 
practical farmers are v. ry scarce among our mem- litb8tanding I fe d them unthreshed oats on straw, 
tiers of Parliament; as far as my experience goes, and turnlp8- _E. p. s„ Kruwlton, ont.
they all live in town, and their interests in farming
generally consists in making some hard-working [i. There are two plans open to you,-(l) the one 
farmer keep up his rent or payment. This is an age you pr0p08e, and (2) soiling, both being excellentgrsrtMS tv:r »» « —,.... .... «.
with their own weapon, unity.—Farmer’s Son, Ed- manure at the price you mention, you need not cal 
warlsviUe, Ont. culate much on your speculation; the manure would

be worth nearly $2.r* a ton, bused on the present 
prices of commercial fertilizers (see page 38). Corn 
meal and bran make a very good mixture, but you 
may give some oat meal for a change, adding to it 
the bran instead of the corn meal: and if you have 
good facilities for saving the manure. It would pay 
to add small quantities of oilcake. If there 
shade trees in the pasture, let out the cows in the
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Carp Culture.—In accordance with an indica
tion contained in your published reply of Spencer 
F Baird. Commissioner of Fisheries, Washington, 
D* C„ U. S., I wrote to him for carp and received 
the follow,ng reply: “I regret that I cannot make 
further distiibutions to individuals in Canada, but 
on tbe r. ceipt of an application from the Dominion 
Government through our Department of State, may 
be able to furnish a supply of carp to be distributed 
to individuals as your Government may deem ad
visable.”^. A. B., Mt. Elgin, Unt.

[We shall endeavor to make arrangements with 
our Dominion G ovemment by which ourfsubscribers 
will be able to secure American carp free of charge.]
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New Varieties of Wheat.—In sendimr you a 
new subscription for your valuable agricultural 
journal, I would take the liberty of asking you some 
questions with regard to the enclosed sample of 
wheat The seed that this sample was grown from 
was imported from Ontario three years ago, and 
sold to me under the name of “New Canadian.” I 
have grown it successfully for three years, find it 
yield well, and also midge proof, but if sown early 
while the ground is cold it is apt to come very thin. 
It makis a good quality of flour and very little bran. 
Now, what I want to know is what name does it go 
by in Ontario, and is it considered a good wheat. 
What would a good clean seed of it cost? What I 
have is mixed.—W. S., Bay View, P. E. I.
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of [We know of no wheat called the “New Cana

dian.” Likely it is some old variety under a new 
The head you sent is considerably broken

i a
les.
>ur name.

up, so that we do not feel confident in naming it, 
and the grain looks more or less like several varie
ties. You had better pick out a number of heads 
which are truest to the variety, sow them by them
selves, and when grown send us a few specimen 
heads by sample post. If we then cannot Identify 
the variety, you may give it a new name, and per
haps you can made quite a lot of money out of it.]
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Agriculture in the Maritime Provinces.—
The year just closed may be put down as a fairly 
prosperous one with the farmers of the Maritime 
Provinces. It is true the crops were not universally 
good, and manv farmers began the year handi
capped by the bad harvest of ’84. but to most per
sons engaged in agriculture economy has to be re
duced to a science, and a shrinkage in the yearly in
come is felt less than in most callings, if followed 
by a good season. There is a very strong feeling in 
N. B. just now in favor of impioving the breed of 
horses. The St. John Agricultural Society early in 
September sent a circular to each of tbe societies in 
the Province.suggesting the Government be invited 
or asked to import several horses of heavier breeds 
to be kept on the Stock Farm when not required for

eir

Ige Comparative Values of Hay and Bran.-VVill
vou please let me know if one ton of bran or one 
ton of hay will go the farthest, at the same price, 
and which will be the best for feeding cattle, when 
there is plenty of straw and turnips to be fed also. 
-J. H. H„ Galt. Ont.
[A ton of bran is much more valuable than a ton of 

any kind of hay, at equal prices, especially if the 
extra value ot the manure is taken into consider-
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'Colonial Exhibition.
The Colonial Exhibition to be held in Lon

don, England, this y ear,, should be, if properly 
managed, of great benefit to Canada. It is our 
intention to attend, and we expect to meet 
many of our Canadian, Australian, New 
Zealand, India and British friends there. We 
have not as yet heard who are intending to ex
hibit from other parts, but this city we think 
will be fairly well represented. Mr. W. 
Saunders, Canada’s great entomologist, chemist 
and pomologist.is appointed to superintend the 
pomological department, and is preparing the 
exhibit. Mr. White has one agricultural en
gine ready for shipment, and is working on a 
new one which appears to us the most com
plete agricultural traction engine we have 
seen, but he fears he will not have it ready in 
time for the first shipment. Perhaps the Gov
ernment may allow two shipments of agricul- 
cultural implements, as it will for horticltural 
products. John Elliott & Son will exhibit two 
harvesters. Stevens, Turner & Burns one 
threshing machine and one agricultural engine. 
The North American Co. will exhibit one 
'hresher and one mower. Wortman & Waid, 
churns and hay forks. D. Darvill is talking of 
sending a pile driving machine. McClary & 
Co. will make a large exhibit of stoves and tin
ware. Mr. Thompson, carriages. Mr. Leonard 
& Sons, and Jno. Campbell, are as yet un
decided

cool of the morning or evening, and stable them at never seen an analysis of chess, or feeding experi- 
nlght and during the heat of the day. The quantity ments made with it. If, according to most practi- 
to be given depends upon many circumstances cal farmers, wheat turns to chess, there would ltke- 
which you must investigate for yourself. It does ly not be much difference in their feeding values : 
not pay to give some cows grass, let alone bran or but if, according to the evidence of botanists, it 
meal. If the,cows have a good deal of traveling to ft or^oaV^The
no In procuring grass or water, they will eat more, comparative feeding values of wheat and oats and 
and if they are large and in a healthy condition, other grains have recently been published in the
drinking only pure water, they will eat still more. Advocate.] ______
Most cows will be benefited by all they will eat up Cure tor Spotted Apples.—Fruit Growing in 

• clean, while others are apt to gorge and injure rBova Scotia.—I would like to ask if lime would 
themselves. If they masticate their food well, youil tend to produce even-shaped, smooth fruit. Some
will experience little danger from overfeeding, pro-’ especially0 the' Yeitow IleUflower and Spitzenburg’ 
vidlng they are in good health, and produce a good For some years the fruit on them has almost been 
flow of milk. With these facts before your eyes, 
give 8 to 12 pounds per day of grain or mixture of 
grain with bran, making the bran about one-third 
of the mixture. Under favorable circumstances, 
this practice would be preferable to exclusive soil
ing or exclusive pasturing. 2. Sour apples, by their 
superfluous acidity, may weaken the constitution of 
the cow, and to this extent affect the yield of milk.
There is a great difference between sour apples and 
sour ensilage, the former being desirable and nat
ural when given in suitable quantities, but the lat
ter is purely artificial, even in the minutest quanti
ties. There are four stages of fermentation: (1) The 
saccharine, evolving sugar from the utarchy portion 
of the food; (2) vinous, evolving alcohol from the su
gar; (3) acetous, evolving vinegar from the alcohol;
(4) putrefaction, or rottenness, evolving ammonia.
The ensilage may be good or bad, according to the 
stage it has reached, but if fermentation takes place 
at all, it cannot be so good as the original grass.
The saccharine stage may not be regarded 
objectionable, but the cow is provided with saliva 
for the purpose of charging starch into srgar, 
that there is no sense in the artificial method. In 
the intermediate stages, the ensilage acts as a stim
ulant, which usually produces injurious results if 
persisted in for any considerable length of time.]

Apple orchard ng is being largely 
extended in the valley of Annapolis and Kings, and 
many other parts of the Province. Small fruits are 
also coming to the front, among which cranberry 
culture is occupying"
Though our fruit growing and farming is small com
pared with the more extended parts of the upper 
Provinces, yet if we keep on extending our fruit 
culture and farming in general for a few years to 
come, as in the past, we will, at no distant day, oc
cupy no mean position among the farmers of the 
Dominion. The standard of the Advocate is high 
for us as to farming, but we can use judgment and 
approach as near to it as we mav think fit.—I. J. S., 
Berwick, N. S.

[Spotted apples have been discussed by our fruit 
growers, and a leading member of the Fruit 
Growers’ Association, who has tried sulphate of 
copper (copperas), speaks highly of it as a remedy. 
Sprinkle from one-half to one pound according to 
the size of the tree) about the roots of each tree, 
and let the rain wash it in o the ground. Probably 
vou don’t manure your orchard enough, or perhaps 
you use too much of a one-sided fertilizer. We 
hope your anticipations about fruit culture in N. S, 
will be fully realized.]

an entire failure.

considerable attention.

as

Oyster Shells and Bones
Will you kindly inform me through the columns of 
•he Advocate whether oyster shells are better 
burnt or spread on the land whole, ard what is 
their value buriit. 2. Are bones partly burnt and 
then ground as good as dry ground bones without 
burning, and what are their different values? 3. 
Will sulphuric acid dissolve whole bones, and how 
strong will it have to be? How many pounds acid 
per 100 lbs. bone?—H. B., Fort Lawrence, N. S.

[1. Oyster shells are mainly carbonate of lime, and 
so are of little more value than limestone, which is 
not of much use for most soils. They should be 
burnt or pulverized, of course. 2. When bones are 
burnt the nitrogen is lost, but as the percentage of 
nitrogen is usually small, little loss is sustained. 
Bones pulverized but not burnt are more valuable. 
The respective values cat not be ascertained with
out knowing the percentage of nitrogen, which is 
greatest in fresh bones. 3. Sulphuric acid will dis
solve whole bones very slowly; it will pay to break 
them. The acid as procured from the drug store 
should be diluted with an equal volume of wat-r, 
and as much put on as will reduce the bones to a 
pulp. Mix the pulp with 1- ached ashes before you 
apply it.]

as Fertilizers—1.so

As Others See Us.
Sir,—The Advocate is the best paper in 

Canada.—Lyman B Smith, Warrington.
Sir,—The Advocate is to the fanner as the 

compass is to the tailor.—R. S. McGill, Hagera- 
ville.

Sir,—I have taken various agricultural jour
nals, but am best satisfied with the Farmer’s 
Advocate.—J. W. Burns, Rockwood.

iS*SS** * Milk Cellar.—I would feel much 
obliged if you would give in your paper a few hints 
as to bulling a milk cellar, say for 8 or 1i cows ; the 
building to he detached and the floor either sunk a 
foot or two, or level with the surface. No doubt it 
would need ventilation and perhaps a double wall. 
—P. T. Brantford, Ont.

[For many reasons the house cellar is best for 
milk if the drainage is good ; for in keeping it clean, 
cool and well ventilated, you benefit the milk 
well as the health of your family. It can be more 
efficiently ventilated than a separate cellar, for a 
pipe can be made to extend from the cellar into the 
chimney, where a go.d draft can be obtained. 
However, as you want to build a separate cellar, 
you should select a spot, if possible, where the air 
is pure and free from stable od<" the brow of a hill 
being best, and where pure water Is easily obtain
able. The main benefit of a hillside is that the 
drainage can easily be made complete. It should 
be made for milk and butter alone ; make no depart
ments for vegetables or anything that decomposes 
and produces odors. Of course, eggs or anything 
of that sort, will do no harm. If your object is to 
make "first-class butter, not grumbling at a 1 ttle 
extra expense, you may make a double wall of brick 
or stone, filling the space with dr» sawdust orcuthay 
or straw. You may make a double roof in the 
way, using planks instead of brick or stone. So 
long as the drainage is complete, you may sink the 
cellar into the ground as far as you like. As to 
ventilation, the air should enter at the bottom, and 
if the floor is below the level of the ground, you 
may use pipes connecting the outside air with 
the ventilators which should be placed just a’-ove 
the level of the floor, and should contain slides by 
which the air can be closed out when

Sir,—I cannot do without the Advocate, 
hard as times are. Wishing you greater suc
cess.—Francis Middleton, Chandos.

Sir,— I would not think of doing without the 
Advocate, for I believe I i eceive ten times its 
cost every year.— E. W. Brooks, Glen Ross.

as

Sir,—After reading some of the articles that 
appeared in last issue, I made up my mind that

ur“ai°ni have^been f,*Z cowtW ft “w 1° rf JfffaL V?, ITT* . S.tick
on uncut hay at night; morning and noon, cut straw up f°r what is right for the agricultural class, 
one bushel, with four lbs. pea meal and 1 lb. bran, and all right-thinking people will stick to you 
each meal; also a peek of turnips twice a day. Then and be your friend.—Thos. White, Branch- 
I discontinued llie meal and gave 6 lbs. bran i er 
meal, but I find neither of these rations pa's for the ton’
food consumed. It seems to take at least 18 quarts Sir,—Enclosed please find $1, being my sub-
straw suUa’ble Vr milk cowTlf what°wou?d «criPt,on for the coming year. This is my 
give better resu ts fed with it? Would corn or oats fourth year, and 1 certainly have less lnclina- 
and how much should a cow 800- U00 lbs., ge ? The’ tion to give it up than ever. I like the Advo-
grass.arTheImTlkIis set'deeiMn^wAter.^'J. Wedateh CATE for the feaJle88 way it criticises things it 
dug a cistern for liquid manure. One neighbor says conscientiously believes to be wrong.—Georoe 
it will lot give good results unless mixed with H. Healey, Virden, Man. 
straw. Another last winter who got his stable ail ltl . , - ,
dram frozen, found it kb led his strawberries, al- . *IB»—Although I have rented my farm for a
though it was very much diluted with snow water, time, I still take an interest in tarming and 
The soil is clav.—Beginner, Waterdown, Ont. everything connected wiih it, and do not in

tend to ^ive up your old and valuable journal. 
I have been a subscriber, I believe, ever since 
it started, and have got a great many useful 
hints in its columns. Wishing you every suc
cess.—Jas. Anderson, Guelph.

Sir,— I enclose you one dollar to pay for the 
Advocate for 1886! "'•it is twenty-one years 
next February since our Township Cleik pre- 

cake to the meal and bran, and if the ration does not sented each of the Councilmen with a copy of 
look" tCh°eTroafi?d Fol £St i ^ Advocate. The remarks that were Lde

Growing Several Crops Together-Feeding J‘avj* observed that some cows can utilize bulkier about the little sheet were, it would not last
value of chess.—!. What advantage is there in toC(l than others. Corn or oats can only be fed with long and would soon die a natural death. But
WhHtfs'th^feeding'vfdn*oM^s^compared1 with mlxtu^V'eake9, ‘"ran Und'^'‘sho^ld^ beJ ft °f U8 8ub8Cftdft “d I bave taken 
rats?- W. H. W.,Lakelet, Ont. 1 h fed with straw. As a .uh we do not Approve of 1 «ver since, and to-day it la a credit to the

lb Anv two or more craps mav be sown tn-ethrr mS™trns *?.r ''quid minimes. We can see no sense country; aho the publisher to send forth such

easily harvested and threshed, and the land can be as u,ly otü" kind, if improperly a.,Ued Likely : and dtno“ncta. whati, wtong. Hoping itmav
got into unite hie. condition for them. 2. We have >cl'r neighbor s strawberry patch was badly drain ' continue long to the true, cause. —JACOB Sovj

' i erekn, Delhi, Out,,

1

same

m[1. There are two sides to this question; (1) 
thing may be wrong w'th the ratioj; (2) something 
may be wrong with the cows, and two wrongs never 
make a right. Straw, when fee for milk or beef, 
must be used cautiously, and should be of first-class 
quality. Being very bulky, it must be fed with the 
most concentrated foods, such as oil-cake, bran and 
peas. Try hay instead of strawr, or add some oil-

some-
:

necessary. A 
ventilator with a slide should also go through the 
roof, and the top of the windows should be as high 
as possible and made to open at the tup, which will 
also act as ventilators. Keep the ventilators open 
when the air is purest and coolest outside.]
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of a solution impregnated with tubercular should always be taken as a warning of some- 
matter has been injected, fell ill and died of thing impending. Dyspepsia is the dark 
consumption. Others have fed rabbits and pigs shadow oast before many a coming event, that 
with the milk of affected cows, and on killing may end in death to the sufferer from this simple 
them found unmistakable evidence of tubercular but insidious complaint ; it should never, there- 
deposit—consumption, in other words—the dis- fore, be neglected. But it must not be eup- 

The disease familiarly known as consumpt on o&se being caused by the disposition of this posed that it can be removed by a few boxes of 
is one concerning which there exists a good tubercular matter in the lungs, fee. This is pill», a few bottles of mixture, or by medicine 
deal of popular fallacy ; and one mistake lies in credible enough, and probably proved the con- alone of any kind. The indigestion will yield 
believing that the disease is wholly and solely tagious character of the actual tubercle ; but only to regulation of the whole system. A 
an hereditary one. That consumption is trans- after many experiments, and muoh observation, change should be made in the method of living, 
mitted by hereditary influence—mother words, other medical men have come to the conclusion Begin with the food ; the diet should be whole- 
that it descends in families—medical men have

-household.
5

The Beginnings of Lung Mischief.
BY A FAMILY DOCTOR.

that consumption is not only contagious, but some, simple, and well-sooked. Made dishes 
no reason to doubt, but quite the contrary. The infectious as well—that it can be communicated of any kind should be avoided. For breakfast, 
exact method of such descent or transmission is t,y inhaling the air of a'room where a person in which should be taken about eight o’clock, pre- 
somewhat obscure, and we can hardly hold with consumption lives, and in which the disease ceded by a short walk, if possible, weak coffee 
some who believe that there is any positive germs are supposed to be afloat 
poison in the blood Of the child of a consump-

with plenty of milk will be found better than 
While admitting the possibility of the gener- tea, and cocoa is better than either ; toast with 

tive parent at its birth, if the child and parent ation 0f phthisis by contagion, which is only butter, is preferable to bread, and fish, eggs, 
are to all appearance healthy at the time. If another word for inoculation, I do not think it ham, or cold meat may be eaten therewith, 
there were any such poison in the blood, it has much practical bearing on the health of the The meals must not be hurried ; if there be no 
would not lie dormant for ten, fifteen, twenty, community ; but I shall need to have a deal one at the table to carry on an agreeable conver- 
or thirty years, and become fatally fertile at m0re proof adduced, before I can believe that nation with, a book or a newspaper should be 
last. It is easier to believe that, as like fol- the complaint may be transmitted through the the companion ; so will the food be taken slow- 
lows like, the hereditary tendencies to con- air like scarlet or typhoid fever, or that it is I y enough to produce that due admixture with 
sumption are due to the child inheriting from tjlU8 disseminated over the land, as some think, the salivary juices, which prevents the forma- 
the parent the peculiar formation of the frame Experiment can prove a great many things, t.ion of acidity. If breakfast be taken at eight, 
and organs of the body which shall render him kut jt does not prove everything ; and experi- at twelve or one tome luncheon, however 
liable to be attacked by the disorder, and un- mentalista are too often led by the nose by their light, should be taken. A dyspeptic patient 
able to repel the onslaught when so attacked. )Wn ideas and notions ; they sometimes mis- should never fast long, nor ever eat muoh at 

On the other hand, the disease may be, and tabea Will-o’-the wisp for the true light of one time. Dinner may be preceded by that 
is very often, produced from careless habits of science. They, moreover, are apt to go too far light and pleasant refection called the afternoon 
life, from errors in dieting, from intemperance, afield to look for the causae morborum—the tea. I think soup for dinner is, as a rule, better 
from living what is called fast, and from expos- causes of diseases—which they might find much avoided. Variety of dishes at any one meal is 
ure to damp cold atmospheres and impurity of nearer home ; in this respect they put one in to be avoided, while fish, game, mutton, beef, 
air ; and this, too, where there is no hereditary m;nd of one’s grandmother, who spends a rod fowl, with well-boiled potatoes and green 
influence at work—no consumptive diathesis. COuple of hours looking for her spectacles, and vegetables used sparingly, should form the 
This latter word, “diathesis,” is one that I am finds them at last on her reverend brow. staple of diet. Condiments, rich sauces, pork,
not fond of using when writing a popular Wheq one reads the history of cases of so- fatty dishes, and pastry should not be taken, 
paper on any disease. It is a misleading one, called cured consumption in medical journals or nor cheese ; but a little ripe fruit may, avoiding 
and to many a hope killing one. I should like pamphlets from beginning to end, till he nuts as poison. Wine, and even beer, should be 
my readers to live in such a way as to defy dia- comes to the pleasant finale, “dismissed cured,” done without, if possible, 
thesis, and this I am happy to tell to them they 0ne is apt to ask himself the following ques- The supper should be light and not sloppy, 
can to a gr. at extent do. I have no wish, tions: —Will the individual dismissed cured live rod so-called nightcaps should be avoided. The 
however, to underrate the very serious nature happy ever after? Is the cure as perfect a* best tonics are—exercise in the open air, the 
of the disease called consumption. What we tkat for the tooth-ache, treated by means of -oap-bath, an occasional Turkish bath, and, 
ought to bear well in mind, then, regarding it the cold steel of the dreaded dentist? What whenever it can be borne, a cold, or atallevents 
are these two facts : first, that those who may becomes of the hereditary tendency ? Has that a tepid, sponge-bath before breakfast, 
be hereditarily inclined to consumption need been cured, too ? Has the peculiar phthisical Cod-liver oil will do good if it can be borne, 
not of necessity fall victims to it ; secondly, formation of the body been got rid of—the chest but I question the judiciousness of what I may 
that there is the possibility of any one becom- expanded, the lungs extended, the stomach term cod-liver oil cramming. A bitter veget- 
ing phthisical quite independent of any heredi- strengthened or re-coated—in a word, has the able tonic, such as calumba infusion, with some 
tary influence at all. quondam patient been made over again ? Or is mineral acid, does vood by increasing the ap

is consumption infectious ? This is a ques- consumption one of those diseases which there petite, butitshouldbe taken in small doeesoften 
tion that deserves a * well considered reply. ;g but little, if any, danger of taking twice, or repeated. Good is done by the use of the extract 
Many believe that the disorder is the result of “dying of more than once,” as Biddy O’Sheen of malt, or maltine; it may be mixed with milk, 
specific morbific matter, and that the germs would say ? or even water, to which a little lime-juice is
thereof may be transmitted from the diseased Consumption, then, is a blood disease, or dis- added. If good lime-juice cannot be bad, the 
to the healthy, even in the air that is breathed, ease of a constitutional nature, and its first pure juice of the lemon should take its place, 
by means of floating germs. symptoms are stomachic in their nature. There The bed-room should be qn'et and well aired.

This theory was first promulgated about ;3 a peculiar kind of dyspepsia, characterized The bed-clothes should be light and warm, but 
twenty years ago by a gentleman of high stand- by the inability to digest, and probably a dis- not so much as to cause sweating. Flannel 
ing in his profession, and it finds many sup- taste for, certain articles of diet, such as fatty should be always worn next the skin, and 
porters even at the present day. A recent meat, butter or sugar, and beer or alcohol in draughts, damp, fog, night air, and east winds 
writer calls consumption a parasitical disease, %ny form. These turn soon on the stomach, avoided like the pestilence, 
and says it bears some analogy to that dreadful and heartburn is the result, and a variety of As to the change of climate to other lands, 
accidental disorder called trichiniasis, which is other distressing symptoms, and not the least 'et me just warn the incipiently phthisical to 
induced by eating underdone pork, ham, or painful among them being flatulence. A form look well before they leap ; they may do far 
sausages containing the cysts of a small thread- of dyspepsia of this kind could not long exist better by staying at home, 
worm called the trichina spiralin, which, finding without producing disease of some kind, and in 
their way into the blood and multiplying inde- those who have a tendency to the di-order, the 
finitely among the muscles, leads to a painful result is too often consumption, set up or ex- 
and terribly distressing death. Dr. Max cited, perhaps, by an attack of catarrh from ex 
Schullar would seem to have proved that ani- posure in some way to cold trod damp. But in- 
mals into whose veins or tissues small portions digestion, even in those of strong] constitution,

?■

Sib,—I enclose the annual dollar with 
pleasure, and am pleased to believe your clien
tele begin to appreciate the advantage of hav
ing an independent journal in the Farmer’s 
Advocate.— Rout. Campbell, senr., East 
Zorrtp
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“Veg?" "
“G^'bomef0 dhnrv Why you’ve or ly just come."
»0h, Mr Strong, Iv’e been here ten weeks next 

Sfitr^d *y.”
‘ Ten weeks ! Tt rfoscn’t «e<*m tint many days,"
“Ani I’ve ‘•ad such a perfectly lovelv time, I 

only wish T had Just come ; then I’d still have my
^“Birwhy6need yon go borne? Write and ask 
your moth1 r to l°t you stay all winter.”

“It would he of no u«e ; and » hat is worse, I don’t 
exp»ct ever to see dear, lovelv Ch oago again. Ton 
know Jack is going t live in S’. Louis if ter this 
end tb-r- wisth» suggestion of as bin Miss Jessie’s 
voire as she finished her sentence.

Mr. Strong mnsed, and at but said, that’s too 
ba<i.’’

It was some time before either spoke again, and 
during'he interval the gentleman was feeling sin
cere regret that the lively IV tie girl was going away. 
He would orobahly never know a- other «sw-H ; in
deed, h- never would have known her if she had not 
» alked right into b>s borne, and, a- it were, forced 
him to make her acquaint,in in. Never before had 
he asked a lady to drive with him or go to the 
opera ; and although be had flut’d it a p'easant ex
perience, he had not the faintest idea that be would 
ever reoea’ it, for, as I hinted before, be was a 
bashful man, and be trembled at the thought of 
presenting hlm«elf before any lidy through the 
usual avenues of society. The result of all this ré
tros nefllon was mer ly a repetition of his first avow
al,'bat It we s too b>d

“Do vou mean V is too bad for you, or for me ?”
“Why, for—f r roe, of course.” Mr. S’r-ng hid 

reallv up *o that ins'ant not known which side his 
sympathies were on.

“Ob, now. Mr, S'rong, don’t tell fibs; you know, 
voudm’t care in the least whether I go or stay; 
von’ii forget that I ever exist' d a'ter I am gone a 
month:” and the big eyt s looked a merry reproach
U*“You are too hard unon a fellow. Miss Jessie— 
indeed you are;” a’d after Mr. Strong hsd oom- 
uiyi'uru ma pm yc v it wa« efts' to go on. Yon 
can't guess bow much we’ll miss you-all of ns— 
and. espe tally, you may be sure. I’ll be lonely 
enough when y u are g< ne.”

“Y»u ar“ very Kind *o say so.”
“Kind! How o >ol l a Mlow help missing snob a— 

a—” (Be c ireful, Mr. Strong: Mies Jessie looks 
vervsweet In the moonlight, as she sits waiting for 
y< u to finhh your sen’ence.)
“‘Sacha—a—’ what?” asked a saucy, mocking 

voice. . . ,
“Such a lovable H’tle thing as yon are;” and be

fore he realized what he was doing, he had bent 
down and lak‘n e ki-s from the mlling lips,

“Oh, Mr. Strong !” drawing back,
“Y u are not angry, aie yon. Mist Jessie? Please 

forgive n e. It deed I couldn’t hflp it.”
“I am verr,very -ingry. and yon could have helped 

it if you hsd e anted to.”
“Perhaps I con Id If I had wanted to,”
The y nog 1 -dy preserved a severe and silent de

meanor, and the culprit, grew
“You will f rtlve me, won’t y u, Miss Jersle? If 

we have to part, let us part friends,” in a very con
trite tone.

No an-wer. What was be to sav to make his 
peace? What wou'd Gordon probably have said 
under similar circunvtarces.

A sob fro n Miss Jessie. “I’m just as nnharpv as 
I can he. Mr. -trong, and I'm verv soiry I told you 
I was going «wav. I never thought it would make 
—make y< u kiss me ”

This was e-couraeing, and her companion’s 
spiri s grew ligb’er. and be became fluent in expr- s- 
si >t s of regret lor his conduct and h s remo e cause. 
H» at la»' succeeded in gaining forgiveness for 'he 
first. and in assuaging her grief et leaving “dear, 
darling Chicago:” for so perfect was the reconcil
iation that when their drive was ended. Miss BlOum- 
>r was tne nmmised w*fe of Mr Strong.

Now a wel -conduc'ed romance ou ht to have 
gone on amoot.lv from this point; out, instead, this 
< ne sought out the roughest p3th« tt rough which 
to wander. In the first place. Mr. Strong found 
awaiting him a t legraph which cal.ed him to Penn- 
-yivania, aud whl'e he was away the father of Miss 
Bloomer made an unexpected appearance in Chicago 
got very hnm«=rick, aft r <he manner of eld gentle
men unaccustomed to leaving home, and spirited 
that young perton away to the farthest corner of 
Minnesota, only the day before her lover returned. 
Had she known of bis nearness, she might bave 
ne-snaded ter father to wait twenty-f. ur hours; 
but I am forced to confess with sh-me that my 
hero had never once written to his little fiancee 
during tha ten dayspf their separation. He would 
g'adly have done so. and bad even da'ed numerous 
■ beets of paner, but after the date «as or ce written 
he « as at a loss how to'continue. Tt e address was 
the stumb’ing block; if he could have se'tled that 
to his satlfsa n iOL he mi. ht have gone on. but he 
could not. Since Mi-s Jassie was not present, his 
engagement, became so vague a thing that he was 
only half certain that be had not* dreamed it that 
night in the s e«i ing cat. When be bad started 
upon that eventful drive, no idea that be wou’d re
turn from tt her promised husband had ev- rcrossed 
his mind. Then, in less than two hours after, he 
said a hurried farewell in the hall, had stolen a 
rouole of lis les when t‘ ey were out < f range < f the 
open parlor—wherein reigned an ominous silence— 
had promised t > be race the moment business 
was over, and bad taken his valise and ruhed 
away to catch the night train going East. So, 
after the many vain attempts 1 have noted the let’er 
was given up, and be depended upon forgive
ness, wh-n be should reach Chicago, by eloquently 
and truthfully statlug the case.

have owned that he was doing more for her than he 
would cheerfully do for any ladv visiting the city 
for the first time, when each vi- d with the oth r in 
making her visit agreeable. But, oh, Messrs. Gord n. 
Strong, Jenkins, and Smith, did you do as mucb for 
quiet, plain Mi>s Wyman when she, only twelve 
short months before, visited her e- usin, your land- 
ady, in this ver« house? Where then was this lavish 
display ot hospitality “n your part? Did she no 
broadly bint bat she would like to go out to the 
“crib.” a-'d a'so see the interior of th~ shot-tower ? 
And did She not say plainly that she was not afraid 
of horses, when you, Mr. Gordon, made a sham show 
of regret that your swift trotters were not safe for 
a lady to drive behind ? And old not you, Mr. Jen
kins, trump up •* business visit to St. Louis rather 
than wait upon the ladles to the opera? And as for 
Sn Ith, > e ought t o blush to his dying day when he re
calls the the fal-ehood concocted about- the peris 
of a trip out to 'he oiih. And when did you, Mr. 
Strong, erer lay aside your evening paper and t an
ti r Miss Wyman to beat yen at a game of chess ? 
Shame, shame upon vou all! You ’now very well 
that you all wed that poor young lady to have a 
dismal visit In the city you are now making so live
ly for this rosy girl, with her bewt'ehing smile and 
eyes.

But to resume my chronicle. For *he first few 
evenings Mr, Strong was. to all outward seem! g, 
true to his paper but a i lose observer might often 
have caught him looking over the top at the central 
figure of tha group around the card table. Especi
ally was he distrait when a light, happy laugh call
ed him away from politics and current prices, and 
« pretty white hand reached out with a childish 
petulance after a lost “trick.” And he gave no 11 
semblance to reading when a gt'lish figure perched 
Itself upon the piano stool and waited patiently 
whieinatf rward Jen1-ins tortured the strings of 
his violin, and prepared to squeak out a villainous 
aooomoaniment.

Then came an evening when he stood back of 
Miss Bloomer’s chair and gave her some useful bin 
on euehre-i'laying, which were mo-t gratefully re
ceived. After that he was often one of the four 
around the ever-present euchre table.

About this time a cer'ain world renowned prima 
donna bega' an engagement at M'Vlok r’s, and one 
evening Smith came home unusually early, 
spent an unusually long 'Ime ove- his toilet. A 
little later, a g rgeous and expensive bouquet ar- 
•ived, and was sent np to his room. A t dinner. Miss 
Bloomer, always prettily dressed, had added several 
touch» s fo her dress, which, aken with the stmt ms 
in Smith’s case, threw the other three bachelors In
to a high state of excitement, and they anxiously 
awaited further developmt nts. They were not kept 
long in suspense, for soon after dh ner a carri gc 
drew up before the doer, and 'he driver at nounced 
tna* he had called fir Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith was 
no’ifl°d. and was soon wal'lng. In rather i nervous 
manner, in the hall. Pr sently Miss Jessie Bloom
er tripped lLh’ly down stairs, wtarped In a fleecy 
opera cl oak. and csrrxIng the myster oushr uquet in 
her hand, and together th“ forsaken trio of nacb- 

■‘lors gloomily wa'ched Smith band her into the
• arriaee, and drive away to the opera. T"ey ell ro
se* ted wlvt *bey felt to he shabby, underhanded 
behavior on hi* part. a»d had they beer Englishmen, 
they ft uld have joined In voting him “a ctd.” 
But. being merely good citizens of Chicago, they 
contente i themselves witn the remark that Smith 
was sometimes a little tricky on ’Change, » hich 
fact really had no bearing upon 'he case in hand, 
a« bis pre'e't behavior was certaml v straightfor
ward and above-board. He bad asked Miss B com
er that mor- ing if ne might have the pleasure of 
h»r comp nv to the opera; she had readllv ac epted: 
and it had never onre crossed bis mind that it « as 
a duty he owed to Ms f How-boarders t ■ acquaint 
them with his Intentions. But. it was tici'lv agreed 
that Sm*th‘i conduct was such that it could not be
• ve risked nor meekly borne, if he coud whisk 
Mis- Bloomer a way to the opera, why, so o iuld they, 
and then and tnere each to himself vowea a vow. 
the carrtlng out of which rolled gold—or raiher 
good ereenback«—Into t’e coffers of that nriroa 
donna, an<i int then ckets of floris's and h=ckmen. 
And never hifo-e did a little village maiden nave 
such a feast of opera, tr accumulate bouquets anr 
librettos at su ha rate. This opera but 
hut. the beclnnl g of her diss’pations. There 
drive» out to Lincoln Park; Gordon’s skittish heas’s 
flew P long “fe Boulevard” with the br„ve lltil- 
b He S'tting beside their owner; an excursion was 
trraneed offhand for herself, Mrs Mori", ard one 
of her admirers out to Hyde Park, when sbe was 
heard to express a » ish to go H ere aud eath-r 
fringed gentians: and as for bonbons, they filed up 
to her room in a perfect procession o’ costlv satin, 
gi t. and Inlaid boxes. So altogether Miss BIoom er 
was ba ing, is she wrote to a frLnd at home, “a 
perfectly lovely lime.

But iu the natural c urse of events there came a 
time w-hen she had to cease revolving in this round 
of gave y.

One soft autumn evenlng.as sbe was driving beside 
Mr. Strong al ngthe lake snore, there 
In the crnversatbm, and they silently watched the 
full moon as it began to burnish the tranquil waters 
of Late Mb higan The carriage r lied softly along, 
and the torses stepped evenly over tie damn drive, 
and every thing ‘OP biner to enhance ’he qnie*. of 
the hour. Finally Miss Bloomer spoke, end there 
was a tone of regret in her voice which her state- 
aent scarcely seemed to warrant. She said :

“ I bad a le'terfrom mamma tn-dav.” Mr. Strong 
was puzzled bv the woe of her manner, but hoped 
bemam-na was well.

„ Ves, thank you, shell quite well ; but—”
,.Your papa is not ill. I hope ?”
„No papa is very well too ? but—”

%m»lg (Sircle.

m! HOW THAT CUP SLIPPED.
“There’s; many a slip 
Twixt tne flip and the lip.”

In Chicago. But who would ever think of locating 
a romance in Chicago ? and not only using that 
prosaic city, but selecting for its hero a quite (except 
when in a “comer”) coal merchant ? My plea is this : 
romances locate themselves, and heroes are like 
murder—you never know when or where to prepare 
for them. So it was in Chicago that the enp was 
lifted, and quiet, bashful Mr. Strong, who knew far 
more about the different kinds of coal than he did 
about women, whose unsteady hand let it fall.

Mr. Strong at a date prior to the beginning of this 
romance, belonged to that army of middle-aged 
young men seldom visible to a ladv save at a thea
tre. or occasionally on Madison Street, or going 
up the steps of some boarding-house, 
they troop by twos and threes to their 
in all the joyous freedom of ungloved hands, listen 
to the play, unless perchance they are distracted by 
the sight of some former companion who is detected 
stealing guiltily in with a pretty smiling girl, upon 
whom he lavishes bonbons and attentions, aud never 
once glances in the direction of his forsaken friends. 
They always hurry out between acts, not so much, 
I am convinced, for the sake of getting a drink, as 
to escape into the open air, and chuckle over the 
capture “of Brown. Or (presuming mv reader to be 
a lady) yon are at another time Indebted to one of 
this hand for a seat in a crowded stage 
from one side of the city to the other. I 
resigns his place, you are made comfortable, and 
he hangs on to a strap and bumps his expensive 
beaver aginst the stage roof. Or. as I said before, 
yon may see him mounting the steps of his boarding
house.

It was in the latter case that Miss Jessie Bloomer 
first saw Mr. Strong. She had arrived in Chicago 
one summer day by an afternoon train, had taken a 
warm bath and a refreshing nap, had tossed her 
waving brown hair into an artistic mass, robed her
self in a pale blue muslin, the delicate shade of 
which brought out every rose and lily of her pretty 
dimpled face, and at last bad floated airily down 
stairs, and was standing at one of the parlor win
dows just as Mr. Strong, fanning himself with an 
evening paper, put his foot upon the lower step of 
his boarding-house. Some young fellows were 
lounging on the upper one, and a word from them 
caused him to look up. As he did so, the picture 
framed by the opened window with its shadowy 
lace draperv was so dazzling that it caught his eyes 
at once, and he was overcome with embarrassment, 
and shuffled clumsily up, to the suppressed amuse
ment of the fellows at the top, who remarked that 
“Strong seemed struck.”

Now it may naturally be asked how Miss Bloomer 
came to invade the home of these commercial gen
tlemen. The answer is easily given. She was a 
young sister of Mrs. Jack Morin, who, with her hus
band, also boarded at No. V’. Now all the fel lows 
in x»he house knew Mrs. Morin very well indeed, but 
tnen she was forty years old, had a double chin and 
easy maun rs, and it had not taken any courage to 
make her acquaintance. But it was a very diffe rent 
thing to have a dainty bud of a girl suddenly settle 
down in one of the rather worn easy-chaire of their 
parlor, and as she had come without warning, she 
was such a surprising apparition that she caused 
each one of the boarders to scuttle back from the 
parlor door, when he would have entered, and con
verse In unusually low tones on the front steps.

In the meantime Mr. Strong paused not to listen 
to the gibes of his companions, but hurried up to 
his room „o re-arrange his dusty garb; for he was 
late, and the fumes of the dinner were already 
mounting the basement stairs in an overheated 
manner, and mingling with the still warm air of late 
a -ternoon.

•When he re-appeared the scene was changed, and 
the household was assemblnd around the dinner 
table. As he entered the dining-room, Gordon, the 
wit of the house, had, with Jenkins and Smith, the 
other boarders, been introduced, and was giving the 
new arrival a humorous catalogue of the sights 
which Chicago offered, and which she must make a 
point of seeing.

Miss Bloomer was thinking, just as Mr. Strong 
took his seat, that it must be very funny indeed to 
drive under a river instead of over it, and she » as 
thinking, too, that a tunnel must be rather a fright 
ful place, especially at night, whjch gave Gordon a 
chance to get off one of his mots (not altogether new 
to his fellow-boarders), to the effect that although 
it was a good place for lurking robbers, they could 
hardly be called hightrapnen. at which Miss Bloom
er laughed sweetly, with h r big eyes as well as her 
pretty lips.

Somehow Mr. Strong felt irritated with Gordon 
and his old jokes, and when he in his turn had been 
Introduced to the young lady, he ■ hose to turn the 
conversation into a grave, even a gloomy, channel. 
But fortunately gayety was restored by the timely 
entrance of belated Jack Morin, who greeted 
his charming sister-in-law in a boisterous an 
brot herly fashion, giving ner a beartv kiss and hug 
when she sprang from her hair to meet him—a pro
ceeding which « as watched with envious eyes by 
tho boarders, and when he pulled one of the long 
nurls which hung in her neck, and told her that 
after himself she was the beauty of the family, 
every fork was silenced in rapt atten ion.

But I must not linger too long over this part of 
my story, si- co it is only the preface.

Not many days passed before Miss Jessie 
was adored by the four bachelors. Not one would
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I But» letter might hare prevented all that followed. 
For if a letter had gome, it ia more thab likely that in 
the oourae of time it would have been shown to Mrs 
Morin, who would straightway have told her husband 
and father, and the engagement would have been talked 
about in the family. Indeed, M ss Jessie had depeuded 
upon the coming of a letter to divulge her seciet to her 
sister. But when none came it was but human that in
dignation should settle down upon her heart, and silence 
upon her lips.

So she departed, leaving but a brief note, which was to 
give ner neglectful lover her Minnesota address, “shou.d 
he desire to make use of it.”

Tuts note called forth a prompt, awkward apology from 
the erring Str »ng, which was received and pardoned— 
both the conduct and letter—in a graceful and lengthy 
epist.e from Miss Bloomer. Indeed, it was,such a pietty 
letter that it inspired the recip ent with a glow of pride 
in being able to claim the charming writer as his own. 
He carried it in his breast pocket, and read it man 
times, and on the fo.lowi .g Sunday retired to his room 
immediately aft.r breakfast, and wrestled with 
8we* during the greater part of ihe day. He began by 
informing her that her “favor of last Monday was receiv
ed, and contents duly noted.” Then he was glad to 
learn chat sne had reached home safely, and that sue had 
f -und ali well there; he was also glad that she had not 
men iioued their engagement to her sister before leaving 
Chicago, as the fe*lowr would ah have had their remaiks 
to make, aud it would be just as well to give them a 
good surprise one of these u*ys; and should he w. ite to 
her father? He supposed she knew the great news about 
Jack aud Go don goiug into a partnership and setting up 
in tit. Louis the next week, tie would try to get off 

'X some lime near Christmas and visit her. In the mean
time she must tell him whau kind of a ring shé would 
like. Business was beginning to burr/ him, and sne 
must not always wait to answtr letters, bU’. writ-» him 
often, auU he remained respectfully hers, eta, eta

As an ordinary letter it was a study, but as a love-letter 
not a suouese. Still, Miss Jessie understoo her ditticul 
ties, read the most readable passages to her dear friend 
and confidante, aud proceeded to make a » tro of her fu
ture hnuband, and diu as he deoired about writing often.

Almost any reasonably goud itlb.w cm be ideai zed in
to a hero by simply setting himself upon a pedestal in 
the h«.ai t of au imagiuauve, affectionate young girl, and 
then Laving her. First of all he will be a hero because 
it is necessary L r her to have one to worship; then he is 
hers, has given himself to her in pi eference to any of the 
thoiuand other women he las seen, and hy that act 
alone has shown him elf superior to the thousand other 
men whom she has seen. He may be a trifle dull in oo— 
versatiju, and more than a trifle dull in his letters, and 
withai some what neglectful of her; but then he is absorb- 
eu in the affaii s of the wo. lu, aud what would become of 
these same worlu affairs if he took no interest in them ? 
So sne cheer lull y accepts him as he is, and «tan is just a 
litt e in awe ot him, because he unde stands matters into 
whic-i she cannot enter. He may be raiher tau urn, but 
in that case he has the veritab e grand seigneur style, 
and is all the more admirable for it. Under suy and ail 
circumstances her common clay turns to finest marble 
aud she worships ha idol, and commands all her trienda 
to kneel before the shrine.

Now even on the Slight acquaintance my readers have 
with Mr. String, I'm sure ih y will agree with ms in the 
verdict that ho was not of the stuff from which her es 
are usually made. He wa* not built of ve«y fine cla*, 
nor of soundin^ brass; he was more, jud. i g him impar
tially—like a bass-wood image than anything in the idol 
line; but such a» he was Mi-s Jessie hau not been parted 
from him a moutn before she nad him tntnroued, with 
innumerable tapers glimmering through the clouds ot 
incenso constantly burning before him.

How sad to think that he war so soon to cast himself 
down from that pedestal ! Or diu Face do the deeu ? I'm 
more than naif inclined to think he was only a tool in 
toe hauus of inexorable destiny, for years alter, when he 
told me the wnoie story, he came a- near weepi .g as a 
Caic .go coal merchant could. He twisted his hands to- 

• gather, auu turned abuui on the little finger of bis leit 
hand a magnificent diamond ring (which was bought for 
a much lairer hauo), he groaned «loud, and swore th t a 
greaie i.lu-knead than he never liv^d, aud in every w»y 
showed the liveliest remorse. lo justify him as much as 
possible with my reade.s, I'm going to let him finish the 
Bt rv for himself, and they win be convinced of his sin 
oerity.

*1 arranged my business so as to get away for a couple 
of weeks about Unristuias. I wrote her I was coming, 
but did not say just whe , as I was so uncertain. 1 wa- 
going a little beyond her home, too. before l returned, to 
visit sums of my mother’s relatives. I wanted to see 
poor little Jessie very much; indeed l did; but I dreaded 
to meet the old folks, aud all her girl friends, and tbe 
who e village; so when I got on the t ain to sta»t, and 
met a Mend who was goi- g hu ting in m> uncle's neigh
borhood, I decided to go% right on with him, make my 
visit there first, and then visit Jessie on my way o.ck to 
Chicago. I thought I'd gather courage in the mean time 
o meet her tolas.

‘ If u.id my iriends very glad to see me, and the first 
week of my vacation slipped away with ut my realizing 
it. Then I thought I’d send a line and hx a day for 
Starting. 1 didn't get a chance to write hat day; and the 
next, when I s*t down a d began, I found it rather *wk 
ward %j tell her th«t I had come right past her station to 
see other friends first, so I concluded not to write, but 
just step in the next dav when she wasn’t expecting to 
see me. Tn«t very night a terrific snow -storm oame, and 
there wasn’t a tra n to b j sec for forty-eight hours. The 
last one that went through brought me a letter from my 
partner in Cnicago, urging me back as soon as possible, 
as we were likely to meet with a heavy loss. The let er 
decided me to take the firsttr.in th.t came, and get to 
Chicago ass »on as possiole. 1 fully intended to dispat* h 
my business there, and the moment I c uld get away, to 
take a thr e days and visit that poo* little girl. Of 
course I couldnt write to tell her how I’d been loafing 
within one hundred mLes of her for nearly two weeks.

Black eyes, or what are considered such, are 
indicative of passionate ardor in love. Brown 
eyes, when not of the yellowish tint, but pure 
russet brown, show an affectionate disposition; 
the darker the brown—that is, the more they 
verge On to that deepest of bfttira, which in 
eyes we are in the hahit of calling black—the 
more ardent , and passionate is the power of 
affection. The brown eyes which do not appear 
black—that is, which are not dark enough to 
appear so—are the eyes of sweet, gentle and 
unselfish natures, without the inconstancy of 
the light brown or yellow eyes—“golden eyes,” 
as they were called by a lady novelist, and 
which are very little more to be trusted than 
the green eÿes.
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Mr Dear Nieces,—Did it ever occur to you 
that there are two distinct kinds of people 
continually crossing our daily path, namely, the 
comfortable and the comfortless, and their sur
roundings are necessarily characteristic of 
themselves. How closely is comfort identified 
with the idea of home. Comfortable people 
are not satisfied merely with a home, but they 
must have comfort. Not less wretched than 
the homeless are those whose homes are lacking 
that quality.

Comfort does not mean merely warmth, good 
furniture and good eating and drinking. It 
means something more than this. It means 
cleanliness, pure air, order, frugality. Luxury 
is not necessary; a poor man’s house, moderately 
supplied with the necessaries of life, presided 
over by a cleanly, frugal housewife, may con
tain all the elements of frugal living,—for oom- 
fortlessness is caused not so much by the ab
sence of sufficient means as by the lack of 
knowledge in domestic management.

Comfortable people are kindly-tempered. 
There must be peace, mutual forbearance, mu
tual help, and a disposition to make the beat of 
everything. “Better is a dinner of herbs where 
love is, than a stalled ox and hatred there
with.”
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r- s- Comfortable people are also those of sound 

common sense, discretion, prudence and 
economy. They provide for their own house
hold, yet are not wanting in proper hospitality 
and benevolence, and every one feels pleasure 
when in their company.

Now, for a moment let us look at the state of 
the uncomfortable or comfortless; we all know 
more or less of such people. Where the house 
is in a muddle, the smell of washing is constant; 
dirty children running about, who are petted 
one moment and scolded and slapped the next; 
where nothing is clean, nothing mended, noth
ing ready, and in the mid.t of all, is the worn- 
out distressed housewife in a constant pucker 
from morning till night because things don’t 
and won’t go right.

Now my advice to you, one and all, is to 
notice both sides of the picture and let each be 
a lesson to you ; both for your own sake and 
those about you, be comfortable and help, at 
least, to make your homes so too.
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Sir, -1 am well pleased with your paper. I 
would be lost without it. A- ’or its insti no
tion it cannot be better.—Joel Day, Dairy mple 
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“When I g t to Chicago I found affs'rs badly mixed up, 
and it was two we. ks more b lore they were straightened. 
I was so harraared all Wat time that writing iras quite out 
of ihe questioo with me, I never was much of a etter- 
wri er anyway, and least of all in the line of friendly cor
respondence. But I had thought. f m behavior every 
day, and many times each d.-y and I can as-u e you I 
didn’t respect myself any the more for my oonvio ions.

“The very night that my husi ess was oompl ted I re- 
ceved this letter from Iliad Bloomer;” and he handed me 
a little ml-wive from out his note book. It ran thus. 
i “Mr. Strong,—After receiving you last letter, nearly a 
month ago, I expected you daily. But I need scarcely 
say, now that I have learned Irom a true friend that you 
passed through KorestvUle twice last month, that 1 do 
not expect you at all.

“Y i. r conduct has been very singular, to say the least, 
and I do not understand it. D ■ not, please, imagine that 
I am breaking my heart over the m.tter, for I am not. I 
■ nly oongratuUte inyse.f upon my happy escape from a 
man who haa so little regard for his word.

“Tras’ing that your wars will be more straightforward 
in the future, for your own good,

“I am, respectfully, youre,

"Pretty severe, isn’t it 1” he asked, as I finished. "But 
I deserved It.”

“Yes, you deserved it,” I replied, hat ding it back. 
“What did you do to dear yourself ?"

“I wrote and told hrr the whole thing, but received 
mr letter back, along with the others 1 had written, and 
a little slip of paper, upon which she merely said that a 
poor excuse was better than none, but I must pardon her 
if she declined to accept it.”

“And did you ever learn how she found out about that 
unlucky trip ?”

“Yes- it seems that While—the friend I me' on the 
tr in
j illy hunting party; Morin mentioned it to his wife, and 
she wrote it to Jessie.”

“And you’ve never heard of her since?"
“Y e-s, I—had a—that is, not a letter, but—her wed

ding ca-dr, about six months after.”
“Ah I Whom did sne marry ?"
“Gordon.”
“Oh !”

Jess is Bloomer.”

w Morin in fit. Louis, and told him about our

Color of the Eyes.
Clear, light blue eyes, with a calm steadfast

ness in their glance, are indicative of cheerful
ness of disposition, of a serene temperament, 
and a constant nature. These eyes are peculiar 
to the Northern nations; one meets them among 
the Swedes, and also sometimes among the 
Scotch. The blue eyes we see among the rare 
blondes of the South—that is, in Italy and 
Spain—have among them eyes in which are 
some greenish tints ; and such eyes, though 
often called light blue, baye none of the quali
ties of serenity and constancy which belong to 
the light blue eyes of the North.

Neither must the pleasant light blue eye 
with the honest glance be confounded with 
ano1 her sort of eye, of a pale blue, almost steel- 
colored hue, which has a continually shifting 
sort of motion, both of the eyelids and the 
pupils of the eyes. People with such eyes as 
these are to be avoided, as they are indicative 
of a deceitful and selfish nature. Very dark 
blue eyes, with something of the tint of the 
violet, show great power of affection and purity 
of mind, but not much intellectuality. Blue 
eyes are more significant of tenderness and of a 
certain yieldingness of purpose, than either 
brown, black or gray eyes. Blue-eyed people 
are not inconstant, like those of the hazel and 
yellow eyes, but they yield from affection.

Grey eyes, of a somewhat greenish grey, 
with orange as well as blue in them, and which 
are of evey-varying tints, like the sea, are those 
which denote the most intellectuality. They 
are especially indicative of the impulsive, im
pressionable temperament—a mixture of the 
sanguine and the bilious—which produces the 
poetic and artistic natures. In England, where 
there are more varieties of tints in eyes than in 
any other country, the poets have almost always 
gray eyes. A biographer of Byron speaks of 
his “ beautiful, changeful gray eyes.” Shak- 
apeare also had, we are told, gray eyes; Cole
ridge, eyes of a greenish gray. Among the 
artists, too, eyes of this color abound.
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Soblong of flannel for needles may be placed on 

the inside of top flat. The lower flat is em
broidered in cross* stitch, and the front can be 
ornamented with ^a monogram. The fasten
ings consist of buttons and loops of cord. See

six stitches nearest the arm, on this work four 
and cast off. The other half of the 

Sew the
Work Basket.

more rows,
front is worked in the same way. 
back and front together at the shoulders. 
With three pins pick up the stitches round the 
armhole for the sleeve, knit 2 and purl 2 alter
nately for two inches; cast off. A crochet edge 
is worked round the neck and sleeves.

—1 treble in a stitch at the edge of knit-

Embroidered Button-Bag.—This is a very 
necessary addition to a work-basket. In ordi
nary oases a single bag is sufficient, but where 
there is a large family and much repairing to 
do, a set of three will be found very conveni
ent. The platted linen used for silver and 
glass ware is t&e material used for these bags. 
When finished they measure one finger in 
length, and three-quarters of a finger in width. 
Allow for seams and an inch wide hem at the 
top, through which the draw-string is run. 
Work a simple design in crewels or silk, or, if 
desired, the squares may be darned,each with a 
different color.

If a set is wished, make three bags the same 
size, embroidering only two for the outside on&, 
and fasten securely with a few stitches at the 

run the draw-string
Dorcas Mag.

Fig. 2.
Ottoman.—This useful article is made of a 

half barrel sawed down to the desired height, 
or a water pail, with a cover made to fit, would 

Slightly wad both inside and outside

1st
row.
ting, 1 treble into next stitch, 2 chain, pass 

2 stitches, and repeat. 2nd row. —1 dou
ble under the chain, repeat. A ribbon is run 
through the rows of tret&es and tied in front.

answer.
of stool and cover ; then line the article with 
canton flannel. The outside is covered with 
dark maroon plush, embroidered or braided in 
a large open design with old gold, light blue 
pink and the olive shades and brown flloss. 
Finish the edge of the cover with a very large 
cord, and on the bottom of the "ottoman put 

There are four castors at the

s 1over m
8
smEmbroidered Table Covers.—The old- 

fashioned tables, with under shelf, can be made 
ornamental in the following manner :

HI
1 j

very
First cover the standards with plush or velvet 
by cutting a strip just the width and catching 
it together on the inside of the legs. The feet 
will require more care. A pattern must be 
cut, then cut the plush, lay a thin coat of thick 
glue on the wood, and press the plush in place. 
The designs for the two covers can be em-

»the same, 
bottom. See Fig. 3.

top of the hem, and 
through all three.

Knitted Blanket.—This is made in stripes 
of two shades, blue and white, or grey and

Cast on forty

.Answers to Inquire
H. R—1. Keep the earth of your house 

plants moderately moist; water not too fre
quently, but thoroughly. 2. The record we 

have of vaccination as a preven
tive of small pox was in 1799, 

k when it was introduced into Great
Fk Britain by Dr. Edward Jenner.

Housewife.—1. It is very un
healthy to paper the walls of a 

■f room over the old paper ; it should
be removed before the fresh paper 
is put on. 2. Upon receiving an 
invitation to dinner you should 
decline or accept unconditionally 
at once, for without an immediate 
answer the hosts are unable to 
determine fpr how many to pro
vide.

s

m
:|pink are pretty contrasts, 

stitches, and knit across plain. 
1st row.— Slip 1 (a), knit 1, purl 
1, repeat from (a) to end of needle. 
2nd row. —Slip 1, and knit the 
rest plain. Repeat these two rows 
until the stripe is the desired 
length, remembering to slip first 
stitch so as to make an even 
edge. Care should be taken to 
have the purled stitch in third 

directly over the purled

.

S':

.

m

m
11

row come 
Btitch in first row. Crochet the 
stripes together with another 
color.

-
.

Dorcas Mao.
Infant’s Bodice — Materials 

required :— Five oz. white Berlin 
wool; four pins, No. 14 (Walker’s 
gauge). Commence with the band 
for the waist. Cast on twenty- 
eight stitches, work backwards 
and forwards in. plain knitting 
until you have worked 18 or 20 
in. ; now commence the decrease for the pointed
flap by_1st row.—Knit two stitches together
at the beginning of the row, knit 6, slip 1, 
knit 1, pass the slip stitch over, knit to within 
10 stitches of end, slip 1, Knit 1, pass the slip 
stitch over, knit 6, knit 2 together. 2nd row.—
Knit 7, cotton twice over the pin, knit to 
within seven stitches of end, cotton twice over 
pin, knit 7. 3rd row.— Knit 2 together, knit 
6, knit 1, and purl 1 in the made stitches, and 
knit the two last stitches of the row together.
/fth row.—Knit t>, slip 1, knit 1, pass the slip 
stitch over, knit across to the other stitches 
worked in the made stitches, slip 1, knit 1, 
pass the slip over, knit ti. The holes thus 
formed are for the button holes, which should
be worked over in button hole stitch. Con- : juj article of furniture is redeemed from posi- 
tinue the decrease at the beginning and end of ^ve Ugi;ness and deformity. If the legs are 
every other row until you have sixteen stitches 3cratched or marred, a coat or two of varnish 
on the pin, then make another hole as before wiU make them look all right.
described_when only 12 stitches remain cast
off. The band must fasten in front. Pick up 
the back half of stitches, knit one and purl one 
alternately for three inches. The purl and candle, and then set the flower again in the 
knitted stitches must be reversed in every other cold water, when it will recover its strength 

to keep the rib on the right side; cast off. almost visibly after this violent assistance.
Case for Knitting Needles.—This case is 

macFe of strong linen, the compartments out-

Eden Derry. —We have so
----often to remind our readers that
-= questions will not be answered 
-^3— unless the full name and address 

attached to each communica-

1

'1
$ fI si
ifl

are
The nom de plume is not

We will be very 
information in our

tion. 
sufficient.

Fig. 1—Embroidered Table Covers.

pleased to give you any 
power when you comply with our rules,

broidered in various styles and on various ma" 
terials. Applique work on cloth looks well ; 
figured plush on velvet, part embroidered, 
likewise. Althea and tulips form the motive 
of the top design, tulips alone the motive of 
the lower shelf. The flowers in both instances 
are conveniently arranged. See Fig. 1.

SI

aJames A. 1. Certainly, though upon arriv
ing at your friend’s house to make a call you 
find invited guests when you had not been in
vited, politeness demands that you should go 
in, acting as if you were not surprised. After 
remaining a few moments, beg to be ex^usêd 
and retire. 2. It is quite proper, when intro
duced to a stranger, and you fail to hear the 
name, to ask that it be pronounced again.

1
: mIfla

Bed-Room Table.—A very pretty way to 
cover an old fashioned square stand (and al
most every home has at least one) is to put 
over the top smoothly a fine piece of scarlet 
or blue silesia, or cambric; over this put a cover 
of any pretty openwork lace or muslin. Then 
put a piece of the silesia, about thirteen inches 
deep, around it, cover this also with the lace; 
the effect is excellent, and in this way a use-

I
E. P. D.*—1. You can easily remove the 

spots from your varnished furniture by rubbing 
it with spirit of camphor, and the lustre can be 
restored to the morocco leather by varnishing 
with the white of an egg. 2. The best way of 
improving the skin is to improve the general 
health by temperate living and moderate 
cise, which is worth more than all the face 
powders and “lotions” that were ever con
cocted. 3. It may be quite proper to accept a 
ring from a gentleman friend, to whom you are 
not engaged, as the ring may be a token of 
friendship between old and dear friends. We 
cannot judge without knowing more of the in
timacy between you, but we see no more ob
jection to accepting a ring than a present in 
any other form from an old friend.

1
exer-

Reviving Faded Flowers.—Cut the stalk, 
and hold it a few moments in the flame of the >

row
The fronts are worked in two parts; pick up 
the stitches for one side, knit 1 and purl 1 
alternately for three inches, cast off all but the lined with red silk cord or ribbon. A small
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Who said, with a prettily-pleading whine,
“ Sear Cupid, do write me a Valentine !"
Sly Cupid smiled at the maiden’s plea,
And “ Who is it for, my child ?” quoth he. 
“For Charlie, of course,” said the bright-eyed 

lass,
As she stole a look in the mantle-glass.
“ Do you love him ?” “Love him ! Of ^course I 

do ;
But 1 never intend to tell him so ;
’Tie mine to listen, and hie to sue,
And, alas ! he says never > word, you know; 
But I’ll give him my love in a Valentine,
And leavÿ him to guess if the gift is mine.”
Dan Cupid thought for a minute or two,
Tnen over the paper his quick pen flew,
Until “ There, my dear, do you think that’ll 

do ?”
He asked, as he gave her the tiny sheet.
“Do I ’ cried the maiden. “Dear Cupid,i t is 

sweet !
Oh, what shall I give you, you love, for this 
“The price,” quoth Dan Cupid, “is just one 

kiss !”
With a coy little blush the price was paid,
And off to the poet tripped the happy maid.

Home Made Cream Candy.—To a cup of 
white sugar add two tablespoonfuls of water to 
dissolve it, and boil, without stirring, in a 
bright tin pan until it will crisp in water like 
molasses candy. Just before it is done put in 
a teaspoonful of vanillia or lemon or pepper- 
ment essence, and a quarter of a teaspoonful 
cream tartar. When done pour out into a

Constant Reader.—1. As a rule the hostess 
or members of the family will see that the 
several dishes upon the table are passed at the 
proper time, or request you to pass what is 
near you. 2. Gentlemen lay the napkin across 
one knee, never tuck it into the button 
holes, or worse still, arm-holes of 
the vest. Bibs are for babes; men who cannot 
eat without letting drops fall upon their bosoms 
are not fit for polite society. 3, Leave yôtfir 
chair at the table.

IIIliWfWSi
il Js

Keeps.
American Cream -^One package of gelatine 

soaked in one pint of milk for ten minutes; 
afterwards add one quart of milk; put it on the 
the stove and let dissolve slowly; six eggs, 
yolks and whites beaten separately, 
beating the yolks thoroughly, add to them six 
tablespoonfuls of granulated sugar, which mix 
with the gela-ine and mi.k on the stove, 
stirring constantly until it comes to a boil. 
Beat the whites until they stand alone, and to 
them add two or three tablespoonfuls of sugar; 
put the whites in a good sized bowl and stir 
in the custard, beating rapidly until thorough
ly mixed; flavor to taste with lemon or vanilla; 
then pour into a mould and let cool. As it 
cools in the mould the gelatine separates from 
the custard and goes to the bottom, making a 
beautiful dish.

Lemon Jelly Cake.—One and a half cups of 
sugar, one half cup of butter, one cup of 
milk, three eggs, two teaspoonfuls cream tartar, 
one of soda, three cups of flour. Mix and bake 
in five thin layers. For the jelly, grate the 
rind of one lemon, and add the j nice of two 
large ones with one cup of sugar, one egg, one- 
half cup of water, one teaspoonful of butter, 
two tablespoonfuls of flour. Mix with three 
tablespoonfuls of water, and boil till it thickens; 
then spread between the layers of the cake.

Rice Biscuits.—Beat 2 oz. of fresh butter to 
a cream, stir into this 4 oz. of ground rice and 
two tablespoonfuls of powdered loaf-sugar; 
moisten the mixture with a well-beaten egg; 
roll it out and stamp into small rounds with 
pastry cutter; put these in a baking dish and 
bake in a gentle oven.

Gr ah a m Pop-0 vers .—One quart water, half a 
cup sugar, half cup yeast, a small piece of 
butter, a little salt; in the morning add a 
small piece of soda. Take care that the irons 
are very hot. ,

Excellent Way to Dress Finnan Had 
dies,—The art of cooking finnan haddies is not 
generally understood. It is often boiled, by 
which means a great portion of the fish is ren
dered uneatable. Tne proper way is to wash 
it well in hot water, wipe and place it in a pan, 
and pour milk and water to almost cover it. 
Bake in an oven twenty minutes, basting occa
sionally; when done, put on a hot dish, rub it 
over with a bit of butter, and you have a most 

ioious breakfast dish.

After

11. I
“Aha !” cried Dan, as he smacked his lips 
And blew a kiss from his finger-tips,
“Go your ways, forsooth, for a pretty dear } 
Your Charlie’s a craven swain, I fear,
If he dosen’t—Hullo ! whom have we here?” 
For a rat-tat-tat was heard once more,
And a handsome youth flung wide the door, 
Who, stopping a moment to breathe and smile, 
Cried, “ Cupid, good fellow, I ve run a mile 
To own to you I’m a rhymeless dunce :
You must write me a Valentine at onoe !”
“ Must I ?” quoth Cupid. “Pray who are you ? 
And whom mupt this billet be written to ?” 
“Oh, Charlie’s my name ; but never mind me, 
For the Valentine is to Hattie, you see.
To what other girl could it possibly be ?”
“Ah ! then you love Hattie?” “ I love her more 
Then e’er mortal maiden was loved before ;
But, you see, I rather—that is—I doubt—
In short, for my life, I can’t quite find out 
Whether Hattie loves me in return, and so 
(As I haven’t the cheek to speak out, you 

know)
I’m resolved at least to offer her mine 
In the incog, stylo of a Valentine.”
While Charlie was talking, sly Cupid wrote 
And folded a fragrant, tinted note,
Then said, with a twinkle in his eye,
“There’s the beat I can do for you now ; good- 

by !”
“But the price ? No guerdon, I’m sure, is 

dear—”
Quoth Cupid, “ We’ll settle the bill next year 
And, closing the door with a rougish grace,
He laughed 11 the tears ran down his face ; 
For why ? With the single change of name,
These two notes he’cl written were just the same !

III.
“Here’s a curious riddle !” young Charlie cried, 
As he stood next morning by Hattie’s aide ;
“ I posted a Valentine y ester eve
To a maiden I know, and, by George, I receive
This morning a copy—the very same—
A perfect fac-smile, save the name !”
“Indeed !” cried Miss Hattie, “Oh, pray let 

me see,
For the very same thing has happened to me !"
He looked in her eyes for a moment’s space, 
And the blush grew deep on her bright young 

face—
Into what happened next neither you nor I % 
Have any particular business to pry ;
But Cupid, sly rogue, is perfect y clear 
That his bill will be settled before next year,

Sir,—Enclosed please find my subscription 
(Si) to your excellent periodical for 1886. The 
Advocate seems to me an admirable publica
tion, containing an easy and intelligible expres
sion of the best principles of the science of 
agriculture, with the requisite caution and 
conservatism which come from the experi
ence of the practical man.— Oj Hamilton 
Vance, Strathnaim.

If
’mH

Fig. 2—Case for Knitting Needles.

buttered pan, and when cool enough to handle 
work as you would molasses candy until it is 
perfectly white, then stretch and lay on a board 
and with a chopping knife out into mouthfuls, 
or you can eût with the shears, and lay on but
tered paper on a plate. Grease your hands 
with butter before working it and it will not 
stick to your fingers, Granulated sugar is not 
as good as other white sugar.

m

I

I

Fig. 3—Ottoman.

The Two Valentines.
A TRICK OF DAN CUPIIl’s.

Dan Cupid sat in his easy chair,
Mending his pen with a busy air ;
’Twas Valentine s Eve, and nearly night,
And he still had a lot of rhymes to write.
So he mended his pen and scratched his head, 
Then suddenly starting, “Come in!” he said, 

. . In a doubtful tone, for he thought he heard
To Cook Celery. Cut the celery into inch A tap at the door, but was not quite sure ; 

dice; boil in water until soft. Then take new It might be the wing of a passing bird 
milk, slightly thicken with flour and flavor On the pane, or a snap of the furniture
with nutmeg; warm with the celery in the (AHJ1Xôèts0'èXXXX aptXXeXlXX’ 

saucepan; serve warm with diamonds of toasted the door was opened, and in there tripped 
bread round the dish. A^maiden, bright-eyed andàrosy-lipped,
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“Sheated.”7—Diamond Puzzle.

1— Deetrnctive insect*.
2— Alight.
3— A sullen look.
4— A warehouse.
6—Relish.

Read diagonally gives the names of two poets.
Ada Armand.

Those who endeavor to cheat others very 
often suffer the results of their own cupidity 
and are sometimes foolish enough to seek sym
pathy and redress, which is not and should not 
be given. The Detroit Free Press tells the 
story of an injured German who was deter
mined to “sue somebody” because he had de

frauded himself.
“I dink I vants von lawsuit,” he said, as he 
tered the Central Police Station.
“ What is the matter? ” asked the captain. 
“Veil, I vaut a suit of clothes, you know. 

Dot old von vas no more goot. Mine vife she 
vos’shamed mit me, und my poy Shake looks

'SlfacU ^Department

Qlit Dear Nephews and Nieces.—The 
budget for this month is larger than ever; 

the numerous contributions which We receive 
evince not only an eamestneee on your part to 

the interest in our department, but 
alei to strive for continual improvement and 
the culture of your minds. Intellectual work 
la not like manual labor—use does not wear out 
the forces you work with. You will find the 
more you write the easier it becomes, and the 
more you discipline your minds the more easily 
will the words follow your pen. I know many 
of you are tired from over work and do not 
have much time for reading and writing, and 
are apt to neglect the culture of the young 

But do, my young friends, strive to 
catch the spirits of the times ; be up and dress
ed always, not gaping and rubbing your eyes 
as if you were half asleep ; be wide awake for 

- whatever may turn up, and you will be some
body before you die. Now I hope I shall hear

nephews and

8—PICTORIAL REBUS.

en

>,LDIj

R me all over und say,—
« -Fadder,peoples vas shudged by der clothes, 

as any udder way. If you dond get some 
clothes, peoples vill say our peesness vas

I
, more

new
all gone der beeces.’

“ Dot Shake vos a shmart poy to talk like 
dot, und I see how it vas. I go up on Meech- 
igan Avenue last night to py me some suits. 
Veil, I look und look. Some vos for four dollar, 
und some for ten. Eaferytings vas varranted 
not to vade und to vit me like a glock. You

9—Diamond Puzzle.
A consonant ; a body of water ; a military 

pupil ; to satisfy ; sacred ; honestly ; a sea in 
Europe ; repetition ; a jura-e ; disgrace ; a ad- 
ditto» .f

from a great many more new 
nieces next month; if you cannot make up puz
zles you can at least send some answers.

Uncle Tom.

see dis suit ? ”
“Yes.”
“ You like him ?”
«• No; that is a second-hand suit, and ugly at 

that.”
“You vas right. He ask me nine dollar for 

dis suit, but I dond do it. I laugh at him, I 
make fun of him. Py und py 1 feel in der 
pants-pocket. Dere vas some 
dere.”

“ Left there by the former owner, I pre
sume,” said the captain.

“ Dot’s how I belief.”
“ Felt pretty bulky, eh ?”
“ Felt shust like it vas growded mit green- 

packs, und I feels dickled all oafer. I pys dot 
suit as queek as lightning.”

“ Of course.”
“ Und I runs half de vay home only to find 

dot it vas an empty pocket-book. Here it vas.
“ Worth about ten cents.”
“ Dot’s vat Shake say. Captain, I shall sue 

dot man.”
“You can’t.”
“ But I vas shwindled.”
“You swindled yourself.”
“ Can’t I do somethings ?”
“ Not a thing.”
“ Veil, vell;_is dot so ?”
“It is.”
“ Veil, veil, veil; vat is dis world cornin’ to 

ven an honest man must be sheeted so ?”

10-Stnofations.

Mimble = To separate.
Vapor = A_atalk.
To furnish = A would.
A relation = Fine.
A rope = A kind of sea-fish. 
A fiat stone =To weaken. 
B»ach = To throw.
Hoot = Fiery.
Syncopated letters will

Puzzles.
1-HIDDEN RIVERS.

The fish I like best are the salmon and eel. 
Do you hear the bees hum Bertie ?
The camel began to run away.
So many are ill that I in good health

pecially grateful.
He stood erect when the sentence was pro

nounced.

i
great battle. 

Henry Reeve.
pocket-book inname a

!

am es

Answers to January Puzzles.
1_ Weasel—easel—lease—seal—sale—ale.

2— The hound will fawn on any one 
That greets him with a kind caress,
The flower will turn toward the sun 
That nurtures it in loveliness.

3— Tweed, Arno, Douro, Don, Seine, Tyne. 

XMAS 
MART 
AREA 
STAG 
LIMP 
IDOL 
MODE 
PLEA

6—Count that day lost whose low descending

;r
Henry Reeve.

2—Anagram.i
S amenons ushn nad 1*1 tsi rinat, 
Dogoesns ekes dna ilef si niga.:?!

;s Lizzie C. Watt.
3—Monument Puzzle.

1 means fear.
2 complete.
3 worth.
4 billows.
5 a view.
6 importance.
7 cheerfully.
8 to declare.
9 devout.

4—i

* *_* *

* *_* *
* * * *

5-* *_* *
* * 

* *_* *H
! * * «_» * *

* * * *

i
*i

sunAdelb La Pierre.
Sees on thy part no worthy action done.
7— Small cheer and warm welcome make a 

merry feast.
8— England expects that every man will do

his duty. ___ _
Names of those who have sent Cor
rect Answers to January Puzzles.
Ada Armand, Adele La Pierre, R. J. Risk, 

Becca Lowry, Lillie Steven, Mary Morrison, 
Lottie A. Boss, Henry Reeve, William Web
ster, Willie B. Bell, Frank L. Milner, Lizzie C. 
Watt, Fair Brother, Becca Forbes, Jessie H. 
Dyer, Annie Craig, Madeliene La we, Will. 
Thirlwall, Joseph Allen, Robert Kerr, Robert 
Wilson, Emma Dennee, E A. Manning.

Sir,—Although not at present farming my
self, yet I think $1 for the Advocate is the 
best investment I can leave the boys on the 
farm.—A. K. Hansberger, Jordan Station.

4—Drop-vowel puzzle.m Th - wh - 1 - s - cr - t - fg --dm-nn-rs-st- 
“d - - nt - - th - rs - sy - - w 
rssh - - ldd - - nt - y - -Fair, Brother.

5 —diamond.
1, A consonant ; 2, clamor ; 3, an estate; 4, to 

see; 5, a lady’s name; 6, a sour liquid ; 7, a poet; 
8, to disfigure; 9, in enmity.

>
.. ldth - t - th -

"V

Art in Manners.—Manners should be to a 
man what coloring is to a picture, nothing 
clashing or contrary to good taste, but all 
beautifully blended in one harmonious whole. 
Such a result cannot be obtained by mere out
ward polish. Its root lies deeper, and springs 
from the soil of the heart. As our bearing to
wards others is guided and shaped by the feel
ings, the cultivation of charity greatly helps 
to tone down or modify any rough or uncouth 
manners. Politeness may be a social virtue, 
but it can only be true and sincere when spiing- 
ing from refinement of mind. Kindliness of 
heart w il cause its influence to be felt in a 
gentle bearing towards ad ; and the secret of 
Art in Manners may be found by acting on the 
principle of making every one as happy as lies 
in our power.

II Ada Armand.
6—Hour Glass.

in lines without colors; 2—To1—Drawn
travel from place to place; 3-An inhabitant of 
Greece; 4—a town in France; 5—a number; 6 
—In “Uncle Tom”; 7—a weight; 8-to exalt; 9 
—pressing. 16— odious; 11—a mineral. Right 
diagonal —a person one hundred years old; 
centrals—to view; left diagonal—a flower.

Fair, Brother.
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TORONTO BWD MARKET.o her grasses, and not depend so much upon red 

clover and timothy.
Jan. 88,1886.
. ...$6 76 6 60 
.... *5 0 00(Sommer tiaL Alsike «lover seed 

Red “Live stock. ___

* ii« *~kKK-'::v...v.v*8jf ig.1 Point St. ClSrU. by th. OtMid Trunk M- | g‘g ^d„fcV.'.V..:.V.V.'.V.'.» [•

eta.. Sh»P. <M.«. 1 g
"! 16 1 BO

0 00 J
i",iKSS.te^e”K*'

We have had another month of mild weather, 
with light falls of snow and sudden changes 
from very cold to mild weather. Trade has 
been quiet, and merchants are looking forward 
to sleighing, with the hope that farmers will 
take advantage of good roads and move their 

produce.

:'i
■ mar

t
3

Week ended . .n I Tnrkevs '

another month or two, and by that tune the £UBineagwaa dull. Receipts have Wn more ’er p^|
pro.p»B ...b. ***** "-»• “asssr s.rrd.,x^îa I wx

“À Ming commercinl poper r.fnrta tb. trer.dnllmJ I The^«.ulogn.«id prise lUt'bl*8jmn.l

American market as foUows:— lower at 4c@4Jo per ft. live weight, and ex- wu of Mechaniosvüle, Pa., is at hand.
The weather conditions during the week porters were not buyers, partly ^w.ng^ to un- «blogue of Peter Hendenon &

ss^-sa.’sawssn brrC^h. r

whderehthL bulk of the winter wheat is produced at 4io. Live hogs were in light supply and gt^tf ^ d Seaforth Poultry Association has 
h« had the ground well covered with snow higher at 4*c per ft. » been held in theCitv Hall Stoatford.
durina moatT of the winter ; in some places it cheese. JThe show was a credit to the poultryand pet
was rather thinly protected, but up to the h ge market remains steady with a 8tock fanciers. The birds at this season of

gJs-w?.7?--aa.<g=îS nd. T... k.d«dd«i £üiïLïï:
th^wh^t plan s, which are very hardy and difference between the tone of the present by Mr. A. F. Stevens, of Wellesley,
£ Tustoin without se.ious injury a very low market and that of the market one year Mass. This makes the ^th show he lms
temperature, provided the position of the roots it had shown signs of judged, and ho»y h« never judged a better
in the ground » not disturbed. ^ ^ | ^kenÎM. ^ ,r0m that time onward there | of fowl, at any one exhibition._______________ „
JhLe°nU downward m this country, while L ft deoline and matters went from •mTïMBMIl».

in Liverpool have not changed much, | w ^ wone till the market in May and June | NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
and yet the export movement has “°* completely demoralized. Dealers have

■ v,/r b,k«Pb.,

Stm? than. >.a-aga, aad tb. prediction that prfce, .teody and not attempting to boom tbo 
values would improve when suppUe* began to marketi Md the prospecte are that the market 
diminish has wwdW the^ wm be ^dually cleared up and brought into
well aa the prohts) can not always ^ ehape for next .«ason’s trade. This is very
UPThe stocks of wheat and com at twenty-one much to be desired,and we hope shippers, deal 
leading interior and seaboard mms-ke*» <east o ^ and galesmen will all unanimously combine 
the Rocky Mountains, in to bring about this desirable object. This can
d° Hned8Tor° GÎèaÆuÎrand Continental be very much facilitated by our factorymen 

Europe on dates named, were as follows: making as few cheese in the first half of ay as
Wheat, bu. Corn, bu. p08Bible. We think this a very desirable and 

Total, January 31, 1886...... TJWg importa„t point. It was brought up at the
M,Januml8.1885' :::::6t& /.O^.OOO I Convention at Woodstock afew week, ago, but ^ ______
Total, January >8,11*4..........%£uoo lb50e’,000 we are not aware that anything definite was «RAND’S REPO811 ORY,

«wL, w.at* ». m Jan*»**.-cum™ .«»■>. . , DU^mon'o A-o.lotlonohonld uk. ti-i. mnitre WT1 83»

As yet there has been no movement of re up and endeavor to have the factories agree _ u>nnn nnimi 4000 AT 11 A M
clover seed. Farmers are either holding back I nQt open tbejj. factories till about the 15th o j TUESDAY, MARCH 30TH, lBBu, A1 11 A. In 

or have not threshed. No doubt both these May
^eshav^met^to d0 with the very ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |
m AUike has been moving much more freely, are in good demand, but anything below i«i not maU lots, ^toduc^d us o h^h l| be^dded 

and the price is very reasonable, although there wanted at anyprice if the b*tt*v q«aUti«^ar “^t^headjromtheprl^h.^^irrive at Grandi 
*• wirl* ram?e of Dricea, all the way from obtainable. We hope farmers and make Repository, March 26th, réels-
M*50o p to 17 having boon paid by abippota them qaalilio. will ooon have to give ap ^ «g1 HÎÎSt*i‘5ÏWiS->JJiJi»Mmd
Tbo uL dgL very .bole. -pU- Th. ^ ouch tan, .... a-™l~- ^ ^

for this .id. m.g. oi prfo- I- »"■ •>»* | .bo Umi. -d w»k | „dd„„

. Et. XjOZU3 «fi» «OIÏ,
«0 80 0 82 I 242- ■InclairvUl., Chaut. Co., 3f.w Toxk.

0 75 0 83 -------------- ------------------------- - :_t;
. 0 68 0 70 ^ WANTBD.
5151 a st“bSsssï“A°ï»“™*tayffi

.sis sssl '.“..'JS1,',»,.“"t;:st«‘isî..L$s»
MM. 0CXB1*. CcBDKKA.Cnt., Canada.
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while really fine samples are wanted for export, 
there is not export demand for the medium an
lower grades. These will have to find a market {aU bughei
at home, and for ordinary seeding are ,ust as Wheat, spring, do^ 
good as the finest and more expensive samples, y^,,
With the moderate price of alsike, and the fact Oats, 
that one bushel of alsike will go as far as two Rye,^ dQ
bushels of common red clover in seeding (from Uregse(j hogs, per 100 lbs 
thê^fact of the aisike seed being so fine),farmers Beef, garter, .. ; • - ; 

need not want for seeding clover at moderate Mutton, carcass...... ...
prices. We think farmers will do well to turn Uay toothy’..................
their attention more to seeding with alsike and j Hay, clover.....................

all
FARMERS’ WAGONS, TORONTO.

Jan. 29, 1896.Mole. PRICES AT
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BRUCE’SAUCTION S-A-3LE
O» HIGHLY-BREDShorthomâPolleù-Àngns bates’ short-horn cattle, FRESH and GENUINE

SEEDSHorses, Sheep, Implements, &c-PURE-BRED

reserve, on my farm' lot 25, con. 16, London Town
ship,BOLLS, COWS aai MOS MFOR THE FARM, VEGETABLE AND FLOWER CARDEN,

Purity, Vitality and General
Excellence. The thirty-fifth annual edition of our 
descriptive Priced Catalogue beautifully illustrated, 
will be mailed free to all appll ants, aim to custom
ers of last year without omertng it. Every market 
gardener in the Dominion will find it to their in
terests to use our Seeds. 242-a
John A. Bruce & Co., Hamilton, Ont,

On Wednesday, March lO, 1888, are unrivalled for
for Public Sale *t Perth Auction 

Market, Perth, Scotland, on
my entire herd, consisting of V females andfibitils, 
headed bv the Imported Bull. Wild Eyes eei 
grava,” 5 splendid Yearling Bulls—4 reds and a red 
roan/ Also 7 Horses, 4c. Terms—six months on 
approved joint note, or six per cent, per annum off 
for cash. The farm is 16 miles from London, IK 
miles from Denfield (a station on the L.H.4 B. 
Ra’lroad). Sale to commence at 11 a. m.. sharp.
Catalogues on IBSON. Denfield, Ont.

9

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10,1886
rpHE ABOVE SHOW AND SALE WltA, COM-

to be prize winners. SALE AT 10 A.M.
Catalogues on applies ion to

MACDONALD, FRASER & CO.
Perth is within two hours ride of the seaport of

Glasgow.
For further particulars apply to

R iBERT BlCKERDITH, MONTREAL, P. Q.
Perth, Scotland, 20th Jan., 1886. L

FOB. SALE.

KEITH’S MIT 111 01U TREES.
Gardener’s Assistant and Illustrat

ed Catalogue of Garden, Agri
cultural and Flower Seeds

Apples. *«'.00 per 100: Pears, *25.00 to *35 00 per 
100; Plums, *25.10 to *35.00 per 100: Norway Spruce, 
*5.00 to *3,1.01. per 100: Austrian Pine, *20.10 per 100; 
Roses, *10.00 per lOu; Grape Vines at all prices.

GEORGE ARNOLD, Prop.,
PARIS NURSERIES.

and will be mailed free on-appUoation to ary ad
dress. I call special attention to my

CHOICE RED FIFE WHEAT
242-a

241-f

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE (See advertisement in December number of this
Pa£k>ver Sd T?motfy,F Orchard, Blue and Red Top 
Grasses, Flax Seed, Tares, Seed Wheat, Oats and

TTHT IS-OF— I

SHORTHORN CATTLE LETTERS FROM
GOLDEN LATITUDES

Barley, Ac., Ac.
GEO. KEITH, Seed Merchant,

242-a 124 King-St, East, TORONTO.

1
-ON—

Wednesday, April 7th, 1886, «*• CO.’ A large, finely-illustrated pamphlet, descriptive of 
the North-West Statistics compiled from official 
sources. Sent/ree on application to 
241-c C. H. WARREN, G. P. A., St. Pact, Minn.

the herd books. Catalogues will be ready by first of 
March, and will be sent on application.
242-a ~ J. O. SNELL, EDMONTON, ONT.

BEST PLANTS IN THE MAMET
Grape Vines, Empire State, 
Nuurara; Woodruff Red; Bernes 
of all descriptions, new kinds 

kand old: Roses etc., etc. Fiant» 
I by mail a specialty. Illustra t- 
fed Catalogue mailed free» con
taining $i, $2, $3, and $5 collec
tions and instructions for plant
ing; be sure and see it before 

_ giving your order. For variety cf
stock send for my new Catalogue, sent free to all.

A. G. HULL, Central Fruit Gardens,
242-c St Catharines, Ont.

«5

. 1

wm ï

: ■I
1BRICK and TILE MACHINE.

I
This is the most perfect Machine manufactured in 

Canada ; manufactured with or without brick at
tachment. Highly recommended by all who have
USYou*wui please refer to the folio wing parties who 
are using it and purchased last season : -Chas. Pratt, 
London; Peter McIntosh, London: H. C. Rider. 
Nilestown; Robert Myers, Stratford; James Kerr, 
Ailsi Craig: R. D. McCormack, Watford; W M. 
Dobey. Glencoe; John Hicb, Stratbhurn- Alex. 
Stewart. James Nichols. Frome.

Send for Descriptive Circular. Address—
V. DAKV1LL & t o,.

LONDON, ONT.

.( m

ERE!HAND, a
WONDERFUL NEW I ltON-t'l,AD PLUM

[THE GLOBE.

MARIANAS’

*%Tih GU\S^
■M

i FRUITS, ORNAMENTALS, EVERGREENS, 
ROOT GRAFTS. CIONS.— EVERYTHING,
Si ARK NURSERIES L?»upfiANA,°Mi^rL4 KE MANUFACTURING THE MOST PF.K- 

r\ feet Fire Extinguishers in the market. It is the 
Simplest, Easiest, Quickest, Most Efficient and
least EXPENSIVE WAY OF PUTTING 

OUT FIRES KNOWN.
It is simply a glass bottle filled with a liquid that 

when broken into the fire, that kill

j
242 SMALL FRUITSGuelph Business College >

generates gases 
it almost instantly. .

Every factory, every mill, every business house, 
every home should bè supplied with these goods. 
Price $!) per dozen.

For further information, circulars, etc., address

, ONT.GUEIj
Jewell, Woodruff No. 1, May King, At

lantic Prince of Berries and other new and old
Strawberries.

Try the new Black Raspberry, HILBORN,
large, hardy and productive.

Greitg, Tyler, Souhegan, Shaffers, Marlboro, 
Nemaha. Caroline and other standard Raspberries 
grown in large quantities.

Fay’s Prolific and Raby Castle Currant. 
Gooseberries, Grapes, and ether Small Fruits.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
FIRST-CLASS PLANTS-LOW PRIDES 

W. W. HILBORN,
ARKONA, ONT., CANADA

This Institution Is steadily rising in popular favor. 
Its list of students already represents two Cana
dian Provinces and five of the American States. 
This fact can he attributed only to the thoroughnes; 
and practical usefulness of the work done in its 
departments. Young men whose early educational 
opportunities have been limited, or who desire to 
pursue a course of training more in accordance 
with the requirements of the practical affairs of life 
than they have hitherto had, would benefit by 
inquiring into the advantages offered by the Guelph 
Business College. ' 240-y

GLOBE FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO i
64 and 66 Dundee street, London, Ont.

242-b.Correspondence invited.

AND HOW TO 
GROW THE*

A New Book with Practical information in Minute 
Detail. By mail, post paid. 20 Cento. Dealers sup
plied at liberal discount. FRANCIS BRILL, 
RrvrairEAD, Long Island, N. Y.. i3L

CAULIFLOWERS
For particulars address

M. MacCOKMICK, Principal. 387-h
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SEEDS for1886
OUR 44 PAGE

CATALOGUE
-----OF-----

Barden, Field & Flower Seeds

ADDRESS—

JOHN S. PEARCE & GO.,
SEND FOR ONE. LONDON, ONT.

241-a

241-b
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NATURES INCUBATOR
'Beat known for batching 
cbicks. lta principle la Just 
like a hen Bitting on a neat 
full of eggs. Chicks can be 
raised lirit at 5or6 eta. per 
lb., and sold for» to* eta. 

f per lb. A One chance for 
I women and boys to make 

money. Sdnd for circular, 
cabator Os., Quincy,

PBICB01T17 $16.00.
ION GARDENS 3^m ^^iNALFl■m.

«mm with* ARE ANNUALLY

tDs
k

« in.Address Natures

I CHOICE FRUIT!Our Green-house Establishment si

’/iszL sraa
Plants.

Our Seed Warehouses, the largest m «H|||l|
New York, are^fltted up

PFtÉR HÏNDERSON ft ÇQ, »» » » «■,

i;
m

10,000,000 Trees and Plants. 

Forest Trees for Timber Claims.

I
All kinds of Fruit, Forest, Ornamental Trees,

1 " " __ ■ ■ ■ a a ■■ I Shrubs and Plants.
TILE AND BRICK MACHINERY.——— 1*x,35ÆSoE5.t0,r.T.«'iS|™?S;

TILE MACHINE1 ,Ll TO 10 RICH BORE. | ffltKsSoW.rXï^“'"'',‘
Address—CARPENTER * GAGE,'® 

Falrbury, Jefferson Co., Nebr.

«

THE EUREKA
MAKES

FOR HORSE ARB STEAM POWER,ROUND, 241-0
OCTAGON,

„ SOLE, AND 
Ü BEADED SHAPED
Sri Ï I Ii E S.

s mahufactübbd by

,T. CLOSE & SON, 

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
*>SEDGW1CK^-
STEEL WIRE FENCE

Z;
1a oE—*

I
"I ■

m
m

f2

s
P
■

E—*
Is the beat general purpose wire fence iu uSe. lt 

i8„ru?etr.^“^^r^œ^;,,.%PD»d 
«or¥J^^a*œ^|âa^œ

nn.rnnrirnTlKiliW

FERTinZERS HHSH
ES

-:x

PETER R. LAMB & CO•>
■ i

242-u1
m

TORONTO, CANADA.
spmp
^^‘^«■MiaasÿrÆaa--,. *

240 a
1 SENDFOR CIRCULAR.

ITT 00R • I TILE

I for early cucumber» or pickles. Golden l fSSii mider

LHI§FliaNipfe?"£ES«ffi

TION in” by the Lte to «ne ^‘Lp’LyyQ A^t^Sncf dS^roi *ed. Bal.au-. !J“■PACKETS «V- SaÇEgTS .
E'ffiÏsi-acVk™*^ ^.ÂVof /feUbK

SM^EfMel® !l

r MACHINERY
1

. 1
; m

a
j a

P. o. Box 16.mi ,0.■
■2lv FOREST TREES.> i a

Wldte^fab.^ropean
Larch. Plnee, Spruces, 
Arbor Vite», etc., etc. * 
Catalpa Speciooa Seed. Zl

Forest am^Evergreen

R. DOWLAS A SON. 
Wauktgo*. IIU

1

■ultivaUna on each ■
£ SEEDS FOB mssfusm ■

ihk'ttsaEwt :
i. j

■
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High Grade Organs at 
low prices consistent 
with quality. Our fac
tories are running 12 
hours per day to keep 
up with orders, which 
are constantly increas
ing. Catalogues Free.

W. BELL & CO., 
Guelph, Ont.

BRANCHES AT

Hamilton, Ont.; St. Thomas, Ont., 
and London, Eng.

LOVETTS GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE i
Is a book ot 70 Pages* with illuminated
lished with nearly tJOO engravings <»r Orchard and
Small Fruits. Nuts, Arc. uives honest in scriptions of

agement. «un Low Prices for Trees and Plants 
directions so clear that even a novice can readily determine 

hat and how m order. Price, with colored plates. 10c., 
XiC 4?||\|y\^r ithout plates, 5c. Price list of Trepsand Plants Free All 

^^jUlLv ho mention this paper will reçoive a cow ot • Orchard and
gratis. J. T. LOVETT, Little SilseirtHS J

cover, ember

OVETT’ OVETT’!
man-

Also

FAIR ü SQUARE DEALING.
Ilclli-ving thnt if a man lias dealt squarely wilh his fellow.

me» iis patrons ave his best advertisers, 1 Invite all to 
l II1Il.*ie inquiry of the character of my seeds among over a 

1,111 V11'11,1 fanners, (lanleners anil I’lanters who have 
used them during the past thirty years. Raising a 
large portion of the seed sold, (few seedsmen raise th 
seed they sell) 1 was the first seedsman in the United 

■m xi warrant (as per catalogue) tlieir purity ami fresh to .»
f V e,8,1(1 Seed Catalogue for 1886 w il »c
r sent ..«r-E to all who write fur it. Among an immense variety, 

nij frietidswill find in it (and in none othiuL) a new .hnmhead Cub- 
hage. just ahotit ns early «S Henderson's, hut nvitrly mire ns 

Jnnteil.il, Uregory, JlarbleUvatl, nan.

V» gSfco® 
„SEE0 
EATALbçyl States to

(886
large I

*mm

TWa^d ll
BEST SELLING TOOL ON EARTH J

sjM
-j

>• • ■

m
Subjects the soil to the action of a Steel Crusher and Leveler, and to the Cutting. Lilting, Turning Process 
of D'utile Hungs of Cast Steel Coultt rs. Immense cutting power. Crushing, Leveling and Pulverizing 
performed at the same unie, Entire absence of Spikes or Spring Teeth avoids pullirg un rubbish. Only 
Ha-tow that ruts over t- e entire surface of the ground. Sizes 3 to 15 feet wide. With and without 
Sulky attachment. We deliver free at Distributing Depots.

t=*r" Send for pamphlet containing tho sands of testimonials from 48 States and Territories.

HARRISBURG,"piiNN. NASH & BRO.,
A B. “TILLAGE IS MANURE ” and other Essays sent Free to parties who name this paper. 242 d

Additional Premiums.

IP <gi

"*For two new subscribers we will send you the 
White Mountain Potato Parer. It will pare 
a potato much better than can be done by 
will take off a thinner pat ing and clean out th 

Or you may have the White Mountain Apple 
Parer, Corer and Slicer. rJ his machine does its 

quickly and economically, leaving the 
ready for drying. No farmer should be without an 
apple or potato parer.

The Novelty Rug Machine.—Makes rugs, 
tidies, door mats, etc. Is an entirely new invention. 
Performs its work satisfacb rily, is simple of con
struction, and can be worked by a child. This little 
machine not only saves much time and labor, but 
much of the material used by the use of the ordi
nary mat hooks. For making Turkish rugs it can
not be excelled. Every housekeeper should have it.

For three new subscriters—“ H. usehold ” 
Special Premium.—The New American Dic
tionary contains i.OOO engravings and more pages 
than any other similar work published. This vol
ume is a library and encyclopaedia of general know
ledge, well bound, and contains every useful word 
in the English language, with its true meaning, 
spelling and pronunciation, besides an amount of 
information on different subjects—a complete 
library of reference. «. _■

Or the World’s Cyclopedia and Library ot 
Useful Knowledge.—Giving concise information

hand; 
e eyes.

work fruit

mm
■

ia

H
{Sap

on nearly every subject. Contains 800 pages, 50,000 
refeiences, and ],20c illustrations, and is au indis
pensable library of universal knnuledye.

Book Premiums for One New Subscriber.
A series of works for young people, well lllue- 

trated, with stiff paper çovers.
The Lady’s Manual. . _ of Fancy Work.—Four

hundred illustrations, paper cover, containing a 
great variety of excellent designs for dres< or house
hold decorations. It is a book which will please, 
and should be in the hands of every lady.

Grimm’s Fairy Tales, 7u illustrations.
Anderson’s Fair? Tales, 60 illustrations.
Mrs. Caudle’s Curtain Lectures, 60 illustrations. 
The story of a Feather, :o illustrât"
Oliver Twis., by Chas. Dickens.
Tennyson’s Complete Works.
Language of Flowers, bv Uncle Charlie.
Each volume is complete.
For two new subscribers with $2 you will receive 

your choiçe of the following .series as a premium : 
Sand ford and Merton.
Æsop’s Fables.
Paul and Virginia.
Games and ? ports for Bovs.
A Year at Sell ol. by “Tom Brown.”
The foil, iwing series are well illustrated, the paper 

1Sun £ ;od Quality, the binding firm a« d attractive, 
while the llllustrations are many and excellent : 

Dod’s Beauties of Shakespeare.
Sydney Smith s Essays.
Burns’ Poetical Works.
Moore’s P. etical Works.
Wise Sayings of the Great and Good.
( r iden’s Concordance.
Ar ibian Nights. i
Things in Doors, for young Folks, 470 illustration^. 
Dr, Dancisons Counstllor, with recipes.

ions.
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UTILIZE YOUR SURPLUS POWER.
KEEP YOUR ENGINE AT WORK.

Purchase a SAW MILL. SHINGLE MACHINE, CHOPPING MILL, or a CHEESE BOX 
AND nASKET OUTFIT. Saw-Irons from $350.00 up, suitable for any power.

fg’*" ~^ni Send for Circulars stating power and capacity desired.
standard chopping mills, •

MÜ9
» I

fit'111aN

: J USING BEST FRENCH BURR MILL- ^SSj 
STONES. SIMPLE. EFFICIENT, PRACTI- 
CAL. CAN BE RUN BY ANY INTELLIG
ENT MAN, NO RENEWING PLATES AS IN IRON 

MILLS. GRIND
ERS WILL LAST I 
A LIFE TIME. I

C^ACITY.

12 INCH CAPACITY 
t IS BUSHELS PfcR HOUR

m-
^DRIVEN BY 
2 to8 H.P.aj

° CAN BC 
DRIVEN 

I 6 to 16

55
y 2 MILL-PICKS, 
uIVCN WITH EACHÎ

JL. JONES
TORONTO.

r I .s
1 ••«.Vf

l,ever-feed self-acting., Shingle Mill, in great demand, the lu.urite mavhinewith milkmen,
threshers and fm——s

THE (~TThIT.Ti~!~R-F?. a ititp.t~>

1250 Built FIRE-PROOF CHAMPIONm

The Pioneer Traction Engine of Canada.Many Implements
The FIRST to he Built ! The GREATEST NUMBER in the Field !

TRIED, TESTED for FIVE SEASONS.
------FOR----- -

Examine it thoroughly for 1886. before purchasing. Only 
safe in going up or down steep hills. The only Troctfc 
boiler is relieved from extra strain of Traction attachment.

Easily Handled. Simple. Durable. Safe irom Fire or Ex
plosion. The Farmer’s and Thresher’s Favorite.

Traction
on whose

DON’T BE MISLED
EXAMINE THEI

CHAMPION
IT IS

THE BEST BUILT.

V I

' I

JÊ READ THE FOLLOWING:
Jordan, Dec. 23rd, IKHâ.

1 like the 12 II. I‘. Champion Traction Engine 1,V>7, which I bought lust 
scuFon, very much. I unloaded it at station, tilled it with water, and «teamed 
it up home, and have never had the tongue on it since, although I have run it ' 
all the season through the very muddy roads of this fall. I have been up and 
down the mountain, which is something over 100 feet high, without the slightest 
trouble. I like the engine very much, and would nrefer a Traction to a p 
engine. I have two engines, the Traction and 12 11. 1\ Champion, number 
I have run 24H for six seasons, with not over 6 dollars repairs, and till 
hcatcr.pipes burst by frost, and a new globe valve.- Sgd., Sa.mvkl IlONSBKltOKK.

(iouro' k, (• uelph, Hth l>eceml*er, IKMâ.
'liop|s*r gives good satisfaction; also 

cat satisfaction. I have not had out- 
iwelled across roads where other en 

ss over, i took the water tank aloi 
i the platform dragged. We 
liot-have been “afe toei ovs for danger of 

ah'nit to or i0 roil or level 
out of pitch in 12 feet.

Solomon Stkomk.

\ kiL
H was for

ST say that my 20 inch 
l\ Traction ('hampion gives gn 

the engine, and I have tn

Standard <12 h“'cfT
rrnt re/Miirs on 
gines had to haE <n"ll>we two teams on to ero 

led through mud through which 
that a horizontal boiler would iIVIH
ng the tubes, as for i.lsiut two miles we had only 

Thr most of tie- hills average from one to four f
\ lisi

X
Y ouistruly,

\

Send for Circulars ano Improvements for 1886
WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS COMPANY, BRANTFORD and WINNIPEG.

IThis entirepresents'ou r%No. E medium saw-irons; we build 3 sizes smaller, and 3 sizes larger.
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Stock 'ISTotes.IMPROVED PRIZE LIST FOR FEBRUARY, 1886.-

'

I
We have just received the catalogue of Mr. 

Wm Douglas, of Caledonia, containing a list of 
his Shorthorns.

Sir,—I now mail you my twentieth subscrip
tion to the “Farmer’s Advocate.” My Perch
erons and Shorthorns are looking well. Have 
seven bull calves dropped already, without a 
single female.—George Ballachby, Brantford.

Mr. Edward Jeffs, of Bond Head, has pur
chased from J. & W. Russell the young bull, 
Prince Arthur, 3452, by Honest Lome 791, dam 
Sheriff Hutton’s Queen (Imp.) He is a very 
promising young animal,- and we hope he will 
equal his brother, Sir Arthur Ingram 3453, that 
took the diploma at London and Toronto last 
fall.

■•i
Most Pleasing and Profitable Premiums to be Obtained without Money. 

Given only to Old Subscribers for Sending in New Subscribers 
Names, Accompanied with Subscription Price, $1 for 

each New Name sent in.

i
I

! i The following articles will be all sent by mall, postage pre-paid. The trees will be good plants, cut back, 
leaving good roots, thus ensuring good growth the first season, and will be carefully packed. *

Subscribers who have not the time to secure the requisite number of names to entitle them to any (or 
as many as they may require) of the following articles, can obtain the same by remitting the cash value 
set opposite each. These are supplied to Advocate subscribers only.

No. of New 
Subscribers.

I -

,
?:

No. of New 
Subscribers.

1 Two" strong plants of Black Walnut 
trees, cut back. The most valuable 
timber tree we can grow; see out 
and description In this issue, p, 34 ..

1 Four small plants Black Walnut..
Two plants largest vàriety of Sweet 

Chf stnut, on trial ; see p. 355, Dec’r. 50c 
Four cultivated Sweet Chestnuts........

1 Two Catalpa speciosa ; see page 332,
November issue—.........................

One Niagara Grape vine; one-year old
plant. .See vol. 20. p.8l..........................

3' One do.; two-year old plant..................
2 One Empire State Grape vine; one-

year old. See page 2, vol. 21.............. 1 00

3 One two-year old do.............. ...................
These are the two most valuable new

Grapes that are offered this season, 
having a great reputation.

] Two small plants Ampélopsis Veltchii,
or Japan Ivy; see p. 353, vol. 20 . 5 0c

>' Valuei Value.
■ : Package consisting of one Virginia 

Creeper; this is the hardiest creeper, 
very handsome ; will thrive in Man
itoba ; also three of the Alder, or 
Ash-leaved Maple trees; they are 
well adapted to all parts of Canada ; 
they are too seldom met with, but 
should be planted : they appeared 
the most thriving and most beautiful 
of deciduous trees that we saw thriv
ing In Manitoba

?| 1
!

I Messrs. M. Cook & Sons, Aultsville, Ont., 
report the following sales of Holstein cattle 
made during the last three months :—Bull, 
“Lord Byron 5th,” to John Burgess, Williams- 
town, Out. ; bull, “Lord Byron 6th,” to E. 
Smart, Brockville, Ont. ; cows, “Eldred” and 
“Bexje 2d,” to B. B. Lord & Son, Sinclairville, 
N. J. ; cows, “Innome”and “Shortia,” to F. N. 
Ritchie, St Anne de la Parade, Que. ; cow, 
“Rosina,”to B. W. Folger, Kingston, Ont ; bull, 
“LordByron 3rd,”toJas. Birmingham, Ganano- 
qne. Ont.; heifer calves, “Rosina 2nd” and 
“Glenora,” to William Campbell, Williams- 
town, Out. The above are all registered in the 
Holstein and Holstein - Friesian Herd Books.

■ 50c
'i 50c
l

I

50c■i y ■

I 50c. . 50c:i I X
One of each of the follow ing varieties 

of Grapes, the hardiest and best ap
proved of for general cultivation : 
Clinton, Hartford Prolific, Delaware 50c 

One plant each of the best Apple and 
the best Crab Apple adapted to our 
northern latitudes ; see particulars 
in future issues — ...............

12 $1 00
1 50

i

1 50
- 50c
; one package of the earliest maturing 

Field Corn offered this season ; see
future issue....................................................

One package of a new and highly ap
proved Cabbage ; see future issue..

Two plants of the latest improved and 
highly commended Raspberry . ...

One dozen plants do.; see future issue $2 GO 
Two plants of the most promising 

new Strawberry; see p, 41, this issue. 50c 
One dozen do

: II
50c'I

l'i Notices.
The catalogue of Messrs. Galbraith Bros., of 

Janesville, Wis., is just received.
Our readers should send to James Vick, of 

Rochester. N. Y., and procure a copy of his 
Floral Guide.
Howto Grow Cauliflowers.—A treatise thereon 

by Francis Brill, author and publisher, River- 
head, N. Y., is j'ist received.

We have received from Mr. Henry S. Evans, 
Secretary of the Montreal Horticultural Society, 
bound volumes of the society’s reports, 
which contain interesting and useful informa
tion and should be read by all who have any
thing to do with horticulture.

Charles A. Green, editor of “Green’s Fruit 
Grower,” says : “We are always glad to recom
mend the ••Acme” Pulverizing Harrow, Clod 
Crusher and Leveler. We use it more than any 
other^tool on the farm, and we use no other 
harrow. See advertisement.

“Common Sense in the Poultry Yard.”— 
A work containing 192 pages, by J P. Haig, 
published by the Industrial Publication Co., 
New York, it just received. It contains stores 
of failures and successes in poultry breeding, 
with a full account of 1,000 hens and what they 
did. The work is well illustrated.

50c

1 50c1 One strong plant do......................................
A very few of these plants have as 
yet been Introduced into Canada, 
and the price charged by some deal
ers has been from 75c. to $1.50.

1
50c

4
i

i-I
Most of the above list is best adapted 

to Western Ontario.
$2 004

One package choice assorted Vege- 
tables.containing many of the latest
and most approved varieties.______

Large packages and greater variety do $1 00 
One package varieties choice flowers. 50c 
One larger package and larger num- 

of varieties do.........................................

1

50cI
Among the following will be found the 

very hardiest and best plants and 
seeds, that will be very valuable to 
our subscribers in our northern lati
tudes.

N. B.—We have no direct interest with any particular seed establishment. We disposed of all our 
stock of seeds years ago, and only offer these in our premium list to our subscribers only. For their bene
fit. and the bene ri of the Advocate, we select the most valuable’and the most promising new varieties 
from the most enterprising and horytrable propagators, dealers and importers. There is an advantage in 
having the first of any valuable variety in any section. The cheapest way to procure them is by sending in 
a few names of new subscribers.

Address the FARMER’S ADVOCATE, London, Ont.

2<
1
2!

. $1 00

r
!

■

;•

i
■■

"VITANTED, SITUATIONS on Farms in the North 
ft West Territory, near Shell River preferred, 

by two English sisters.one capable of taking char, e 
of the household, the other is a good milk woman. 
Would prefer a situation In a diiry. Highest Re- 

For particulars, address-Mrs. R. J.

!
1 j
I 1
'
1 ferences

Evans, 360 Richmond street, London, Ont.I i 241

CANITARIUM,
W 320 Dvndas-St., LONDON, ONT.

I j NOVELTY _ ; adaand^.S*
Male and female agents wanted to sell this, the best 
gelling article ever handled. Samples sent by mail 
for 25 cents. Address, E. H. HALL, Sole Manu
facturer and Patentee, box 427,Guelph, Ont. Agents 
can make from $2 to $i per day. Agents" prices sent 
with sample. 240-c

4 ! “The New Agriculture.”—Just received : 
A work containing 223 pages, by A. N. Cole, 
published by The Angler’s Publishing Company, 
252 Broadway, New York, entitled “The New 
Agriculture." It is a system of irrigation by 
means of underdrainage, instead of overflowing, 
and should command the special attention, of 
horticulturists and gardeners. The water by 
passing upwards from the drain, saturates the 
soil in accordance with the needs of plants. The 
system is endorsed by leading authorities, and 
is said to give excellent satisfaction.

In accordance with the custom of the day 
the Burlington Route isnow running California 
Excursions from the Missouri River in connec
tion with the D-nver & Rio Grande, Central, 
and Southern Pacifie. Railroads, connecting at 
Omaha and Pacific Junction with regular trains 
from Chicago. Peoria, St. Louis and other East
ern points. Both first- :lass and ehe p rate ex
cursions are run, leaving the Missouri River on 
rl e following dates: — Fust class - Feb. 3rd and 
1“ h, to Los Ange es; March 3rd, to San Fran
cisco Low Priced—To all California .emigrant 
points, on Wednesdays of every week Until June 
30th inclusive,

8 ! - SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR
Catarrh, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Sciatica, 

Dropsy, Female Complaints, Kidney Dis
eases, Nervous Disorders, ana all Obstinate 
Chronic Maladies.

! I

Send for Circular. 
240-c

J. G. WILSON, 
Electropathic and Hygiene Physician.

THOR LEY FOOJ >
« ------MANUFACTURED BY------

; Empire HorsE and CamE Food Co., Mitchell, Ont.
The only Food Co. In Canada ever awarded “A 

SILVER MEDAL" by the Provincial Association 
of Ontario.

In constant use at the Model Farm since 1881 — 
last shipment of 500 lbs. on 29th Sept., 1885. Used 
more extensively by leading feeders than any other 
preparation. Invaluable for horses, fattening cat
tle, milch cows, calves, sheep and pigs. Numerous 
testimonials from prominent breeders. We grind 
our own ingredients and guarantee their purity, 
which is done by no other Food Co. in Canada. If 
you cannot get our food from your dealers, send 
direct to the mill. Do not be deceived hv dealers, 
who may wish to sell you an inferior article. Price 
at the mill $5.25 per 100 lbs., less quantities at higher 
rate. Cash must accompany all orders.

I We also manufacture an excellent Poultry Food.
240-e

4SI MAIN ST., BUFFALO. N. Y.'

i A new and special Department of the Bryant At 
Stratton Business College. Thorough and prac
tical instruction given to young and middle-aged 
men and ladies at home by means of personal 
correspondence.

Book-Keepihe, Business Forms, Penmanship, Arithmetic, 
Commercial Law, Letter Writing and Shorthand

successfully taught, Distance no objection. Terms 
moderate. Circulars free by mentioning Farmer's 
Advocate. Address,

O. L. BRYANT, Secretary,
Buffalo, N, Y.

/■-' N

231-y'
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Adopted by the Government of the Dominion of Canada as thea
I.

STANDARD WAGON.I,
n
y
11 \t

should command your preference z—it
<3

The Intrinsic cost and value of it is at least 910 more than any other wagon made in Canada, and any unprejudiced practical man will tell you so, and 
the thousands who now have them in use say so, because it is not only made from the best, carefully selected and thoroughly seasoned timber and best 
of iron, but the ukolim used, made only by us, are superior to any skein made or used in Canada, and are constructed specially to receive our Patent 
Climax Tran Bod, which doubles the strength of the axle ; the boxing of the hubs are preaaed, not wedged in ; a guarantee for a year accompanies 
each wagon, and notwithstanding this additional cost and superiority thb Chatham Wagon can be purchased at no greater price than is charged for 
inferior wagons. Bear in mind, it is the running gear that carries your load, and no amount of fancy painting on the box will make an easy running 
and great Carrier of a poorly constructed wagon.

e
I,
i-

:d
i, Liberal Terms to Parties Buying in Carload lots. Correspondence Solicited.;

• mr, CHATHAM MANUFACTUBINO CO.. Limited.840-
I,
I-
d FOREST CITY BUSINESS COLLEGE, LO DON, ONT.-^en^xÆ^

Practical Accountants from the leading banks and offices in the city, also by wholesale and retail 
dealers, and in every instance the highest praise was be- — 
stowed upon the thorough and practical character of our 
work. Our elegant rooms are being rapidlv filled by earnest 
and enthusiastic students. The attendance has more than I 
doubled during the past month. We were awarded First Prize 
at Provincial and Diploma at Brantford for penmanship. 240c

GARDEN, FIELD, FLOWER »d TREE;F
I-
e

SEEDS"FTfl.m -i ~1 t,nn. ^A_gz?±OTXl'b'CLX*al W OX'Zkzs
>f STERLING WORTH AND QUALITY HAVE MADE

iMMa
the most popular brands. Sow them and you will 
use none but Simmers’.

All Seeds Mailed Free on receipt of Catalogue 
Price. Please send your address for a Seed Cata
logue, free on application.

is

L. D. SAWYER & CO.,
-------MANUFACTURERS OF------

“ L. D. S.” Portable Engines
if

n
r-

8,
7, JT. A. SIMMERS

TORONTO.
240-d

'«9, oilers.etum FlueWith
Awarded First Prise, Provincial Exhibition, London. 1886 ; b ort hern Exhibition, Walker ton, 

1885; Great central Fair, Hamilton, 1885.
t- SEEOSMAN,

(Established 18SA)r-
“ Grain Saver” Threshers. “American Peerless ” Threshers.

Pitt’s 10 and 12 Horse-powers. Tread Powers for 1, 2 or 3 horses. Light Separators 
for Tread Powers. Clover Mills and Clover Attachments.

SEND FOB ILLUSTBATBD CATALOGUE. Address
L. D. SAWYER Ac CO., Hamilton, Out.

PB99Bmmm
it
l-
d
y
$r m

NUAL
J886.nL.

It EE to all applicants, and to cue to 
last year without ordering it. It contains about ISO pages,
600 illustrations, prices, accurate descriptions andvaluable 
directions for planting ell varieties of VEGETABLE 
and FLOWER SEEDS, BULBS, etc. Invaluable 
to all, especially to Market Gardeners. Send tor It.

C. M. FERRY & GO., 1

241-d

i,
Will be0LMSTEAD BROS.38

l,

HAMILTON, ONT.,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Builders’ 

Supplies,
Columns, Crest lugs, Pi» la Is, Balcony 

Bailings, Gallery Bailings, Brackets, 
Church Pew Ends, Staple Fittings,

y mm
n|
IL f ‘.'.I' H,

:

BUSINESS COLLEGEB,
h
W

[Cor. King and James Sts. (opposite the Gore),

HAMILTON, ONT
y M IRON LAWN AND GARDEN CHAIRS?. i»f IN GREAT VARIETY.

Fountains, Garden Statuary, Tie Posts, 
Carr-age Steps, Wrought and Cast 

Sidewalk Gratings, Vases, Settees, 
Sinks, Wrought and Cast Iron Fencing, 

Thimble Skeins, Cuspadors, etc.
Boyton Improved Hot-air Furnaces.

y
ie A FIRST CLASS BUSINESS TRAINING COLLEGEie
d Practical in every department ; well qualified and 

energetic teachers : system new, unsurpassed by 
that of any other College of the kind, and endorsed 
by the leading business men of the city.
SHOBTHAN0 AND TELEGRAPHY BY

SKILLED INSTRUCTORS
Ladles admitted to full course. Terms reasonable. 

For further particulars address

B. A. GEIGER. DI. L. RATTRAY,
Principal, 

ati-y

1
ia

DOMINION STANDARD SCALESc-
i, 241-cWrite for our Illustrated Catalogue.
it
is

N. ANDERSON, M. D 
M. C. P. S. Ont.-Eye 

and Far Surgeon, 84 Jam- s 
■eS St. Hamilton, Ont, Dr. 

Anderson gives exclusive 
attention to the treatment 

aiSsBV of the various diseases of the
"Trr* EYE and EAR.
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED

J. XTOTICBTO FARMERS.—Wanted at once, active 
IN pushing men, to wholesale my famous teas to 
consumers. A good man wanted in every townshio. 
No peddling, no license to pay, no capital required. 
( 'ommission or salary. To good men we pay salaries 
of from *6Ui to $2,0-0 per year: wri-e for particulars. 
JAMES LAUT, importer,and jobber in pure teas. 
Head office 281 Yonge St., Toronto 282-y

t-

x- Secretary.
Mention Fahmeh’s Aiivocatr.in

id
4U- ï Alt. W. E. WAÜGH. Office-the late Dr. An- 

\J derson’s, Rldout-St., London, Ont, 241-ynt
aq i

*

-

i

L.

P-ItZ.
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THE STANDARD

Fertilizer i Chemical Co.SCALES ISCALES !
The rutftni *r this Scale 

la « fret by 4 leeL
M Farmer, Stock Baiser 
#r Fredeee Beater should 

be without one.
■t weighs Aeenralely from 
hair poud to 4,0M pounds

(LIMITED)
SMITH'S FALLS, ONTARIO.

1 I BURROW STEWART A Mil a*

SPECIAL FERTILIZERS FDR FRUIT,
Vegetables, Grain, Roots, &o.

at Toronto-m- mp-

“liLXLv om.ro I ^SSSSSL'ttSSSSSSSM^ *~SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, Address to R. I. BBODIE. Mann er,
COUMTER SCALES. I Orto Bbodib A Harvib, Mon»*" FaU8’ °%u

OEOERICK S HAY-PRESSEST
e Jk . thecostomer"

beet. Ü

À
■i .

:ii

t
i

PLATFORM SCALES. 
HAY SCALES,8 ir.kiI

ll &c., &c.
Quality, Accuracy and Beauty 
of workmanship unsurpassed.

1

I a
SURROW. STEWART k MILNE: kjar/mw-gg HAMILTON, ONT.

238-yI
• Manufactory nt 90 Codecs Street, Montreal, P, Q* 

tidresa for circular P. K. DEDERICK & CO.. Alban v »!| ■!

ORGANS! ORGANS! BUSINESS COLLEGE
IN CONNECTION WITH

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE
I3 WOODSTOCK, ONT.

$ The College has been thoroughly reorganized and 
placed in the hands of a most able stall of teachers 
(Including two who have been principals of similar 
and successful institutions). Course most thorough 
and practical. Fees very moderate. For full In
formation, address—

N. WOLVBRTON, B. A., 
Principal Woodstock College.

■ Superior Design and Workmanship.
Every Instrument Warranted 7 Years.

i
I

239-d
.1 i
V ¥. & F. P. CURRIE & CO.

IkIffl HUT Tnuitail 100 Brey Run St., Montreal,i -v ■-ÆMANTTFACTURBBS OF

SOFA. CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.If
A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.j!-{ O' HTITIOHT O 'BN TO TUB WOIUjD !

•I1! IMPORTERS OF
Drain Pipes, Vent Linings, Flue Covers, Fire 

Brloks, Fire Clay, Portland Cement, Ro
man Cement, Water Lime, Plaster 

of Paris, Borax, Whiting,
China. Clay. etc.

:

SEW FACTOWES COMPLETED. CAPACITY 500 OBBAHS PEE MONTH.I
5O 241-yu I

Awarded Silver Medal and First Prize Over all Competitors at the
n-JES I p —

Exhibition. 1882 ^ N xoronio industrial Presidcnt-WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex.,884’ Vice-President-AD AM MDRKAY.Co.Treasurer

Awarded Three Diplomas ExWbition. / ' $%E

These, with many other Medals, Diplomas. Prizes, Ac., place the “KAHN OKGAN ” ,.t .. ' Assets, ... 1,339,000
others. We call the attention of the public to the facts abov:e. WemanufaFture OmnfknU.hil of. a," 
for Churches, Parlors, Schools, Lodges, Ac. Send for Circulars and Prices to ° g suitable In style

■ mgs laii

! -j
I!

î
;

IS

i1 1

j The Company issues debentures for two or more 
years in sums of $100 and upwards, bearing interest 
at highest current rates, payable half-yearly by 
coupons.

Executors and Trustees are authorized by 
law to mvest in debentures of this Company.

For information apply to

I
!

D. W. KARR & Co., ONT. ,
1

! '29-tf JOHN A. BOB. Manager.wmm,886‘ ACtNTS WANÏLD IN SOME LOCALITIES

Ontario Veterinary Collegeas

TBMPEKANCB 8TBBBT, TOKWNTO.

The most successful Veterinary Institution in 
America. AU experienced Teachers. Fees. Fifty 
Dollars per Session. Session 1885-8 begins Oct. 21st.
MÂ°Ttoh^mkPKOF- v-s-®-’

f

OTMPif..
The Engine for the Northwest is 

made to bum either coal, wood or straw.
Farmers, procure a Genuine Wtuto 
Threshing Engine at the Forest City
KnwMr^imîiTr fi*jO"d0n' °nt~ Can.
GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor and Manager

fc_

B@er" FTwmSIStoSgSSSSSF'"-
t The engines may be seen at Van TassaVs 
foot bridge warehouse, Belleville. 242-y

i;

m
si1

JSI
I»

■ uf
î !li

;

M-

V

TORONTO ENGRAVING CD
Brjgdem

Çeale

17 KingES±W
TORONTO

SPECIALTIES —,  
fiNEAfij. liv'ESTOGk-'wjS
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